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FOR Several years now record playing and
recording equipment has been in popularity.
You know that automatic changers, wireless
oscillators, and recorders get out of adjustment and become inoperative.

Since these

units are associated with radio receivers,
radio servicemen are called to make the needed
repairs.

It is important for you to be able

to service all types of record players, radio
recorder combinations, and automatic changers.
These units are expensive and the owners are
able and willing to pay a fair price for your
work and knowledge.

This manual of service notes will introduce you to this money -making field and give

you specific detailed instructions for repairing hundreds of different machines used for
reproduction and making of records. With this
new manual,SUPREME PUBLICATIONS continues to
serve your needs.
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RECORD PLAYERS
Record players are supplied with built-in amplifiers or, more
often, they are used with regular radio receivers. The pickups are
of the crystal or magnetic type and all modern units are of high
impedance output. Rost of the turn tables are rim -driven.
But
other types of constant speed motors are still used at times and
were very popular a short time ago.
Many of the record players, designed for use with house radio
sets, include a wirew.less oscillator unit and the units need not
be connected to the radio. Pages 7 and 8 will deal with such oscillators; the turn table and pickup, of course, are exactly the same
as used in other record players.

Specific instructions for servicing various automatic record
changers are given later, but as an introduction some general highlights will be given now. All automatic record changers play a
quantity of- records placed above the turn table on an extended shaft.
One record is played at a time. :When a record is finished the inside
"oscillating grooves" cause the pickup to trip a mechanism which
starts a series of actions. The pickup lifts up and returns to a
position outside of the turn table and then a new disc, next in line,
dropsdown. The release of a single disc is accomplished by either
a side push of the record on a "crooked" shaft or by side separaters
in some models. The playing is then repeated. If the last record
is being played, it will be repeated until the machine is stopped.
Records can be rejected in the middle with a special button on some
automatic changers.
Automatic changers also may be used with amplifiers, with wireless units and a radio receiver, or by being connected directly to
a radio set.
It is important for the radio serviceman to know how to connect
a record player to any radio set.
Of course, if the radio has input
terminals for a phono pickup, the installation can be completed by
inserting the small phone plugs. It is worth while to try these
connections both ways. Usually the better way will create less hum.
Instructions for connecting record players to all other sets
are given on the other side of this page. You will note that all
standard sets have been divided into three classes of detector tubes
(second detector in superhets). The majority of present day sets
use dual -diode -triode type tubes such as 75, 6Q7, or 12Q7.
Some
of the older sets use triodes, as 27, 56, 6c5, or tetrodes type 24A,
or pentodes 6C6, 6J7.
The instructions explain the work and permit
the use of a circuit which completely silences the radio receiver
while the records are being played through the audio section of the
radio set.
COMPILED BY M. N. BEITMAN, SUPREME PUBLICATIONS
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2" Detector

Converter

6A7

ewe

PLIMS, IFECOIMS, MONA= MAIMS

35.7,

25L6G

In all cases break connection marked X. Keep all leads short.
Use a single -pole double -throw switch. Connect point A to center
terminal of switch. Connect point B to one end of switch. To
the other end of switch connect "hot" lead from phono pickup.
Remaining lead of pick up is grounded to chassis. Switch will
If volume control is in audio
select radio or phono operation.
section it will serve, otherwise the record player must have its
own control. With triodes, tetrodes, and pentodes, as in the
bottom two circuits, cathode resistor, if used, must be changed
used, should be shorted out.
to 1,0002. Grid resistors, if
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HOME RECORDERS
All recording systems include a suitable turn table, recording
head and arm, playback arm, amplifier, and associated microphone
and loudspeaker.
In majority of radio -recorders, the audio section
of the radio receiver serves as the amplifier. Since low output
crystal microphones are employed in many systems, the additional
gain needed is obtained by using a pre -amplifier stage.
The motor used must be strong enough to keep constant speed
while turning a disc which is being cut. This motor must also turn
a feed -screw mechanism while the engaged gears move the recording
head in regularly spaced grooves. Rim -drive is used in most modern
units, but constant speed electric motors are also directly coupled
to the shaft of the revolving disc drive.
ilany of the recording heads use a crystal element and are of
the high impedance type.
All of the older models and many modern
heads are of the magnetic type and have different impedances. Wry
common are magnetic recording heads with impedances between 4 and
8 ohms, and also 500 ohms. Recording heads, as voice coils, must
be properly matched to the audio output impedance, and further must
not carry any D.C.

The play -back pickups are of the standard type described in
connection with record players. Crystal types predominate.
Usually a home recorder is a combination radio receiver, record
players(at times with an automatic changer), and a recorder. The
inclusion of a microphone also permits the use of the equipment as
a small public address system. When in use as radio set, the changeover switch on most models, disconnects the microphone pre -amplifier,
recording head, and phono pickup. For recording, the R.F. (or I.F.)
sections is made inoperative and the mike pre -amplifier is connected
to the audio input. The speaker (for this purpose) is disconnected,
silenced, or operated at reduced volume, and the recording head is
connected to the output. A visual indicator, meter, tuning eye, or
neon tube, helps in adjusting to correct volume level. For "of the
air" recording the R.F. section is left in operation to receive the
wanted program while the mike channel is shut off.

For playback of the home made discs or any other types, we
have another position of the change -over switch.
Now the pickup
is connected to the audio input and the speaker to the output.
The R.F. section of the receiver is not used.

COMPILED BY M. N. BEITMAN. SUPREME PUBLICATIONS
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Specific repair hints and adjustments are given in the notes
for definite models, but some general tests will be given here.
If not,
First find out is the radio is functioning correctly.
service the set forgetting for the while that it is also used for
recording and playback purposes. While using and servicing the
radio section, the switch must be in the "Radio" position.
When the radio is found to be operating properly, test the
If the audio section of the receiver
unit for record playback.
worked for radio reception, the trouble must lie in the changeover switch or the pickup. Examine and tighten the switch. Then
to test the pickup, replace the pickup connections with 2 to 6
volts A.G. obtained from a filament connection of a tube in the
A very loud hum will be heard and this will indicate trot
set.
the pickup is at fault.
The recording head connects to the output in a manner similar
to the speaker. Using the recorder in position for "of the air"
recording, place your finger alongside of the recording needle.
You should feel strong vibrations. This test also may be made by
connecting low scale A.G. voltmeter to the connections of the recording head. If tests fail to show a current passing to the head,
the recording head must be at fault.

Of course, the recoding section may also fail to operate because of a fault in the pre -amplifier section or in the microphone
To see if the trouble lies here, remove phono pickup conitself.
nections and connect them to audio input of the radio receiver.
Page 4 has notes explaining how to do this. Pick the phono needle
in the playback arm, while the equipment is set in recording position, and see if the recording needle is vibrating (moving) to
correspond with your movement of the pickup needle.
Now connect phono pickup in place of microphone and make the
If results explained above are obtained, the pre -amplisame test.
fier and radio are functioning correctly. And the fault must lie
in the microphone.
Three types of recording needles are used today. Sapphires
have the finest and hardest point. They are of the low friction
Good for about five
type and take and extremely fine polish.
hours of service and then can be resharpen.
They
Stellite needles are constructed of a hard metal alloy.
cut almost as well as sapphires, but give only two hours service.
Can be resharpened.

Steel needles, of course, are most often used in radio -recorder
Inexpensive in cost, will last about 20 minutes, and
combinations.
cannot be sharpened for additional use.
COMPILED BY M. N. BATMAN, SUPREME PUBLICATIONS
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WIRELESS UNITS
General Electric
Model HM -21

Symbol
C-1

C-2
C-3
C-4
C -5a

C-Sb
C-8

L1

111
R-1

R-2
114-3

R-4

R-5
R-8
S-1

T-1

Description

300-850 mmf. tuning trimmer
100 mmf. mica capacitor
0.1 mfd. paper capacitor
.005 mid. paper capacitor
10 mfd. dry electrolytic
10 mfd. dry electrolytic
.01-.01 mil. line capacitor
Oscillator coil
Motor
120.000 ohms carbon resistor
1,200 ohms earbon resistor
47.000 ohms carbon resistor
4.7.000 ohms carbon resistor
1.0 megohms carbon resistor
8.800 ohms carbon resistor
Power switch
Power transformer

Wireless osclllatbrs usually employ two tubes and are used to
radiate 'a carrier on the broadcast band and of a frequency
between the frequencies of local broadcasting stations. This
frequency is adjustable by means of the padder condenser C
in the diagram above of a General Electric model, or in tht
one below of Zenith make. A pentagrid converter tube is the
oscillator and is modulated with the audio signal generated
by the phono pickup.
The second tube is used as a rectifier
in either A.C. or AC -DC circuit.
The amount of energy which
may be radiated must be limited to comply with FCC regulations.
Antenna may be in the form of a flexible wire or a metal plate.
The signal radiated by the wireless oscillator can be picked
up on any nearby radio set if it is tuned to the frequency of
the oscillator unit.
Volume should be controlled at the radio
in the usual manner.

DESCR/A T/00V
C2
CS

CIL

CS
CS
C7

77./AVAW CISVAISV.feR

000/ *WO.
.00025 44.22
OS 41,0
./ AI.40
0/ *PAO

I2SA7GT OSC.

35Z4GT RECT.

'

PLECTROL

CI
C9

40 MAO
05,4RO.

SI/
.92

22 N ekvAi

.4402.-N464

/ /424.0.49,4

.04.27.4W

P/C/CUP
IDO" OESCAVA.7/0-4/
123

R4

RS
RAS
R7

47001~
2200 Qgiu
4.7 049,/

704
I 14 4/

OSC COIL 4.552,4
3

Rs

4W

220/W OWN .401

4700 ON*, hin4

FREQUENCY RANGE

C/ CONNECTED .47S 540-900/CC

C/ CONNECTED AT

900 -/500/CC

CL4LL4.57 77.45

SW/TC/1

Zenith Model S-8500
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SERVICE NOTES
on

WIRELESS OSCILLATORS

Wireless oscillators use a simple circuit to produce
oscillations. An inductive feedback arrangement is employed,
and semiadjustable condenser controls the frequency of the
This
The oscillator grid is used for this circuit.
output.
grid is the cap connection of tubes such as 6A7, 6A8, and 6K8.
The control grid (the one next to the cathode) is coupled to
a crystal phono pickup and modulates the carrier produced with
an audio frequency corresponding to the records being used.
In some units, an output type pentode is used for the oscillator
Several
with the screen grid serving as the oscillator grid.
units employ a single tube to combine the function of the oscillator and rectifier (12A7, 25A7G), but better unitshave, a
separate rectifier tube, as in the case of circuits shown.
In servicing wireless oscillator units remember that
To test for carrier from the
they are small transmitters.
oscillator, run the antenna wire from the oscillator unit
close to the lead of the radio's antenna lead for a few feet.
Place the oscillator in operation, but do not operate the
phono pickup. Place the radio in operation and tune in a
station close to the frequency on which the oscillator is
Find the trimmer adjustment in the oscillator
to operate.
and turn the set screw from one extreme to the other. At
some point changing pitch whistling should result. If no
response of this type is obtained, the oscillator is not
putting out a carrier wave.
If no carrier is present, test the oscillator for voltage on plate and screen grid, and check power supply. Tube
See
may also be tested or replaced with another for test.
that the oscillator coil is not open -- best to use an ohmmeter for this.
If carrier is being produced trouble must lie in the
Connect signal generator
phono pickup or its connections.
Try to obinstead of pickup and feed a strong audio signal.
tain results with this set up. If you do not have a signal
generator, disconnect the pickup leads anyway. Instead connect the lead going to the grid of the oscillator tube, to
one side of a .01 mfd., 600 volt (value not critical) condenConnect the other 81(16 of this condenser to one of the
ser.
Try to use the side of the A.C. not going to the
A.C. lines.
In this manner you will have a 60 cycle
chassis of the unit.
audio note modulating the oscillator.
Should the oscillator operate with another source of
If unit
audio signal, you may assume pickup is at fault.
still does not work, the circuit of the pickup must be bad.
Check all resistors and condensers in this sections.

8
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AIR -KING PRODUCTS CO., Inc.
Model 5000

Radio, Phonograph and Recorder Combination

RADIO
Always set the "PHONO-RADIO-REC" switch on position #5
when listening to radio programs. Never listen to radio programs with the switch on #3 position as this may cause damage to the recording unit.

PHONOGRAPH
To use as a phonograph whether on home recordings or stand-

ard records, set the "PHONO-RADIO-REC' switch on #4
position. Any good brand of phonograph needle may be used.
CAUTION: Never play home recordings with a needle which
has been used on regular records. The standard records contain a gritty substance which grinds down the needle point in
such a way that if this needle is used to play home recordings,
serious damage may be caused and the recording ruined.

After the needle has been properly placed in the holder,
tighten the set screw firmly, being careful not to disturb the
position of the needle. Place a blank disc on the turntable,
making sure pin "D" in figure I, projects through one of the
three small holes near the center of the disc. Start the turn-

table to revolving by means of the switch, "5" shown
figure I.

in

Tune in the desired radio program and adjust the volume con-

trol until the sound from the loud speaker is fairly loud and
clear. If the program sounds rough or distorted, or if there
is considerable static or background noise, remember that the
recording will sound exactly the same way, as it is a faithful
reproduction of what is received from the radio set.

Set the "PHONO-RADIO-REC" switch to position #3. The
needle in the cutter arm is now vibrating in unison with the
program being received and you are ready to proceed with
the actual recording of this program.

Lower the recording arm until the needle almost touches the
surface of the record. If this point is approximately I/4" from
the outside edge of the record, lower the recording arm gently,
allow the needle to come in contact with the record, and release the arm. If the distance is not correct on the first trial,
raise the recording arm approximately two inches and move it
to one side or the other, until the needle position is correct.
After the correct needle position has been found, the record.
ing arm is lowered all the way and released.

11,111, I

RECORDING FROM RADIO

It will be noted that in a short time, a line of threads collect at
a point approximately 1/2" away from the position of the
needle. These threads should be brushed lightly towards the
center of the turntable with a handkerchief or a soft brush,
and must not be allowed to collect around the needle point.
No other attention need be given, except the recorder arm
must be lifted as soon as the needle reaches the label in the
center of the disc. If the recorder arm is allowed to remain
down after this point has been passed, the needle may dig
through the coating and come in contact with the metal of the
disc which will ruin the recording needle and may damage
the recorder as well.

Figure I, above, shows a view of the apparatus contained in

RECORDING FROM MICROPHONE

the top of the cabinet. The part marked "S" is the switch
which is used for starting and stopping the turntable, marked
"T". The part marked "P" is the phonograph pickup which is
used in the usual way for playing phonograph records or home
recordings. The part marked "R" is the recording arm which is
used when making home recordings.

To make a record of a radio program, proceed as follows:
Raise the recorder arm to the vertical position, loosen the set
screw projecting from the end and place a recording needle
in the needle holder. Figure 2 above shows a side view of the
recorder arm with an enlarged view of the needle. Note that
the flat side of the needle point is on the side of the needle
opposite the set screw "s". The edge of the needle point "E"
must fall on a line drawn lengthwise through the set screw.
These instructions apply only to needles having a round shank
A great many brands of recording needles have a flat surface

on the shank and in using these, placing the needle in the
holder with this flat surface directly under the set screw insures
proper needle alignment.

COMPILED BY M. N. BEITMAN. SUPREME PUBLICATIONS

Follow the directions given above for proper placing of the
needle in the recorder arm as well as the directions for making
the actual recording. The only difference is that the program
being recorded is now picked up by the micre-bone and this
is accomplished as follows:

First set the switch marked "PHONO-RADIO-REC" to posi-

tion #1.

Speak into the microphone and increase the volume by means
of the volume control until the speech or music to be recorded
is reproduced over the loud speaker in the radio set. This is

merely a check to indicate that the microphone is working
properly.

Next set the "PHONO-RADIO-REC" switch on position #2
and turn both tone and volume controls to the extreme
full on position.

or
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Speak into the microphone in a normal tone of voice and at a
distance of approximately six inches. The speech will then be
recorded exactly as was the radio program mentioned above.
It is also possible to make records of various musical instruments in exactly the same manner.

It will be noted that when the "PHONO-RADIO-REC" switch
is in position #2, no sound is heard over the loud speaker.
This is done intentionally so that the microphone may be used

0

in any position with respect to the set, and without the
whistling which might be present if the speaker were operating.

PUBLIC ADDRESS

To use the instrument as a Public Address unit, set the
000 049

'66000

"PHONO-RADIO-REC" switch on position #I, as mentioned
in the paragraph "Recording from Microphone", noted above.
The instrument may now be used for amplifying the voice in
exactly the same way as this is accomplished in large auditoriums or at the baseball parks, etc.
In using the equipment as a public address unit, it will be noted

that if the volume control knob, #3, is turned up too far, a
loud squeal or whistle will be heard with some locations of the

The proper position of the microphone with
respect to the set depends upon so many factors that it can
only be determined by experiment. Simply change its position
until that point is found which gives the loudest reproduction
over the speaker without the objectionable ringing or whistling
microphone.

"

sound.
0

II
000090

PARTS LIST

J

PART

SCHEMATIC
LOCATION

L2
L8
LIO

L9
L3
L4

El,

E2

C2,
C3,
CS,

C4, C9, CIO
C7, C17

CI, CO

CII

CI3

Cl2
C14

CIS
C6

CI6
CI9
CI8
R7

RII

and
Home recordings are made with excessive high frequencies
when playing these, use the tone control to reduce the high
frequencies to normal. This is done intentionally since the surfreface noise on the record is also reduced when the high

quencies are brought down to normal and a more pleasing
reproduction is thereby obtained.

RI
0.2
0.3

RI6
RS,

RIO,

R6,

RI7

Rfl, R9
542
R13

RI5
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R1

DESCRIPTION

No.
1999
103110
1025104
1028105
1028106
1028107

514,

0.113

103313
103514
101638
102054
101916
101917
101921
101925
101919
101936
101927
101924
101923
101942
101938
101943
101944
101835
102435
102512
105574
104059
104529
104224
104528
104115
103977
103978
103976
103975
101979
104911
1059107
105413
102327
102323
102337
102341
102313
102329
102328
102311
102333
102339
102340

Cabinet

Coil-wave trap
Coil-B.C. antenna loop
Coil-B.C. oscillator coil
Coil-S.W. antenna coil
Coil-S.W. oscillator coil
Coil -1.F. input

Coil -1.F. output
Condenser-variable
Condenser--electrolvtic, 25 mfd.. 350 volt.
Condenser-.005, 400 volts 16 mfd, 450 volt
Condenser-.05, 400 volts
Condenser-.0001, mica

Condenser-A, 400 volts
Condenser-.002, 400 volts
Condenser-.01, 800 volts
Condenser-.0S, 600 volts
Condenser-.03, 600 colts
Condenser-.25, 400 volts
Condehser-.00005, mica
Condenser-.002, mica
Condenser-.0135S, mica

Condenser-.005, mica
Connector-microphone, female

Control-volume
Control-tone, with switch
Cord-power
Dial-scale
Dial-drum
Dial-escutcheon
Dial-cable and spring
Dial-pointer
Knob-volume
Knob-phono radio -recording
Knob-on-off, tone
Knob-tuning
Knob-band switch

Lamp-pilot No. 47
Leaflet-instruction

ieesei(sitioer±tg,000 ohms 1/4 watt
Resistor -250 ohms, 1/4 watt

Resistor -2 megohms, 1/4 watt

Resistor -20,000 ohms, 1/4 watt
Resistor -1/4 megohm, 1/4 watt
Resistor -13 megohms, 1/4 watt
Resistor -3 megohms, 1/4 watt
Resistor -300 ohms, 1/4 watt, wire -wound

Resistor -25 ohms, 2 watt, wire -wound
Resistor -200 ohms, wire -wound
Resistor -1250 ohms, I watt

COMPILED BY M. N. BEITMAN, SUPREME PUBLICATIONS
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Automatic Record Changer-Operating Instructions
Belmont Radio - Model 671-B

4.

Push index and reject

lever to

"REJ." position and release.

The first record will then feed and
play thru, followed by the balance of
the records.
5. After last record has been played,

allow pickup arm to reset on record.
Return arm to rest and push lever to
"OFF'.
6. Raise and turn record platforms
away from turntable.
7. Remove records carefully from
turntable. Be careful not to strain
spindle.

CAUTION-This Changer is designed and built to play standard 10- and
I2 -inch records in good condition automatically. To obtain the benefit of
satisfactory operation it is necessary
that instructions be followed explicitly

and in no case use force, as this may
cause damage.

Mechanism

General
This Record Changer will play automatically a series of standard 10- or 12
inch records of the type generally available today, or records of any size up to
inches

12

changed manually.

This

Changer does not require any adjustment by operator for playing different
size records. Stacks of mixed sizes may
be played but this is not recommended
or guaranteed. Records of the last few

years with the standard eccentric or

spiral finishing groove will operate the
automatic mechanism.

Controls and Moving
Mechanism
Index and Record Reject Lever: This
This lever is located near the right front
corner of the phonograph with its index
plate marked for four positionsOFF.-MAN.-AUT.-REJ.

When you desire to change record
selections manually, this lever should be

set in the "MAN." (MANUAL) position.

To play a series of records, the lever
should be set at the "AUT." (AUTOMATIC) position.

To reject a record being played, or
to start the record -changing cycle, in

case the record just played does not
have the standard eccentric or spiral
stopping groove; simply push the lever

to the "REJ." (REJECT) position and
let go. The pickup arm will raise up
and swing outwards and the next record
will drop.

Keep the lever in its "MAN." position
when not actually playing records automatically.

Do not rotate turntable in reverse
direction or bend or strain turntable
spindle when
records.

loading

or

unloading

To start the turntable set the switch
to the "MAN." or "AUT." position. To
stop the turntable, set the switch to the
"OFF" position.

Do not overload with records. The
maximum load is either:
10 - 12 inch records
12 - 10 inch records
10 - 10 and 12 inch records mixed

Manual Operation

Do not touch pickup arm when it is
in motion during automatic function or

1.

Insert Needle in pickup and clamp

securely with needle screw protruding
from front of pickup arm.
2. Lift record platforms and rotate
away from turntable.
3. Place record to be played on turn-

stop the mechanism until pickup arm
reaches playing position and is returned
to rest provided.

Do not move platforms by selector.
Always raise and turn by hub of record
platform.

table.
4.

Advance index and reject lever to

5. Place needle on blank edge of record and push pickup arm gently toward
center to start needle in groove.
6. When playing is completed lift
pickup arm slightly to clear record and
replace same on rest.
7.

Records
Do not use warped records; records
with rough, square, or uneven edges;
records that are extra thin or extra thick.

Do not use other than standard 10
inch or 12 inch records.
Do not leave records on record platforms. This will cause warpage.

Return index and reject lever to

"OFF".

Automatic Operation
1. Insert long playing needle in pickup and clamp securely with needle screw

protruding from front of pickup arm.
Return arm to rest.
2. Rotate record platforms to index
position (locked in place by pin).

Needles
Single -playing needles may be used
for manual operation, but they are
somewhat inconvenient.
Multiple -playing needles are essential

for automatic operation to conserve record life, as well as being a convenience
for manual operation.

NEVER put a needle into pickup,

once it has been removed, since this

3. Place records to be played over the
turntable spindle and on the record plat-

will result in unnecessary wear on the
records-many times that resulting from

forms.

normal use.
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CROSLEY SERVICE SUPPLEMENT
I -RECORDERS
The quality and life of instantaneous home recordings
is largely dependent upon the operators working knowl-

cutting it should be lowered GENTLY on the blank
with turntable RUNNING.

edge of his equipment and the type blank discs and

NOTE: Most cutting

cutting needles used. For the operation and adjustment

needles have a flat ground
on the shank. The needle

of the various controls read the operating instructions
supplied with the receiver.
The type recorders used in Crosley equipment employ
low impedance magnetic cutting heads and have crystal
tone arms for play hack. The turntable is rim driven.

must be tightened
against this flat. Always
firmly tighten the needle
screw

Figure 2

screw before making a recording.

(Use Recoton

The deluxe recorder also has the automatic record
changer capable of playing 14 ten inch or 10 twelve

B.-PLAY BACK NEEDLES.

inch records at one loading.

Instantaneous recordings (home recordings) require
special play back needles if the quality and life of the
record is to be retained. Needles purchased as "100%
shadowgraphed" steel needles should be used at all
times. This type needle is individually inspected to see
that it has a perfectly rounded point of proper radius
with no sharp edges or flat sides so that it will have'
no tendency to harm the record.
Several home recordings may be played with one
needle, PROVIDED the needle does not touch a commercial record. Never play an instantaneous recording
with a needle that has been used on a commercial re-

A.-CUTTING NEEDLES
The cutting needle or stylus as furnished with the
Crosley recorders will cut approximately 30, 61/2" records one side or 15, 6" records both sides (one hour
life cutting time).
These needles are of the hardened steel type and the
cutting point and edges are extremely sharp and quite

easily damaged should they be bumped or scraped

against a metal surface. The point of these needles is

needles as furnished by Crosley for best results)

cord.

A rule of the thumb method for judging the amount
of wear on a home recording when it is being played
back it to watch the change in the color of that portion
of the record which the needle has played in comparison with the rest of the record. The first time the
record is played back after it has been recorded the

A

grooves may turn slightly darker as the playback needle
passes over them, but the change should not be great.

Further play -back shoud how little or no change in
color, provided the play -back is

in good condition and that the

record is free from dust and dirt.
Whenever any great changes in
color does occur, it is advisable

to immediately stop the record
and put in a new needle.

Figure 1

B'

ground to a sharp "V" as shown in fig. 1B while the
more expensive needles are of sapphire or a special
metal alloy with their points having a very slight radius
as shown in fig. 1A.
A simple rule of the thumb method for determining
needle wear is, that the grooves cut out with a new or

good needle have a high brilliance and as the needle
wears the lustre of the cut section will be less and even-

tually appear gray.
If cutting needle tends to chatter as it is recording,
it is advisable to replace it with a new one. (Also check
the cutting arm height, see following paragraphs). The
recording needle may be removed and replaced as desired, provided the adjustments are checked each time
before recording. In all events, every precaution must

be taken to protect the cutting point at all times; in

COMPEED BY DE. N. BERMAN. SUPREME PUBLICATIONS

Adjustment

For Height

of Cutting

c.-CUTTING ARM ADJUST-

Arm

MENTS.
"Recorder with Automatic Record Changer." "Seeburg Type"

Adjustment

used

Depth of Cut

on Models 28AZ, 34BH,

31BF, and 48BF.

The height of the cutting arm

can be varied by means of the
slotted screw head which is on top
of the arm and near the back, ap-

proximately flush with the top
surface of the arm. In order to
make this adjustment, it is necessary to insert a cutting needle
and, with the motor turned OFF
and a record blank on the turn-

table, place the recording arm in
the cutting position. Now turn
cutting arm height adjusting
screw

UNTIL THE NEEDLE

SCREW IS CENTERED IN THE

Needle Screw

Figure 3
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"Recorder as used in Model 33BG." (General Industries Type).

needle pressure on the blank disc should be such THAT
THE WIDTH OF THE GROOVE IS APPROXIMATELY THE WIDTH OF THE SPACE (Land) BETWEEN
THE GROOVES. With no sound applied the ratio of
60 percent groove and 40 percent land is the ideal cutting depth for most conditions. The importance of the
depth of cut CANNOT BE OVER EMPHASIZED, since
too light a cut or too heavy a cut will tend to give distortion and generally poor results.

The height adjustment of the cutting arm on this recorder is accomplished by raising the cutting arm and
loosening the locknut of the cutting arm Height Adjusting Screw, see fig. 4. Place needle in cutting arm and
place a record blank on turn table. Carefully lower
cutting arm on record, with the motor turned OFF.
Set the Arm Height Adjusting Screw so that there is

Illustrations A, B, C, and D in fig. 5, are typical
results obtained, "A" shows a groove which is cut too
light, "C" a groove of approximately 60-40 or which
is the generally preferred depth, "D" illustrates an appearance of a groove of "C" depth after recording while
"B" illustrates a too heavy a cut (over 60-40) with an
excessive amount of (too high a cutting level) signal
applied to cutting head causing an overcut of the

SLOT THROUGH WHICH IT PROTRUDES (AT
FRONT END OF RECORDER ARM).
Any change in the cutting arm height adjustment will

change the vertical angle of the cutting needle therefore it is absolutely essential that the depth of cut be
rechecked.

EQUALIZER
CUTTER
ARM

SPRING

131052

CUTTERome
HEAD
SCREW 130633

BLANK

CUTTER
STYLUS

e

y Ks"

t

CUTTER HEIGHT
ADJ. SCREW 1363"

---

CUTTER STYLUS
RECORD

13103°

CUTTER DEPTH
AD. SCREW

--

t 131035

131029

_R4

--DEPRESSIBLE PIN mom

131033

j

-'

Imola
131019

131071

FRICTION DRIVE

131009

-16111p-----2,--- TENSION SPRING

TURNTABLE

131066

131053

131015

31013

rah

)000
130620

131039

FOLLOWER
ARM CAM
131016

LEAD
SCREW
131062

ME CAST HOUSING
SPINDL31070
E 6 WORM ASSY
1

Figure 4
exactly 1/4" space between the surface of the record and

the bottom edge of the cutting arm (Front) see fig. 4.
NOTE: A change in cutting arm height adjustment
may affect the depth of cut or vice -versa.

C.-ADJUSTING DEPTH OF CUT.
The correct depth of cut is important to insure maximum record life and good reproduction quality.
The depth of cut which is determined by the cutting

14

grooves.

The adjustment of the depth of cut is accomplished
by rotating the chrome knob on the cutting arm of the
recorder with automatic record changer, see fig. 3. This
knob has the letters "L, M, and H" engraved on it indicating Light, Medium and Heavy pressures. In general, the machine is properly adjusted and set at the
factory so that it will cut the average record correctly
when this knob is in the "M" position.
On the recorder as employed in Model 33BG the

Figure 5
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depth of cut is adjusted by rotating the screw approximately in the middle of the cutting arm and flush with
the top, see fig. 4. To increase the depth of cut this
screw should be turned to the right (clockwise). Conversely to decrease the depth of the cut the screw should
be turned to the left (counter -clockwise). This adjust-

ment is rather critical and should be moved only in
quarter or half turns at a time.
When the cutting head is in proper adjustment, and
the cutter arm is raised to the point (approximately
45*) where it can be freely moved over the record, the
cutting head needle screw should JUST REST on the
bottom of the slot in the nose of the arm,-that is, the
equalizer spring tension should be such that the cutter
head ALMOST FLOATS FREELY.

ALWAYS TRY A TEST CUT WITH A NEW CUTTING NEEDLE before making any adjustments, since
often times when casual observation indicates faulty
adjustment, the whole trouble may be due to a cutting
needle that has been dulled either through accident or
natural wear.

NOTE: Changing the arm height usually necessitates
a change in cutting depth adjustment and changing the
depth of cut may call for a slight variation in the arm
height adjustment to prevent cutting needle chatter or
reduce surface noise.

E.-CUTTING LEVEL.
The cutting level as required for instantaneous recordings as made on the two type recorders as used in

PLAYERS, RECOMMIS, AUTOMATIC CHANCEBS
nals. During recording this shadow will vary in width

in accordance with the loud and soft passages of the
program.

For the models equipped with a Neon Tube as a Cutting Level Indicator the volume level should be raised
to a point where the neon tube elements give an even
pinkish glow during loud or peak signals. The correct
cutting level can only be found by experimentation as
the level is dependent upon the type and condition of
cutting needle and blank disc used.

F.-RECORDS (BLANK & CUT)
The record blanks for instantaneous home recordings
differ from commercial records in many respects. Commercial records are usually made of shellac compound
pressings formed under hydraulic pressure, resulting in

recordings which are extremely resistant to wear but

which are quite brittle and easily broken. Record blanks
for instantaneous recordings are quite soft in comparison with commercial records but their durability is
about as good as that of the cheaper grade phonograph
record provided they are given the proper care.
NEVER USE REPRODUCING NEEDLE ON INSTANTANEOUS RECORD THAT HAS BEEN USED
TO PLAY COMMERCIAL PHONOGRAPH RECORD.

The Crosley home recording disc is of the non-flam-

able or slow burning type. Always exercise care in
the storage of home recordings. Keeping them clean,
free from dust and dirt will add many hours to the life
of the record.

Crosley equipment will vary with the type cutting needle

NEVER ATTEMPT TO PLAYBACK AN INSTAN-

used and its condition and the type record blank used.
Provided the cutting arm height is correct and the depth
of cut is correct the following cutting levels should give
good results.
For those models having the cathode ray type indi-

TANEOUS RECORDING ON A MECHANICAL PHONOGRAPH.

cator, the volume level should be adjusted until the
shadow on the indicator tube forms a narrow vertical
line approximately 1/32" wide for loud or peak sig-

NOTE: Excessive rumble which may sometimes be
encountered during the playback of home recordings
usually can be eliminated entirely (on Models 33BG,
28AZ, and 34BH by just turning the microphone fader
or level control in a clockwise direction until the switch
clicks.

WIRING DIAGRAM - MODEL CR26

Item No.
1

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18

Part No.
B-131602
LW -131609
08-34002
02-34002

.02-34002
W-50105
W-32380
W-32380
W-131607
W-34736
B-131604
W-131606
35934
50046
35600
36317
36760
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4LEAD CABLE -I LEAD
DUMMY SPACER
BETWEEN RADIATOR

II CARE
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D-131529

Description
Cable and Plug (4 lead)

Osc. Coil
Condenser 10 Mmfd. Mica
Condenser 100 Mmfd. Mica
Condenser 100 Mmfd. Mica
Condenser .1 Mfd. 200 V.
Condenser .05 Mfd. 200 V.
Condenser .05 Mt. 200 V.
Condenser 2x15 Mfd. 150 V.

Is Dia. Hole Plug

Chassis
Resistor 465 ohm 10W.
Resistor 6,500 Ohm Si W.
Resistor 1,000 Ohm '15 W.
Resistor 100,000 Ohm 'A W.
Resistor 10,000 Ohm SS W.
Resistor 20,000 Ohm Si W.

Auto. Record Changer Unit
Motor with D-131529
Switch with D-131529
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II-SERVICE NOTES
Recorder with Automatic Record Chcmger.

(Models 28AZ, 34BH, 31BF, and 48BF)
1.-FUNCTION OF MANUAL CONTROL BUTTON AND RELATIVE PARTS
When Manual Control Button (Item 84, Fig. 6) is
moved to the Manual Play -Back recording position, it
moves the Manual Control Slide (Item 102, Fig. 7)

damaged by:
1.

with same.
2.

Engagement Clutch Cam Assembly is in the above men-

Wheel.
3.

tioned position and is not free to rotate, the Changer
will not go into its changing cycle.
Also when the Manual Control Button is in the above
mentioned position, the Manual Control Slide has moved

the Locator Lock Slide (Item 106, Fig. 7) into a position where it engages the Tone Arm Locator & Bushing
Assembly (Item 12, Fig. 7) and prevents same from
bearing against Tone Arm Lever Assembly (Item 19,
Fig. 7) allowing the Tone Arm to swing freely without
hindrance and without setting Changer into its changing
cycle.
When the Manual Control button is in the automatic position the Changer will function normally as
an automatic record changer.

2.-POSSIBLE MECHANICAL CAUSES OF
POOR RECORDINGS
(A) Threads from record cuttings getting down
onto Rubber Idler wheel (Item 83, Fig. 6) and between
drive wheel and motor pulley. This will cause very
bad speed variation of the turntable and, of course, will
result in very inferior recording. Cuttings may also
wrap around motor shaft and cause motor to slow down
or stop.
To remove the record cuttings, the turntable should
be lifted by applying an even lifting force at opposite

edges of the turntable while the turntable spindle is

gently tapped downward on its top end, and the record
cuttings then removed. The Rubber Idler Drive Wheel
should be taken off-this can be accomplished by unsnapping the small snap cotter ring and slipping Rubber Idler Drive Wheel off its shaft, after which all record cuttings can be removed.
NOTE: It is very important that no grease or oil be
gotten on the surface of the Rubber Idler Drive Wheel.
(B). Tight pivot bearings: Check cartridge pivot
screw (Item 108, Fig. 6) for binding. Also recording
arm pivot screw (Item 107, Fig. 6) and Traverse arm
pivot screws (Item 101, Fig. 8). These bearings should
all be free, but have no looseness or play.

If the pivot screw, (Item 108, Fig. 6) of the Cutter
Cartridge is tight, the Cutter Cartridge cannot follow a
slight up and down variation of the record or turntable. A record cut in this manner will, when played
back, have a high scratch level, rough cutting and a ten-

dency for the needle to jump from one groove to another.
(C) Damaged Rubber Idler Drive Wheel (Item 83,
Fig. 6) Rubber Idler Drive Wheel may have become

18

By allowing turntable to drop and cut into
the outside surface of the Rubber Idler Drive

which in turn moves Clutch Lock Slide (Item 103, Fig.
7) into a position which prevents Engagement Clutch
Cam Assembly (Item 79, Fig. 8) froin rotating. When

Allowing oil or grease to come in contact

Stopping the turntable by hand while the
motor is running will cause a flat spot on
the surface of the Rubber Idler Drive Wheel.

NOTE: If the Rubber Idler Drive Wheel has been

damaged in any of the above mentioned ways, it should
be replaced with a new one.
(D)

Vibration Reaching the Recorder While A

Blank is Being Cut:

It is very important the floor or the surface upon
which the Recorder rests remain quiet as any vibration
such as people walking across the floor or shaking of
the instrument in which the recorder is mounted will
seriously affect the quality of the finished recording.
(E) Recorder Not Level: It is very important that
the Recorder is standing Level. This can be checked
by placing a small level on the turntable and checking
same in two positions at right angles to each other and
then leveling instrument in which Recorder is mounted.
(F) Bent or Damaged Turntable Spindle: If the

Turntable Spindle (Item 59 Fig. 6) has been bent in

shipment, or by someone exerting a heavy pressure on
one side, it should be replaced with a new one. A bent
Turntable Spindle will cause the surface of the Turntable to move up and down while it is turning and, of
course, will seriously effect the quality of both recording and play -back.

NOTE: When removing the Turntable an even upward lifting force should be applied at opposite edges

of .the Turntable while Turntable Spindle is gently
tapped downward on its top end.
(G)

Record Cutting Causing A Bind Between Turn-

table Spindle (Item 59, Fig. 6) and Its Bearing:
It is very important that all record cuttings are removed from Turntable Spindle and its bearing.
(H) Tension On Rubber Idler Drive Wheel (Item
83, Fig. 6) Too Great:

If the tension on the Rubber Idler Drive Wheel is
too great, this will result in a "wow" or a rumble in
the recording. To decrease the tension on Rubber Idler
Drive Wheel, loosen the screw holding the lug which
is located beneath the Rubber Idler Drive Wheel and
turn it slightly in a clockwise direction.. This will re-

duce the spring tension on the Rubber Idler Drive
When the spring tension is correct, the spring
will be approximately at right angles to the lug.
(I) Tension On Rubber Idler Drive Wheel (Item
83, Fig. 6) Too Weak:
This will cause very bad speed variation. Turntable
Wheel.

COMPILED BY M. N. REITMAN. SUPREME PUBLICATIONS
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will slow down and then speed up as audio current of
varying intensity reaches the cutter cartridge.

tainer and fibre washer and left wheel off, remove all

RECORDER AS USED IN MODEL 33BG

NOTE: It is very important that NO GREASE or OIL
be gotten on the surface of the rubber on drive wheel.

(a) Possible Mechanical causes of Poor Recordings.
Thread from record cuttings getting down on to Turntable Drive Wheel (Fig. 4, Section I).
This will

cause very bad speed variation of turntable. Cuttings
may also wrap around motor shaft and cause motor to
slow down or stop.
To remove record cuttings, the
turntable should be lifted by applying an even lifting
force at opposite edges of the turntable. The rubber
drive wheel should be taken off-Remove hairpin re-

Figure 7
COMPILED BY M. N. BERMAN, SUPREME PUBLICATIONS

cuttings and replace wheel.

Turntable Drive Wheel may become damaged by 1. By permitting krntable to drop and cut into
the outside surface of the rubber drive wheel.
2.

Stopping the turntable by hand while the motor
is still running is liable to cause a flat spot on
the surface of rubber drive wheel.

3.

Permitting oil or grease to come in contact
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with the rubber surface of drive wheel.

This can be checked by placing a smooth marble on

NOTE: If the rubber drive wheel has been damaged
in any of the above ways, replace with a new one.
(b) Mechanical Vibration Transmitted to Recorder
while a record is being cut.
It is VERY IMPORTANT THAT THE BASE UPON

uncut record.
(d) Tension On Turntable Drive Wheel.

If the tension on the rubber drive wheel is too great
the usual result is a rumble in the recording. To de-

WHICH RECORDER RESTS REMAINS QUIET, as any

wheel and turn lug a few degrees in a clockwise direc-

crease the tension on the drive wheel, loosen screw hold-

ing the tension spring lug, located beneath the drive

vibration such as people walking across the floor or
shaking of instrument will seriously affect the quality

tion.

If the tension on the rubber drive wheel is too weak,
a very marked change in the turntable speed will be
noted during cutting operation. To increase tension
move the tension spring lug a few degrees in a counter-

of the finished recording.
(c)
It

Recorder Not Level.

is very important that recorder is standing level.

clockwise direction.

Figure 8
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Figure 9
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III -AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER
General Instructions
1.-FUNCTION OF RECORD CHANGER WHEN
IT IS GOING THRU A CHANGE CYCLEThe Record Changer plays and automatically changes
14 or less ten -inch records or 10 or less 12 -inch records.

The Record Changer is started by turning the switch
control knob, (Item 65, Fig. 11) to "ON" this starts the

motor and moves trip rod (Item 32, Fig. 12), which
rotates trip lever assembly (Item 20, Fig. 12), causing
it to disengage from Engagement Clutch Cain, (Item
79, Fig. 12). The Engagement Clutch Cain will then
rotate due to tension from spring, (Item 27, Fig. 12).
This causes it to contact the pin on the top side of Drive

Gear Assembly, (Item 4, Fig. 12), as it rotates, and in
turn, moves the Drive Link Assembly, (Item 31, Fig.
12), and the Selector Shaft Crank Assembly No. 11 and
No. 12 to the position shown in Fig. 12. Also the tone
arm reset link (Item 80, Fig. 12), has moved to where it

has released the latch, (Item 18, Fig. 12), and carried
the tone arm to its extreme outward position. The
Tone Arm lifter link (Item 81, Fig. 12), has raised the
tone arm to its extreme height, by means of the Lifter
Plate Assembly, (Item 21, Fig. 12). The tone arm is
kept from "floating" free by the friction of the Tone

studs, each threaded to take a 1/2"-20 machine screw.
The mounting panel rests on four tapered coil springs,
the small end of each spring is pressed over a mounting
stud and the large end of each spring fits into a socket
in the top surface of the mounting shelf in cabinet.
Four spacing blocks 1/2" thick and with a 1Y3" hole
are fastened to the lower side of the mounting shelf.
The %" hole in each is centered with the center of the
7/16" screw clearance hole. These are to be provided

and located on the lower side of the mounting shelf
into which each of the lower mounting springs axe to

fit.

The 1/2"-20 machine screws are turned through the
four wing nuts until the head of each screw is against
the bottom side of each wing nut.
The four lower springs which are of smaller diameter

than the upper springs are slipped over the ends of
each of the 1/2"-20 machine screws with the tapered end
toward the head and resting on the wing nuts.

Arm Brake Spring which also compresses the tone arm
booster spring, (Item 13, Fig. 12) due to its very light

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

tension.

The Drive Gear Assembly (Item 4, Fig. 12) continues

to rotate which causes the top pin to disengage from

1.-TO PREPARE CHANGER FOR OPERATION

the Automatic Engagement Clutch Cam which is moved

(A)
cords:

back to latch with the tone arm trip lever, and the
lower pin to engage the drive link assembly, moving it
back to its initial position. This swings in the tone
arm to either the 10 -inch or 12 -inch record playing position and lowers it to the record. At the same time

it releases the Tone Arm Brake Spring allowing the
Tone Arm Booster Spring to act.

2.-PHONOGRAPH NEEDLES
Various types and kinds of needles are available for
use in phonograph tone arms.

For playing ten or more records at one setup with
this Record Changer, no attempt should be made to use
ordinary needles' with steel or fibre points since con-

tinued use of worn needle points will damage the records being played.

Any needle can be used that is designed to play 15

or more records. It is well to keep in mind that even
if the amplifying system, speaker and tone arm are of

the best quality, a poor needle will result in poor reproduction of music.

There are a number of good semi -permanent types
of needles on the market which are rated in number of
plays. It is usually more economical to use one of these
needles which is rated at 1000 plays or more.
it is very important to remember not to remove and
then replace any needle that has been used.

3.-CHASSIS MOUNTING
On the bottom surface of the panel are four mounting

COMPILED BY M. N. =MAN. SUPBENIE PUBLICATIONS

Setting Record Changer to Play Ten -Inch Re-

Turn both knobs until the arrows are pointing to-

ward the center of the turntable. When in this position
any number up to and including fourteen 10 -inch records can be played.
(B) Setting Record Changer to Play Twelve Inch
Records:

Turn both knobs until the arrows marked "12" are
pointing toward the center of the turntable. When in
this position any number up to and including ten 12 -inch

records can be played.

2.-LOADING
(A) If 10 -inch records are to be played, set knobs
as described in (A) above and place any number up
to and including 14 records (ten inch only) over center pin so that they will rest on the selecting arms.
(B) If 12 -inch records are to be played, set knobs
as described in (B) above and place any number up
to and including 10 records (twelve inch only) over
center pin so that they will rest on the arms.

3.-STARTING THE RECORD CHANGER
1. Turn on the radio (allowing approximately 30
seconds for the tubes to warm up) and throw the phon
ograph-radio knob or control to the phonograph position.
2. Turn the switch knob on the Record Changer
panel to "ON". The motor will then start and the
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6.-UNLOADING RECORDS

record changer will go into automatic operation of its
own accord.

1.

4.-PLAYING AN INDIVIDUAL RECORD

2.

An individual record can be played in the same man:

ner as a stack of records would be played, i. e., if it
is a 10 -inch record, follow the instructions pertaining
to 10 -inch records. If it is a 12 -inch record, follow
the instructions pertaining to 12 -inch records.

and leaving them in this position-records may then
be put on or taken off the turntable by merely moving
the tone arm outward until it catches, and placing the
10 -inch records over the spindle and down onto the
turntable. The "ON" and "OFF" switch knob is then

pushed down and the 10 -inch record will be played and
repeated if left on the turntable. To remove the record
it is only necessary to move the tone arm outward un-

S.-TURNING OFF RECORD CHANGER
Turn switch knob to "OFF" position while the tone
arm is still on the record. If the switch knob should
be turned off while Record Changer is going through a
change cycle, it will be difficult to adjust the selector
arms correctly for the automatic playing of 10 -inch or
12 -inch records.

20

arms.
3.

Move tone arm outward until it catches in out-

ward position.
4.

Turn selector arms so that records will clear

them.

A 10 -inch record may be played manually by turning the selecting arm knobs to the unloading position

til it catches, and lift the record off of the turntable.

Turn switch knob to "OFF" position.
Remove any records remaining on the selector

5.

Remove records from turntable.

7.-LUBRICATION
(A) Motor: The motor

is equipped with oilless
bearing and requires no lubrication.

(B) Turntable Spindle Bearings: Are lubricated at
the factory and do not require any lubrication for one
year. , After one year they should be oiled with 1 or 2
drops of a light grade oil. The top bearing can be
oiled by lifting off turntable. Make sure when replacing turntable to see that pin in Turntable Spindle slips
into slot on bottom surface of Turntable hub and also
care should be taken not to injure Rubber Idler Drive
Wheel.

Never under any circumstances allow oil to come in
contact with Rubber Idler Drive Wheel.
(C) Squeak Due To Records Rubbing On Turntable Spindle: This can be eliminated by gently lining
up the stack of records.
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IV -SERVICE NOTES
I.-PICKUP DOES NOT INDEX PROPERLY
ON TEN OR TWELVE INCH RECORDS
(A) Adjustment for correct indexing of 10 -inch
records:
1. Swing tone arm outward until tone arm lever as-

sembly, (Item 19, Fig. 12) latches with tone arm latch
lever, (Item 18, Fig. 12) which is held to the tone arm
shaft, (Item 77, Fig. 13) by two setscrews.
2. Make sure these setscrews are tight and that there
is a slight play between the tone arm lever assembly
and the panel, (Item 5, Fig. 12). This will give proper
clearance at ball race assembly, (Item 74, Fig. 13).
The tone arm lever assembly, (Item 19, Fig. 12) is
held against tone arm latch lever, (Item 18, Fig. 12) by
the tension of tone arm locater lever spring, (Item 16,
Fig. 12).
3. Next loosen the clamping screw in the Swivel
Bracket Assembly, (Item 46, Fig. 13).
4. Now move tone arm, (Item 60, Fig. 11) until its
outside edge is 1/8". from the outside edge of the panel
(Item 5, Fig. 12) and re -tighten screw securely.

by bending until Trip Lever clears Engagement Clutch
Cam Assembly, when Switch Knob is turned.
3. Make sure that Clutch Reset Pawl, (Item 40, Fig.
12) clears Drive Link Assembly, (Item 31, Fig. 12).

4.-RECORD CHANGER CONTINUES TO REPEAT ITS CHANGING CYCLE WITHOUT
PLAYING RECORDS
(A) Trip Lever Assembly, (Item 20, Fig. 2) does
not latch in Engagement Clutch Cam Assembly (Item

79, Fig. 12), which may be due to causes listed below:
1. Trip Rod (Item 32, Fig 12), may be bent so that
it is too short, holding Trip Lever Assembly from contacting Engagement Clutch Cam Assembly.

2.-RECORD CHANGER DOES NOT GO INTO
ITS CHANGING CYCLE AT END OF RECORD
(A) Worn or Damaged Stop Groove: If the stop
groove in the record is worn out or damaged, discard
such a record.
(B) Cut-off Adjustment May Be Incorrect: The Re-

cord Changer should go into its changing cyclewhen
the needle enters the step groove and has traveled to
within a distance of I 7/8 from the center of the turntable shaft.
If the Record Changer does not go into its changing
cycle when the needle has reached the above -mentioned

distance, the Tone Arm Trip Lever Shoe, (Item 23,
Fig. 12), should be moved toward the outside edge of
the panel. To do this, it is necessary to loosen the
thumb nut, (Item 22, Fig. 12), arid then retighten after
adjustment has been made.

If the Record Changer goes into its changing cycle
before the needle has reached a distance of 17/8" from
the center of the turntable, the Tone Arm Trip Lever
Shoe should be moved inward toward the center of the
Record Changer.

3.-RECORD CHANGER DOES NOT GO INTO

ITS CHANGING CYCLE WHEN SWITCH
KNOB IS TURNED ON
When the switch is turned to "ON" the Record

Changer should start its changing cycle.
the following points should be checked.

If it does not,

Make sure motor is running.
Check Trip Rod, (Item 32, Fig. 12), to make sure
it releases Trip Lever Assembly, (Item 20, Fig. 12), from
Engagement Clutch Cam Assembly, (Item 79, Fig. 12),
when Switch Knob is being turned on. If Trip Lever
Assembly is not released, Trip rod should be shortened
1.

2.

Springs (Item 24 or 35, Fig. 12) may discon-

nected.

5.-NO SOUND WHEN NEEDLE IS ON MOVING RECORD
1. Muting switch (Item 26, Fig. 12), may be out of

adjustment. The contacts of this switch should be open

whenevver its long blade is not resting on the shoe of
the Engagement Clutch Cam Assembly (Item 79, Fig.
12). If the contacts remain closed after the long blade
has left the shoe, they should be adjusted by bending
until there is a separation of approximately 1/32'.
Switch should be checked to make sure contacts are
closed when long blade is resting on the shoe of the
Engagement Clutch Cam Assembly.
2.

The lugs on the Muting switch may have been

bent together.
3.

Pickup cartridge in Tone Arm may have been

damaged or may be defective.

6.-TONE ARM ADJUSTMENTS FOR 12" RECORDS
I. Turn both Control Knobs until the arrows mark-

ed "12" are pointing toward the center of the turntable.
2.

Place a twelve inch record on the turntable.

Start Record Changer and note where needle contacts record. Correct contacting is about I/8" from the
outside edge of record.
4. Set Rod (Item 56, Fig. 13), is operated by Selector Arm (Item 61, Fig. 11). The 12" Set Link (Item 10,
Fig. 11), operates as a stop when Record Changer is set
for 12" records. When Tone Arm Locator Assembly
(Item 12, Fig. 11) contacts 12- Set Link the Tone Arm
3.

should be in the correct position to play a 12" record.
If at this point, the position of Tone Arm is incorrect, loosen the screw which holds the Tone Arm Lo cater Shoe 12" (Item 14, Fig. 11) and move in either
direction as required and tighten screw.

2.

COMPILED BY M. N. BEEMAN, SUPREME PUBLICATIONS

7.-TONE ARM ADJUSTMENTS FOR le- RECORDS
1.

Turn both knobs until the arrows marked "10"
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are pointing toward the center of the turntable.
2.

Place a 10" record on the turntable and start

Record Changer.

3.-Note where needle contacts record. Correct contacting is about 1/4" from the outside edge of record.

If contacting of needle is not correct as mentioned,

Check clearance between Roller (Item 51, Fig. 13),
and Selector Crank Shaft Assembly (Item 7, Fig. 12).
There should be approximately 1/32" clearance at this
point. If the clearance is greater, it would be due to
the pressure on the Spring Washer (Item 50, Fig. 13)
being too great. This will prevent the Tone Arm Lifter
Reset Spring (Item 82, Fig. 13) from returning the Tone

loosen the screw which holds Tone Arm Locator Shoe
10" (Item 15, Fig. 13) and slide shoe in or out as required, then tighten screw.

the Selector Shaft Collar (Item 6, Fig. 11) slightly.

8.-TONE ARM HEIGHT ADJUSTMENTS

9. -TONE ARM LOWERS ON RECORD TOO

Set the Record Changer for ten -inch records, turn
Switch to "ON" and allow Record Changer to go thru
a changing cycle with no record on the turntable. The
clearance between Turntable and the bottom surface of
the Tone Arm should be approximately 1/4". Usually
this clearance can be obtained by adjusting the Tone
Arm Adjustment Screw (Item 70, Fig. 13). It is well
to check the following points before making any adjustment.

Arm Lifter Link Assembly (Item 81, Fig. 12) sufficiently. To relieve the pressure on the Spring Washer, lower

SUDDENLY

If the Tone Arm lowers too suddenly, the Spring
Washer (Item 50, Fig. 3) which is located between the
Tone Arm Lifter Link Assembly (Item 81, Fig. 2) and
Selector Crank Shaft Assembly Post (Item 7, Fig. 2)
is not under sufficient pressure. The setscrews in the
Selector Shaft Collar (Item 6, Fig. 2) should be loosened and the Selector Shaft Collar pressed upward slightly and set screws tightened.

V-PHONO MOTORS & TONE ARMS
As Used on Models 22AS and 35AIC
The miscellaneous parts for the Phono motors and tone arms as used in models 22 and 35 combination
receivers are illustrated below along with their part numbers.
CRYSTAL CARTRIDGE (NO LEADS)
NEEDLE SCREW

47524

PICKUP ARM ONLY
MODEL 1.0.22-49647
MODEL 140.35-151096

16X1EL 1K122-151056
MODEL 16136-131096

PICKUP ARM 8 CARTRIDGE ASSY.
MODEL MD 22- L10776

MODEL 50.36-130616
PIVOT SPRING ASSY

TURNTABLE
06E06

49645

0
MTG. STUD 8 PIVOT BRKT.
MOTOR SHAFT BUSHING

TURNTABLE SPINDLE
131207

TURNTABLE DRIVER
131102

MOTOR MTG. GROMMET

DRIVER MKT SPRING

MOO

Mos

MONO Via PLATE
(31067

40646

131213

= FLAT WASHER -47327
3

HAIRPIN SPRING

MOTOR,' ION GOCYCLE
130662

131203

LOCK WASHER-4Tme }we*,
47529 5022

Navas

a= NUT

RUBBER ARM REST

sr/24

HAIRPIN SPRINGS

ems

FAN BLADE

ARM REST BRACKET

47335

131211

1311215

0

SPRING FOR ADAPTING 60 CYCLE
MOTORS FOR 50 CYCLE OPERATION
PLACE SPRING OVER BUSHING ON
MOTOR SHAFT.
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Automatic Record Changer
Model N-100 and N-200

CENTER SPINDLE,*
PIN FOR REPRODUCING
HOME RECORDINGS

AUTOMATIC TRIGGER

44.4
WITH "EVERLASTING" NEE
"FEATH '

NEW GEARLESS RECORD
CHANGER

This machine will play and automatically

PLAYS HOME RECORDINGS
To provide adequate protection

for your

most valued recordings and at the same

records or a series of up to ten twelve -inch
records. Any ten or twelve -inch record of

time relieve you of the necessity of changing needles, this machine was designed to
use an "EVERLASTING" needle in con-

eccentric or spiral stopping groove will op-

tonearm. This needle will faithfully repro-

change a series of up to twelve ten -inch

the 78 R.P.M. type with either a standard

junction with its "FEATHERWEIGHT"

erate this machine automatically.
Very old records that have not a standard
eccentric or spiral stopping groove can be
played semi -automatically by operating
the reject lever at the concluslon of each

duce many thousands of recordings with

selection.

minimum wear of your records.

The turntable has a pin for reproducing
home recording discs at a constant speed.
This machine operates on 110 volt -60
cycle current only.

iiajority of Detrola combinations until 1941,
used R.C.A. changers. Recent models 411, 412,
417, 427, and 428, use the changer described.
COMPILED BY M. N. BEITMAN, SUPREME PUBLICATIONS
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1.

2.

FOR AUTOMATIC OPERATION
Turn automatic record support for the size of record to be played -10 -inch or
12 -inch -mod flip the record alignment plate away from the turntable.
Tonearm should be moved to engage notch marked -A" (automatic) on base of
tonearm. (See Fig. 3).

3.

Place a series of up to twelve ten -inch records or a series of up to ten twelve -inch rec-

4.

ment plate on to records.
Move control lever to -ON" position, hold for about '/2 second to start automatic

ords on center spindle and automatic record support. Flip record alignoperation, then release.

FIG. 3

FIG. 2

TO PLAY HOME RECORDINGS

THE AUTOMATIC REJECT OPERATION

diameter, move control lever to "OFF" position.

THE MANUAL REJECT OPERATION

2. Tonearm should be moved to engage notch

If you desire to skip a number of records:
1.

Lift the tonearm off the record and place in its
normal or rest position, clear of the records.

2. Turn the manual reject knob clockwise, then
release, dropping one record. Repeat until desired record is obtained, then carefully replace
needle on edge of record.

then:

1. Turn automatic record support for a 12 -inch
record.

marked "H" (home recording) on base of tonearm
(See Fig. 2).

3. Move control lever to "ON" position and allow
tonearm to go through its record changing
cycle If the home recording disc is 10" in diameter, the tonearm will fall correctly on the record; but for smaller records, the tonearm must
be placed on the record by hand.
4. At the conclusion of the home recording selection,

2. Remove tonearm to its normal or rest position.

either return the tonearm to the rest position by
hand or move the control lever to "REJ" position, then release.
SEMI -AUTOMATIC OPERATION
Old records that have neither a standard eccentric nor spiral finishing groove do not operate the
automatic trip mechanism. They may be played
either in a series or singly by moving the control
lever to the "REJ" position at the conclusion of each

3. Lift records vertically.

selection.

TO REMOVE RECORDS
Always drop all the records from the automatic
record support (see "manual -reject operation")
before removing the records from the spindle.

1. Flip record alignment plate away from
records.

1

To play a home recording disc, up to 10 inches in

If, while playing a record, you desire to skip the
remainder of the recording and pass immediately
to the next record of the series, move the control
lever to "REJ" (reject) position, then release.
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EMERSON RADIO AND PHONOGRAPH CORP.

AUTOMATIC CHANGER
Automatic Operation

Controls and Moving Mechanism

1.

Turn the receiver "on" in the usual way, as explained

above.

INDEX AND RECORD REJECT Lb-VER.-This lever is
located near the right front corner of the motorboard with its
index plate marked for four positions: "MANUAL," "12," "10"
and "REJECT." When you desire to change record selections
manually, this lever should be set in the "MANUAL" position.
, the mechanism is set to
With the lever in the "12"
automatically. To play either a
play a series of 12 -inch 1

the phonograph position. Wait about a minute for the tubes in
the receiver to warm up.
plate with
3. See that the pickup is over the needle
needle properly in place. If not, complete a c e as follows:

lever should be set at the "10" position.

through. When the pickup arm comes down (and it can be

aeries of 10 -inch records, or 10- and 12 -inch records mixed, the

2.

Rotate the pliono-raclio switch knob counter -clockwise to

Throw the turntable switch "on." The turntable will start to

revolve and the cycle of motion on the pickup arm will follow
moved by hand) the cycle is completed. Turn off the turntable
switch.

To reject a record being played, or to start the record-

=cycle in case the record just played does not have the
eccentric or spiral stopping groove, simply push the

lever to the "REJECT" position and let go. The pickup

will

raise up and swing outwards and the next record will drop down.
Upon releasing the lever, it will automatically return to the "10"
position. If you are playing a series of 12 -inch records, the lever
should be returned to the "12" position after rejecting a record.

Keep the lever in its "MANUAL" position when not actually
playing records automatically.

TURNTABLE SWITCFL-The switch located just in front
of the Index and Record Reject Lever controls the current to
the turntable motor. To start the turntable, set the switch to
the "ON" position. To stop the turntable, set the switch to the
"OFF" position.
PICKUP AND TOP -WADING NEEDLE SOCICET.-The
pickup is the new crystal type, with a hole in the top for insertion of needles. When not playing records, the pickup arm
should be moved to the right beyond the turntable and placed
at rest on the wtppoct with the edge of the pickup arm to the
right of the aahall extension post and the pickup over the polished needle gauge plate. The pickup must be in this position
to insert a needle.

4. The Index and Record Reject Lever is located near the
right front corner of the motorboard. With this lever at "Manual" position, place the series of records (up to eight 10 -inch
or seven 12 -inch records) on the record bolder posts. This is
shown in the illustration.
5. Set the Index and Record Reject Lever to the proper
position. With this lever in the "12" position, the mechaniam
is set to play a series of 12 -inch records automatically. To play
either a series of 10 -inch records, or 10- and 12 -inch records
mixed, the lever should be set at the "10" jposon. To reject
a record being played, or to start the record changing cycle in
eccentric
case the record justplayed does not have the
groove, simpty push the lever to the "Reject"
or spiral stn
position and let go. The pickup will raise up and swing outwards and the next record will drop down. Upon releasing the
lever, it will automatically return to the "10" position. When
playing a series of 12 -inch records, the lever should be returned
to the "12" position after rejecting a record.
6. Throw the turntable switch to the "on" position. The
turntable should start to revolve.
7. When turntable has attained speed, push the Index and
Record Reject Lever to the "Reject" position. The first record
will drop on the turntable and the pickup will move into position
on the record.
8. Adjust to the desired volume by means of the regular

The pickup support plate with extension post, gauge plate
and box holder is at the front of the motorboard on the right.
The box slides in and out at the back for emptying, ands held
secure by a spring'piece on the bottom.
To insert a needle initially, loosen the needle screw on the
front of the pickup, place needle in hole at top so that it drops
down against the needle gauge plate and then tighten up the

"

receiver volume controL

9. Cline the cabinet lid to eliminate normal mechanical
noises due to needle vibration.
The whole series of records will now play without further
attention, and the last record will repeat innal the turntable switch
is turned off. Allow the record -changing medians' in to complete
its cycle before the turntable is stopped. Then lift the pickup,
swing the arm to the right beyond the edge of the record and

lower it onto the pickup rest with pickup over needle gauge
plate. The record player is then ready for reloading, or for
manual operation.

needle screw.

To change a needle, place pickup in rest position, loosen
needle screw and push pidrup to the right to drop the used
needle into the box below. Theo with pickup against extension
post insert a new needle as descrileed above.

RECORD HOLDER SHELVES.-To place a record on the
turntable or to remove records, raise the record holder shelves
by lifting the knobs, and swing clear of outer edge of record.
Also pude back vertical lever adjacent to the rear record holder
poet. You now have clear aoceas to the turntable. Before loading
the magazine for Automatic Operation swing the record holder
shelves back into position.

COMPILED BY K N. BERMAN, SUPREME PUBLICATIONS

Manual Operation
1.

Proceed as in steps 1, 2 and 3 under Automatic Opera-

tion.
2. Place record on turntable with desired selection upwards.
position.
3. Set Index and Record Reject Lever to "Manual"
The lever should be kept in this position when not actually

playing records automatically.

4. Turn the motor on. Lift the pickup and gently lower it
on the record.
5. `Adjust the volume to the desired level.
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To Insert Needle

needle into the box below. Release tab, allowing the needle
gauge plate to swing back, and then insert a new needle in the
pickup as described above. The used needle box may be taken
out and emptied by first lifting the pickup off its rest and allow-

The pickup must be over the needle gauge plate to insert
or change needles. To insert a needle initially, loosen the needle

ing it to float between the rest and the turntable. Then tilt the
box upwards at the front and lift out. To replace the box, tilt it
upwards at front and lower it into the hole with the lug on the
hack of the box in the slot in the motorboard. Slide the lug
under the motorboard and push the box in place. Replace the

screw on the front of the pickup, place needle in hole at the
top so that it drops down against the needle gauge plate and
then tighten up the needle screw. The extending tab on the
needle gauge plate operates the needle ejector. To change a
needle, place pickup in rest position, loosen needle screw and
press the extending tab on needle gauge plate to drop the used

pickup on its rest.

RECORDS

RECORD -SOLDER SPELF
R E C OR 0 -HOLDER
POST

SPINDLE

PICKUP - ARM

PICKUP
INDEX AND RECORD

REJECT LEVER.

RECOROPIOLDER
POST

PICKUP REST

GAU PLATE -

RECORD -MOLDER.

SHELF

NEE DLE ELECTOR TAO

USED NEEDLE BOX

TURNTABLE
WITH RECORD IN PLACE
NEEDLE SCREW--

NEEDLE HOLE

TURNTABLE \
ST/ITCH

REJECT

12 INC!"

10 INCH

MANUAL

Top View of Automatic Record C hanger

Bottom View of Record Changer with Motor -Condenser Support Bar Removed
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Automatic Record Changer
GENERAL INFORMATION
Before servicing the automatic record changer. inspect the
assembly to see that all levers, parts, gears, springs, etc. are
in good order and are correctly ,assembled.
A bind or jam in the mechanism can usually be relieved
by rotating the turntable in the reverse direction.
The changer can be conveniently rotated through its

change cycle by pushing the index lever to "Reject" and
revolving the turntable by hand. Six turntable revolutions
are required for one change cycle.
If

the record changer or cabinet is not perfectly level,

normal operation is likely to be affected.

The 10 and 12 inch records must be absolutely flat for

smooth operation when using a mixture of the two sizes.

vertical separation from the record shelf and turn screw and
locknut "F" to give .052-.058 inch separation. Screw "G"
must not be depressed during this adjustment. After set

ting screw "F" adjust screw "G" so that when its tip

is

depressed flush with top of record shelf, the vertical spacing
between the knife, in its lowest rotational position, and the
shelf, is .072-.078 inch.
H. Record Support Shelf.-The record shelf revolves

during the change cycle to allow the lower record to drop
onto the turntable. Both posts are rotated simultaneously by
a gear and rack coupled to the main lever "15," and it is

necessary that adjustments be such that the record is released
from both shelves at the same instant. To adjust, place a 12
inch record on the turntable, rotate mechanism into cycle to
the point where tone arm is at maximum distance outward
from turntable; lift record upward until it is in contact with

both separating knives, then loosen screws "H" and shift
ADJUSTMENTS

A. Main Lever.-This lever is basically important,in that
it interlinks the various individual mechanisms which control
needle landing, tripping, record separation, etc. One adjustment is provided for the main lever. Rotate the turntable
until the changer is out -of -cycle; and adjust rubber bumper

bracket (A) so that the roller clears the nose of the cam
plate by 1/16 inch
B. Friction Clutch.-The motion of the tone arm toward
the center of the record is transmitted to the trip pawl "22"

by the trip lever "7" through a friction clutch "5." If the
motion of the pickup is abruptly accelerated or becomes
irregular due to swinging in the eccentric groove, the trip
Inger "7" moves the trip pawl "22" into engagement with
the pawl on the main gear, and the change cycle is started.
Proper adjustment of the friction clutch -5" occurs when
movement of the tone arm causes positive movement of the

trip pawl "22- without tendency of the clutch to slip. The
friction should be just enough to prevent slippage, and is

adjustable by means of screw "B." If adjustment is too tight,
the needle will repeat grooves; if too loose, tripping will not
occur at the end of the record.
C. Pickup lift Cable Screw.-During the record change
cycle, liver "16" is actuated by the main lever "15" so as to

the tone arm clear of the record by means of the
pickup lift cable. To adjust pickup for proper elevation,
atop the changer "incycle" at the point where pickup is
raise

to the maximum height above turntable plate, and
has not moved outward; at this point adjust locknuts "C"
raised

to obtain 1 inch spacing between needle point and turntable
top surface.

D. & E. Needle Landing on Record. - The relation of

coupling between the tone arm vertical shaft and lever "20"
determines the landing position of the needle on a 10 inch
record. Position of eccentric stud "E" governs the landing
of the needle on a 12 inch record; this, however, is dependent
on the proper 10 inch adjustment.
To adjust for needle landing, place 10 inch record on turntable; push index lever to reject position and return to the
10 inch position; see that pickup locating lever "17" is tilted
fully toward turntable; rotate mechanism through cycle until
needle is just ready to land on the record; then see that pin
"V" on lever "14" is in contact with "Step T" on lever "17."

The correct point of landing

record shelves so that the curved inner edges of the shelves
are uniformly spaced at least 1/16 inch from record edge.
Tighten the blunt nose screw "H," run mechanism through
cycle several times to check action, then tighten cone pointed
screw "H".

If record shelves or knives are bent, or not perfectly

horizontal, improper operation and jamming of mechanism
will occur.
J.

Tone Arm Rest &ippon (not shown).-When the

changer is out'ofcycle, the front lower edge of the pickup
head should be 5/16 inch above surface of motor board.

This may be adjusted by bending the tone arm support

bracket, which is associated with the tone arm mounting base,

in the required direction.
K. Trip Pawl Stop Pin.-The position of the trip pawl
stop pin "K" in relation to the main lever "15" governs the
point at which the roller enters the cam. By bending the
pin support either toward or away from trip pawl bearing
stud, the roller can be made to enter the cam later or earlier,
respectively. This adjustment should be made so that the
roller definitely clears the cam outer guide as well as the
nose of the cam plate.
Lubrication.-Petrolatum or petroleum jelly should be
applied to cam, main gear, spindle pinion gear, and gears of
record posts.
arm vertical
Light machine oil should
bearing, record post bearings, and all other bearings of

various levers on underside of motor board.
The felt washer between the turntable and spindle bearing
should be soaked in light engine oil whenever the turntable
is removed, or as required for proper operation.
Do not allow oil or grease to come in contact with, rubber
mounting of tone arm base, rubber bumper, or flexible
coupling of drive motor.
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICE HINTS

Incorrect adjustment of a particular mechanism of the

changer is generally exhibited in a specific mode of improper
operation. The following relations between effects on operation and the usual misadjustments will enable ready adjustment in most cases.
1. For any irregularity of operation, the adjustment of the
2.

main lever "15- should be checked first as in "A".
Needle does not land properly on both 10 and 12 inch
records-Make complete adjustments "D" and "E".
Needle does not land properly on 12 inch record but
correct on 10 inch-Effect adjustment "E".

4,11/16 inches from the

3.

"D" and adjust horizontal position of tone arm to proper

4.

Failure to trip at end of record-Increase dutch "5"

5.

other.
Pickup strikes lower record of stack or drags across top

is

nearest side of the turntable spindle; loosen the two screws

dimension, being careful not to disturb levers "14" and "17".

Leave approximately 1/32 inch end play between hub of
lever "20" and pickup base bearing, and tighten the blunt
nose screw "0"; run mechanism through several cycles as a
check, then tighten cone pointed screw "0".
After adjusting for needle landing on a 10 inch record,

place 12 ihch record on turntable; push index lever to reject
and return to 12 inch position; rotate mechanism through
cycle until needle is lust ready to land on the ,ecord: the
correct point of landing is 5.11/16 inches from nearest side
of spindle. If the landing is incorrect, turn stud "E" until
the eccentric end adjusts lever "14" to give correct needle
landing. The eccentric end of the stud must always be
toward the rear of the motor board, otherwise incorrect landing may occur with 10 inch records.

The upper plate
F. & G. Record Separating
(knife) "25" on each of the record posts serves to separate
the lower record from the stack and to support the remaining records during the change cycle. It is essential that the
spacing between the knife and the rotating record shelf
"27" be accurately maintained The spacing for the 10 inch
record is nominally .055 inch. and for the 12 inch record is
075 inch.

To adjust, rotate the knife

to the point of minimum

COMPILED BY M. N. BEITMAN. SUPREME PUBLICATIONS

6.

7

friction by means of screw "B". Also, see that levers
"7" and "12" are free to move without touching each

record on turntable-Adjust lift cable per adjustment

Needle does not track after landing-Friction clutch
"5" adjustment "B" 'may be too tight; bind in tone
arm vertical bearing; levers "7" and "12" fouled, or

pickup output cable twisted
Cycle commences before record is complete-Record is

defective, or adjustment "B" of friction dutch "5" is
too tight.
record reproduction-Record is defective;

8. Wow in
9
10

11

Record knives strike edge of records-Records warped;
record edges are rough; or knife adjustments "F"' and
"G" are incorrect.
Record not released properly-Adjust record shelf as-

semblies in respect to shaft by means of adjustment

Needle lands in 10 inch position on 12 inch record or
misses record when playing both types mixed-Increase
tension of pickup locating lever spring

27
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INSTIFIEINIEDD SERVICE NOTES IF REND PLAYERS, BOOS, Al NIM =REIS
Automatic Changer used by Emerson and Fada Models 184, 185
This Changer mechanism is operated by the main
cam (A) which actuates all parts. The main cam (A)

is engaged with the pinion (B) on the turn table

spindle (C) by release of the starting dog (D). The
starting dog is released by the latch lever (E) when it
is moved by the sweep assembly (F) attached to the
tone arm pivot shaft (G), or by the control lever (H).

The upper side of the main cam (A) raises and

lowers the tone arm thru the lift pin (I) and swings the

tone, arm by the sweep assembly (F). A stud in the
main cam (A) resets the 10 inch (K),and 12 inch (J)
stop levers and throws the mixer assembly (L) to the
clear position.
The lower side of the main cam (A) drives the

record feed lever (M) and has a notch at one side
which latches the main cant (A) in home position by

engagement with the homing lever (N).
The control lever (H) is operated by a stud in the
control slide (0). In manual position one leg of this
lever holds the starting dog (D) out of engagement.
In automatic position the starting dog (D) is permitted
to fall into engagement but is reset by another part of
the control lever (H). In reject position the control
lever (H) engages the latch lever (E), releasing the
starting dog (D).
The sweep assembly (F) carried on the tone arm

pivot shaft (G) consist of (1) positioning plate (P)

which works against the stop levers (J -K). (2) Posi-

tive trip lever (Q) which strikes the latch lever (E)
when tone arm is swung toward center. (3) Sweep
Lever (R) which engages the pawl (S) on the latch
lever (E) moving same to release starting dog (D)

when tone arm swing is reversed.
These three parts are held on a bushing held on the
tone arm pivot shaft (G) by a clamp. Connection between the sweep lever (R) and the positioning plate
(P) is by a horseshoe spring (T). This horseshoe

gaged in main cam (A). Insert tone arm; assemble

clamp; then tighten screw just enough to hold assembly
together.

Drop lift pin (I) into place.
Push control button to "REJ" and rotate turn table
clockwise by hand until tone arm drops to record level
with one record on turn table. Hold clamp and sweep
lever assembly (F) against stop lever (K) and rotate
tone arm to proper drop point for 10 inch record and
tighten clamp. A maximum of .010 inch end play should

be allowed in tone arm pivot shaft (G).
Change Cycle starts Early or Late.
Remove button at left hand side of tone arm and
with small screw driver rotate slotted stud slightly.

Rotate clockwise to start change earlier. Rotate counter -clockwise to delay change.
Positive trip lever (Q) should strike vertical tail on
latch lever (E) without interference from control lever

(H) or sweep lever (R).
CHANGER STALLED:

First-Rotate turn table backwards 1/8 turn and

Do not use force.
Second-Remove turn table by releasing two screws
on pinion (B) and lifting turn table. See that motor
runs and rubber idler wheel is free and in good condition. Lubricate turn table with light grease (high pressure automobile grease) and re -assemble. Set and lock
pinion (B) with top of teeth even with top of teeth in
main cam (A).

release.

Third-Check condition of levers described

in

"General" and clear any jam.
CHANGER DOES NOT TRIP:

Check starting dog (D) and latch lever (E) for

bind and see that springs are in place. Check pawl (S)
and pawl spring. Check positive trip lever (Q) and
sweep lever (R) for free action. Check horseshoe

spring (T) deflects when the tone arm swings in to
complete change cycle providing the "kick in" force
to enter the needle in the playing groove.

The record feed lever (M) on the under side of
the main cam (A) drives the record feed link (U)
through the relief spring (V). This lever pulls on the
spring in operation and rests against a stud in the
record feed link (U) when at home position.
TONE ARM
If tone arm rise is incorrect, raise tone arm and

adjust hexagon head screw which lift pin (I) strikes.
To adjust needle drop point remove button at right

hand side of tone arm and with small screw driver

rotate slotted stud slightly. Clockwise rotation causes

the needle to drop closer to the edge of the record.
Counter clockwise rotation causes the arm to drop

farther in on the record.
The difference in drop points for 10 inch and 12
inch records is fixed by stop levers (J -K) and should
not be changed unless they have been damaged. If
tone arm always drops in one position, check toggle
lever spring (W) inside of stop bracket (X)
The following procedure should be followed in reinstalling a tone arm that has been removed. Hold
sweep lever assembly (F) under tone arm pivot shaft
(G) bearing with sweep lever assembly (F) roller en COMPILED BY M. N. REITMAN, SUPREME PUBLICATIONS

spring (T).
CHANGER REPEATS CYCLE:

Check latch lever (E) and spring. See that control
lever (H) clears latch lever (E) when control button
is in "Auto" position.
IMPROPER RECORD FEED Check records for warp, dish or poor edge condition.

Check and level platforms (Y). Use flat record
and adjust platforms (Y) by tightening or loosening
mounting screws.

Check selector (Z) tip elevation. This should be
1/16 (.062") inches. Adjust whole selector (Z) blade.
Do not bend tip.

Check timing of selector (Z) tips to edge of 12"

record. They should be approximately 1/4" from the

edge of 12" record and should be equally distant from
edge of record. To adjust loosen the clamp screw on
the pinion (AA) and swing selector (Z) tip away from
record. Set to correct position while approaching
record and lock clamp screw.

"WOW".
Remove turntable as described in "Changer Stalled"
(2) and see that rubber idler wheel is not worn or oily.
If idler is oily, clean with carbon tetrachloride. Re -

lubricate turn table spindle (C) and re-

ble.
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CMOS

Emerson Radio, Changer # 201, used in Model 207
This mechanism consists of a rim driven turntable
(not shown) running on a fixed bearing (1), which
supports the record spindle (2). The spindle is equipped with a rotatable cap (3) to provide for holding
records in automatic opethtion, when in one position,
and removing records or playing manually, when in
the other position.
The outer edge of the record is held by record supports (4) and (5), adjustable for 10- and 12 inch, and
is steadied by a rubber tipped, spring loaded finger (6).

position -c- permits carrier lever assembly (25) movement to engage drive wheel (8) with turntable, when

Control of operation is by a single control button (7)
having four positions "Off" - "Man - "Aut" and "Ref'.
Automatic operation starts when rubber tired drive
wheel (8) is moved into contact with turntable rim by
tone arm movement or control button.
All change functions are controlled by main cam (9)
which is driven by drive wheel (8) thru a friction (10)
and gear (11) train.
The main cam assembly consists of main cam (9)
and automatic trip cam (12). The latter disengages the
drive wheel (8) at the end of the change cycle.
The upper side of the main cam (9) controls tone
arm swing by engagement with pin in sweep lever (13)
attached to tone arm by means of clamp (14) around
tone arm pivot sleeve (15). Tone arm lift is controlled
by vertical section of main cam (9) operating tone arm
thru lift pin (16) inside of sleeve. A boss projecting
from the upper side of the main cam (9) displaces the
stop lever (17) at the end of the change cycle to permit
the tone arm to proceed across the record.
The lower side of the main cam (9) moves the feed
lever (18) by means of a roller (19). This movement

( 12 ) .

in automatic position -d- displaces trip lever (26)
causing drive wheel (8) engagement with turntable,

when pushed to Reject. Function (a) is accomplished
by pin which engages dog of toggle switch. Functions

(b) and (c) are controlled by shape of rear edge of
control lever (31) and a fixed stud (32) in the carrier
lever. Function (d) is accomplished by stud (33) in
control lever (31) striking edge of trip lever (26) and
unlatching pin (27) in same from automatic trip cam
Bearings are separated and center distances maintained by aligning bracket (34) which also carries

bearing for record feed lever (18).
ADJUSTMENTS

Positive Trip
The tripping point is adjusted by turning positive
trip screw (29) counterclockwise to trip earlier in playing cycle and clockwise to delay tripping.
Tone Arm
The drop point is adjusted by loosening the screw
in clamp (14) slightly to permit repositioning of tone
arm in relation to sweep lever (13). Care must be

exercised to see that tightening the screw does not

lever (18) and feed finger (21) is thru feed inter-

cause bind in tone arm swing.
The rise and drop of tone arm is adjusted by bending
short arm of lift pin (16) slightly. Long arm must not
be distorted or it will bind in pivot sleeve (15).
Record Feed
The feed finger (21) should strike only the bottom
record of the stack. Record supports (4) and (5)
should be adjusted up or down to obtain this result.
Adjustments must be checked for both 10- and 12 inch
records as one of the buttons is used in both cases.

The stop lever (17), normally held out of engagement by the boss on the main cam (9), swings into

gagement with record by removing hold down finger
assembly (6) and loosening two screws under feed
finger (21).

charges the feed spring (20) and at the proper time

permits discharge of the spring causing the feed lever
(18) to thrust the feed finger (21), (in top view), forward to feed the record. Connection between feed
mediate lever (22) pivoted in record support post (23).
(In top view,)

position at the start of the change cycle. Its selection
of stop points for 10- or 12 inch records is controlled
by dog (24) on the record selector shaft running up

front of record support post (23) and actuated by

swinging record support (4).
The drive wheel (8) is mounted on the carrier lever
assembly (25) which is pivoted about the intermediate
drive (11). This assembly consists of the carrier lever
with its bearings and the trip lever (26). The trip
lever (26) carries a pin (27) engaging the automatic
trip cam (12); a pawl (28) to engage the serrated edge
of sweep lever (13); a positive trip screw (29) to interfere with sweep lever (13). Engagement of pin (27)
with automatic trip cam (12) pulls drive wheel (8)
out of engagement with turn table at end of change
cycle. Reversal of the tone arm movement rotates
pawl (28) to release trip lever (26). Thrust of sweep

lever (13), when tone arm approaches spindle (2),

against positive trip screw (29) releases trip lever (26).
The control lever (31) operated by the control button (7), -a- turns switch on and off -b- prevents carrier

lever assembly (25) from swinging when in manual

COMPILED BY M. N. BEITMAN, SUPREME PUBLICATIONS

Fixed record support (5) can be adjusted for en-

Friction drive
The rubber wheel (10) engaging with the intermedi-

ate drive assembly (11) should be compressed just

enough to prevent slipping or skidding at any portion
of the change cycle. Compression is controlled by
the nut and locknut, below the rubber wheel.
General
Mechanism should be checked for damaged or missing parts. Carrier lever assembly (25) must be perfectly free on its shaft and trip lever (26) must be perfectly free on the carrier lever. All moving parts should
be lubricated with oil.
Rubber drive wheels under the turntable and the rim
of the turntable must be free of grease or dirt.

Turntable thrust bearing can be lubricated with

heavy oil or light grease and radial bearing with light
oil.
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Emerson Radio, Changer # 201, used in Model 207
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FARNSWORTH TELEVISION & RADIO CORPORATION
In the following five illustrations
we are showing the cycle of operation of
a P-40 Series Capehart-Farnsworth Changer.
Figure
position.

A is

known

as

the playing

In Figure B the Main Cam has advanced
so the "Boss" on the Main Cam has moved
the Centering Lever Return Arm away from
the cam,
which because of the Return
Spring causes the Centering Arm thru the
Rocker Levers and Plunger Shafts to move
the Record Plungers toward the Spindle.
Due to the motion being transmitted thru
the Return Spring different diameter
The
records are handled equally well.
equalizer spring aids inexactly centering
the record in regard to the Spindle.
Note, in this illustration the Tone Arm
Swing Lever is part way up the Cam
Shoulder.

the Trip Roller (part of
In Fig. C
Main Cam) has advanced to move the rear
plunger rocker away from the spindle, at

56-848

/-15-10

the same time moving the front plunger
rocker toward the spindle.
Due to the
Plunger Shafts, which transmit the motion
of the Rockers to the Record Plungers the
Record Plungers move
in the
opposite
direction from the Rockers, i.e.
Front
Record Plunger moves away from the
This causes the record to be
Spindle.
pushed off the Rear Shelf and drop to the
Rear Hooks.
Between C & D the Record Plungers ga
through the central position and assume
position shown in Fig. D where the
the
Rear Record Plunger moves away from the
Spindle causing the record to drop to the
Front Hooks.
In Fig. E the Centering Lever Return
in the
Arm has dropped into the "Slot"
Main Cam, moving both Plungers toward the
Spindle, causing the Front and Rear Hooks
permitting the record to
to snap back,
In this
settle flat on the turntable.
illustration the Tone Arm Swing Lever is
returning to the normal position.

,-07-26

13-300

-64-16
44.27
---39236
07-28

---56-877

13-298 ---

- 39234
13-297

-09-119
I3-296---

46293
64215
F I SURE 6

16-848

90-84

-64-13
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FIGURE A
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FARNSWORTH TELEVISION & RADIO CORPORATION

RECORD CHANGER

FIGURE B

FIGURE D
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FIGURE C

FIGURE E
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SERVICE SUGGESTIONS
1.

TO REMOVE TURNTABLE

The Spindle Gear may be wedged, by
a screwdriver between it and the Main
Cam,
to prevent its turning, the Turntable should be unscrewed from the
Spindle.
When removing the Turntable
make certain one of the Spacer Washers is
not lost.
These Washers often adhere to
the Turntable because of an oil film from
the Felt Washer 4949.
When replacing
Turntable make
sure it is properly
tightened.
NEVER USE GAS PLIERS TO HOLD
SPINDLE.
2.

TO REPLACE

OR

ADJUST

IDLER

undersized records
necessary to change
shelves.
4.

used it may be
spacing of the

ALIGNMENT OF RECORD SPINDLE
prevent

feedback

the

Spindle,
rubber
mounted and can shift in transit.
To
reposition the spindle loosen all three
To

Gear and Bracket Assembly is

mounting screws, position the spindle and
tighten all three mounting screws equally;
so
as not to force the spindle out of
place which may happen if one screw is
tightened first.

PULLET
5.

The Idler
First remove Turntable.
Pulley is used to transfer power from the
Motor Pulley 3671 to the Turntable.
If
the Idler Spring tension is incorrect the
Turntable speed may be too high or too
it should fall between 76.59 R.P.M.
low,
and 80.00 R.P.M. This tension is adjusted
by loosening the Motor Mounting Screw
holding the Spring Holder 45176 and turning the Spring Holder until the required
tension is secured.
If it is necessary to replace the
Idler Pulley remove the Hair Pin Cotter
99-34-14 and the Thrust Washer 50209.
After removing the Idler Pulley also
remove the Thrust Washer used underneath
Idler Pulley is
If
the
the pulley.
replaced both Thrust Washers should be
also.

When replacing the Pulley a single
drop of oil should be used on the Pulley
Stud.

CAUTION --Do not allow oil to get on
Idler Pulley or the Turntable
either the
Rim.
3.

are
the

SHELF LOCKING LEVER ADJUSTMENTS

The Front Record Shelf 57-111 should
be lined up with the record spindle in
The Shelf Locking Cam
the 10" position.
15-10 is lined up with the center line of
the Gear Sector Assembly and adjusted
until the Locking Lever 07-26 is properly
The
seated in the Shelf Locking Cam.
Record Shelf should not be permitted to
slip when adjusting these parts.

When aligning the Rear Shelf Locking
Cam the Locking Lever Hex Head Mounting
screw may be loosened to permit the
necessary adjustment to properly align
the Shelf Locking Cam and Shelf Locking
Lever.
6.

ADJUSTMENT OF NON TRIP CAM OF STARTING
LEVER 13-38 (Fig. 6)

This Cam shown at "A" in (Fig. 6)
should be adjusted so that when the
machine is in the "Manual" position, the
Starting Lever Release Trip 64215 (Fig. 6)
will pass over the end of the Starting
Lever 13-38 (Fig. 6) without touching.
The front end of the Starting Lever must
also clear the bottom of the Resetting
Dog and the top of the Starting Pin both
part of the Spindle Gear 57-8 (Fig. 6).

ALIGNMENT OF RECORD SUPPORT SHELVES
T.

The center line of the record shelves
should form a straight line, in 10" position which passes through the center of
The shelves should be
the spindle.
exactly 9-21/32" apart and the spindle
In the
should be equidistant from both,
event it becomes necessary to change the
is
spacing of the record shelves it
recommended that shims be used to adjust
cases if oversized or
In some
them.
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THE TRIP FINGER STOP

The Trip Finger Stop 46293 should be
2-1/4" from the inside of the base plate
to the inside face of the 90° bend at the
end of the Stop.
8.

NEEDLE LANDING

In 10" position, adjust the Tone Arm
so the needle lands
Crank 66366
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flush and the pointed end projects about
and should engage the end of the
Starting Lever 13-38 to allow the teeth
of the Main Cam to mesh with the Spindle
Two adjustments
Gear without topping.
possible if the teeth do not engage
are
either drive the Starting Pin
properly,
in further or bend the end of the Starting

4-7/8" from center of the Record Spindle.
To adjust have record changer in playing
loosen Tone Arm Set Screw
position,
from
set needle 4-7/8"
99-26-16
Hold Tone Arm
center of Record Spindle.
Crank firmly against Tone Arm Swing Lever
09-119 (Fig. 2) at the same time hold the
Tone Arm Crank firmly up against the Trip
Tighten the Set
finger 46287
There should be a small
Screw 99-26-16.
amount of play up and down in the tone
To adjust
Next set the 12" drop.
arm.
records
for 12"
set the record shelves
and have record changer in playing posiLoosen Lock Nut 99-11-6; which is
tion.
part of 09-119 and adjust Screw 36-465
from the
until the needle drops 5-7/8"
Be sure
center of the Record Spindle.
nut 99-11-6 is tightened after adjustment

1/8"

Lever.

Due to commercial tolerances it is
impossible to secure motors which will
Our limits
run at exactly 78.26 R.P.M.
are from 76.59 R.P.M. to 80.00 R.P.M.

necessary
these
of
changers choose a motor pulley that gives
a slightly higher speed than required.
Using a fine file reduce the diameter of
the motor pulley a little at a time until
the required speed is secured.

to

is made.
9.

ADJUSTMENT OF TONE ARM

With records on the shelves, the top
of the pickup arm at the highest point in
below the
3/16"
return should be
its
bottom of the bottom record on the
shelves.
10.

MOTOR SPEED

12.

it becomes
In the event
get exact speed on one

13.

The following simple OILING INSTRUCin a minimum of
result
TIONS will
service calls ---

or once each year,
Every six months
of oil should be put
two or three drops
on the two felt washers in the Spindle
washer is located at
One
Gear Bracket.

TRIP MECHANISM

The proper adjustment of the Trip
Mechanism is, when the needle is 1-7/8"
from the center of the record spindle,
trips the
Trip Finger 05-41
the
64215
Starting Lever

Re 1 e as e Trip

(Fig. 6).

To adjust tension loosen Bristol Set
Screw 99-28-30 in Upper Collar 43185
Turn collar counter cloCkwise
to increase friction (if changer does not
trip at end of record) and clockwise to
decrease friction (if changer trips before the end of the record). There should
never be any more friction than is necessary to move Starting Lever Release Trip
64215 (Fig. 6) off the end of the Starting
Lever 13-38 (Fig. 6).
Excessive friction will cause a loud
click each revolution of the turntable
after a part of the record has been
played.

the bottom of the Spindle Gear, the other
and is
the bracket
of
top
is at the
accessible by removing the Turntable.
Two or three drops of oil on the felts in
One drop of oil on the Pin
the Motor.
or the Tone Arm Lift Lever.
for the
A very light application of White Vaseline
on the teeth of the Main Cam, also some
on the face of this Cam where the Tone
A single drop of
Arm Swing Lever rides.
Care
and 12" plungers.
oil on the 10"
should be exercised to prevent an excess
of oil being used on any part.

roller

No further lubrication on the tone
arm bearing will be necessary unless a
replacement is made. In this case a thin
film of vaseline may be used.

STARTING

taken to see that no
idler
motor pulley,
No oil
pulley or rim of the turntable.
should be used on the Friction Trip
Assembly.

The Starting Pin.34309 (Fig. 6) is
normally driven into the Spindle Gear
until the square end is
(Fig. 6)
5

Use only a good grade of machine oil
with a viscosity of SAE 10.

Care should be

oil

11.

STARTING PI N 34309
LEVER 13-38 (Fig. 6)

AND

gets

on

the
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AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGERS
Models B2RC, B3RC and B4RC

;ffilitYWIN 5 MI11ITEM ANI] 30121111dalZoii1tqffefil
IMPORTANT

All service adjustments on Motorola Record Changers should be made with the instrument in
a normal operating position.
Therefore, the instrument should be supported in such fashion that parts underneath are
accessible. A jig consisting of four corner support posts would be helpful.
A mirror would
also permit the service man to make observations and adjustments without getting into awkward
positions.

RECORD

PLATFORM

PICK-UP

SPINDLE CAP
RECORD RELEASE

RIM DRIVE
IDLER WHEEL

DRIVE PULLEYS.

-FIG.ICHECK THE RECORDS FIRST
Before attempting to service or adjust this Record Changer, check the records first to
make sure they are not causing the trouble. The instrument will handle most of the 10 or 12
on the market, but it is not guaranteed to handle all of them. Reinch records now available
cords must be in good mechanical condition, and should not be chipped, particularly around the
center hole. Do not try to play automatically, records that are too thick, too thin, or that
are oversized or undersized, as regards diameter of record or center hole. Do not mix 10 and
12 inch records on the Changer.
Old records made before the days of automatic record changers may not change automatically,
groove at the finish.
due to the differences in thickness, or to lack of a proper eccentric
Most of the old records, however, may be played one at a time.
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THEORY OF OPERATION

mounting plate. This
under the
located
second small pulley in turn drives the large
(4 inch) main drive wheel, also located under
the mounting plate.
When the turntable revolves, all of
these pulleys and wheels mentioned above,
also revolve -regardless of whether or not the
Changer is going through a cycle of changing
a record. By means of this series of pulleys,
a high ratio is obtained between the motor
and the changing mechanism, which assures
ample power.

As in most modern phonograph turntables,
power is derived from an electric motor. This
transmitted to the
turn -table
power is
through a geared down rim drive of the friction type.
The turntable is keyed to a small drive
pulley, which in turn drives a large (3 inch)
pulley, through a spring belt, both of these
units being located on top of the base plate.
(See
Fig. 1). The 3 inch pulley transmits
power by direct drive to another small pulley

6V
A

CIRCUIT
BREAKER

AUTOMATIC CHANGE
SWITCH
MAGNET

ARMATURE

11111

1

DRIVE PAWL
REJECT SW ITCH

MAIN DRIVE WHEEL
- ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT FIG. 2

CHANGING CYCLE
By referring to the various photographs
and figures which will be found in this Service Manual, you can readily follow through
the changing cycle from the continuity given

Since the main drive wheel is al5.
ready revolving, the engagement of the pawl
now causes the cam wheel to revolve with it.

hereafter.

When the cam wheel starts to revolve,
6.
In the
it causes several things to occur.
first few degrees of revolution, it opens a
circuit breaker switch (Fig. 3) which automatically opens the magnet circuit, thereby
de -energizing it, to prevent "chattering'.

The needle in the pick-up finishes a
1.
record and enters the eccentric groove.
As the pick-up has slowly approached
groove, a phosphor bronze
eccentric
spring clip has gripped a fin of the automatic change switch.
2.

the

When the needle enters the eccentric
3.
groove on the record, the pick-up oscillates
slightly, which in turn causes the automatic
change switch to make jontact.

The first momentary contact of the
4.
automatic change switch is all that is necessary to start the changing cycle. When the
switch closes, a small electro magnet is energized. The electro magnet pulls an armature back out of the way, permitting a drive
pawl which is mounted on the cam wheel to
fall down and engage in one of the notches
which are provided on the upper surface of
(See Fig. 2.)
the main drive wheel.
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GUIDE PIN
Id- 12

ECCENTRIC
CA
STOP

GUIDE
GROOVE

PIN

CAM WHEEL

10-12
SELECTOR LEVER

FIG. 4
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--PICK -UP

PICK-UP
ELEVATING PIN

0
CAM

AUTOMATIC
CHANGE
SWITCH

CIRCUIT
BREAKER

FIG. 3

7.
The next few degrees of rotation
causes the pick-up elevating pin to ride up
on an inclined section of the cam, thereby
elevating the pick-up and lifting the needle
from the record which has just been played.
(See Fig. 3).
8.
A few more degrees of revolution
cause the pick-up guide groove on top of the
cam wheel. This part of the mechanism is not
visible, since the cam wheel is mounted too
close to the mounting plate, but Fig. 4 shows
a drawing of the upper surface of the cam
wheel. As the wheel revolves with the pin in
the groove, it causes the pick-up to swing
out beyond the edge of the record so it will
be out of the way when the next record falls
on the turntable.
9.
The cam wheel continues its revolution, and at another point on its circumference a roller on the end of the trip -lever
rides up an inclined section on the cam.
This trip -lever is the copper -plated rod
which is hinged approximately in the center
by running through a die cast fulcrum block.
As the roller on one end of the trip -lever
rolls up the incline on the cam, the other
end of the trip -lever bears against the push
rod which operates the record release, which
is located near the top of the spindle, causing it to push the next record off its support, thereby dropping it on the turntable.

10.
The cam continues to revolve, the
groove in the top bringing the pick-up back
over the edge of the record to the proper position where the needle will fall near the
first groove when it comes down.

A few more degrees of revolution,
11.
down
and the pick-up elevating pin rides
another incline, permitting the needle to

settle gently on the first
cord.

groove of the re-

(Fig. 3).

12.
At this point, the cam has completed
one full revolution of 360 degrees. At the
same time the needle touches the record, the
drive pawl hits the magnet armature, which
forces it up, thereby disengaging it from the
notch in the drive wheel. The cam wheel
therefore stops, tne turntable continues to
revolve, and the record is played.

13.
During the last few degrees of revolution,
the circuit breaker switch has
again been closed, as its fibre stud rides up
an incline on the lower surface of the cam.
(Fig. 3).
This switch must be closed at all
times except when the instrument is going
through a changing cycle, otherwise, it would
be impossible to start a new changing cycle
automatically.

SETTING FOR 10 OR 12 INCH RECORDS
The record support platform is adjustable for either 10 or 12 inch records, depending upon which 'lip' is turned toward the
center of the turntable.
The platform may
be swung in an arc of 180 degrees, so that
either the 10 or 12 inch lip may point toward
the spindle.
Underneath the mounting plate, and mounted rigidly to the record platform support
shaft is an eccentric mechanism which moves

COMPILED BY M. N. BEITMAN. SUPREME PUBLICATIONS

the 10" - 12" selector lever when the platform is moved. The position of this selector
lever determines the point where the needle
will come down on the record at the end of a
In other words, it adjusts
changing cycle.
the pick-up for playing automatically either
10 or 12 inch records, depending upon the position to which the record support platform
is turned. The eccentric cam and the selector lever are shown in Figs. 4 and 6
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switch, thereby making it possible to start
the changing cycle at any time, regardless of
whether or not the record has been completely
played. By this means a record can be "rejected". The wiring diagram showing switches
and magnet can be seen in Fig. 2.

The push switch mounted near one corner
of the mounting plate is connected in paralswitch prelel with the automatic change
viously discussed. When this switch is closed,
it energizes the electro magnet exactly in
the same fashion as does the automatic change

10-12 ECCENTRIC CAM

MAIN DRIVE WHEEL

\ TRIP LEVER
LOCKNUT
ADJUSTMENT SCREW

10"- 12" SELECTOR

LEVER
LOCKNUT C

AUTOMATIC CHANGE SWITCH
CIRCUIT BREAKER

40

SCREW

e

CASTING

ADJUSTMENT

/ SCREW

SPRING 0
SET SCREWS ®

MOTOR

MAGNET

-FIG

.

7-
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TO ADJUST RECORD RELEASE

Place a stack of 10 inch records on
1.
the changer, after turning the record support
platform to the "10 inch" position.
2.
Start the turntable revolving.
3.
Press the "Start -Reject" button.
If the first record does not drop to
4.
tne
turntable, double check the record to
make sure that it is not too thick, or that
the diameter of the center hole is not undersized, causing it to bind.
5.
If the record proves to be normal,
and is not causing the failure, loosen lock
nut (C) which locks adjustment screw (D), as
shown in Figs. 5, 6, or 7.
6.
With a slab -head wrench, turn screw

(D) a fraction of a turn clockwise, and press
the "Start -Reject" button again, checking to
see if record is released.
If the record falls to drop, tighten
7.
screw (D) a trifle at a time, testing after
each adjustment, until setting is reached,
which releases record.
8.
Tighten lock nut (C), after which a
few more records should be changed, to make
sure that this did not alter adjustment of
screw (D).
If the Changer stalls during the
NOTE:

adjustment procedure, it may be an indication
that screw (D) is too tight, in which case it
should be turned back (counter -clockwise).

TO ADJUST PICK-UP POSITION
This adjustment is made to cause the
needle to drop in the first groove of the record, as the Changer completes a changing cycle.
1.
Turn the record support to the 10
inch position.
(See Fig. 1).
2.
Place a standard 10 inch record on
the
turntable and start it revolving.
3.
Press the "Start -Reject" button. The
Changer will now start a changing cycle.
4.
Do not let the Changer complete the
cycle, but stop it at the point where the
pick-up starts to drop downward towards the

If the cycle
is
outer rim of the record.
stopped at the right point, the pick-up will
to
still be "in cycle" and will not be free
Do
swing back and forth. Check this gently.
not exert too much sidewise pressure on the
pick-up.
5.
Now loosen the two nex-head set
screws (A) in the bell crank casting (B),
which you can see in Fig. 7.
6.
With the set screws loose, the pickup arm can now be moved back and forth. Move
it to the point where the needle rests directly over the first groove in the record.

TURN SPINDLE CAP,, IN THIS POSITION

SPINDLE CAP
IN THIS POSITION TO

TO LOAD RECORDS

REMOVE RECORDS

J
FIG. 8

(The correct dimension for proper adjustment
is 4-25/32" from the needle point to the center of the spindle.)
Tighten one set screw securely so
7.
that the shaft does not move while checking
proper position of the pick up arm. After
proper position has been located tighten both
set screws securely.

Now place a 12 inch record on the
8.
turntable; turn the record support to the 12
inch position.
Press tne "Start -Reject" button and
9.
through another cycle,
let the Changer go
watching carefully to make sure the needle
comes down on the record at the proper point.
If necessary, make minor readjustment.

SPINDLE 105 °k15T
- EQUAL
11-1/s

SET SCREWS
LOCATED HERE

ONE
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GENERAL

ELECTRIC

SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR TYPE
AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER
USED IN LATE PRODUCTION

MODELS J-718, J-728, J-808, J-809, J-818 AND J-828
The synchronous motor type automatic Record Changer is a standard

tion is also provided. Records of the last few years with the standard

assembly in all of the above late production models. It is designed for opera-

eccentric or spiral stopping groove will operate the automatic mechanism

tion on 110 volts and will automatically play a series of eight 10 -inch or

and change your records.

seven 12 -inch records of the 78 revolutions per minute type. Manual opera-

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Before operating the phonograph, either automatically or manually,
be sure the pick-up is down and can be moved by hand; if not, a "cycle'.
must be completed to bring it down. To do this, throw the turntable switch

to "ON." The turntable will start to revolve and the cycle of motion on
the pick-up arm will be resumed. When the pick-up arm comes down, turn
the turntable switch off.
RECORD-NOLDER SMELT
RECORD -HOLDER POST

PICKUP-ARN
RECORD-NCILDER
POST

*LEA AND RECORD
REJECT LEVER
NEEDLE CUP

RECORD -NO DER
SHELF

the mechanism is set to play a series of 12 -inch records automatically. To
play a series of 10 -inch records, the lever should be set at the "10" position.
To reject a record being played or to start the record -changing cycle
in case the record just played does not have the standard eccentric or spiral
stopping groove, simply push the lever to the "Reject" position and let go.

The pick-up will raise up and swing outward and the next record will
drop down. Upon releasing the lever, it will automatically return to the
"10" position. If you are playing a series of 12 -inch records the lever should

be returned to the "12" position after rejecting a record. Keep the lever
in its "Manual" position when not actually playing records automatically.

Turntable Switch
The toggle switch located just in front of the Index and Record -reject
Lever controls the current to the turntable motor. To start the turntable

PIMP REST

throw the switch to the "On" position. To stop the turntable throw the switch

EDLE GAME

to the "Off" position. This switch will not operate unless receiver power

PLATE

is turned on.
TuRNTABLE
WITH RECORD IN PLACE

TURNTABLE

SwiTCN
NEEDLE SCR

NEEDLE ROLE

NANJAL

Fig. 1. Automatic Record Changer

CAUTIONS
Never use force to start or stop the motor or any pert of the record changing mechanism or pick-up arm.
2. The use of records which have become warped or damaged through
improper care may cause the mechanism to jam and damage the instrument.
In addition, records which have become warped will slide on one another
when playing, resulting in unsatisfactory reproduction. When mechanism
direction
jams, turn off power and rotate turntable by hand in a
for'about ten turns. This should free the mechanism.
1.

3.

This instrument is NOT RECOMMENDED for playing 10 -inch

and 12 -inch records in mixed sequence. If the user desires this service he
must be positive that all records are perfectly flat and free from warp. The
Index and Record -reject Lever must be set at "10^ and after playing the
last selection the pick-up will come down in position for a 10 -inch record
and repeat the playing of the record on a 10 -inch diameter unless the Turn-

table Switch is turned off. Any jamming of the mechanism under these
conditions indicates that the records used are not perfectly Rat or that their
edges are not sufficiently smooth to permit normal operation of the genera ors in dropping each record in sequence onto the turntable.
4. Do not leave records on the record -holder posts, as they are liable
to warp, particularly so in warmer climates. Keep your records in a record

Me (album or cabinet) when not in use. If any records should become
warped, place them on a flat surface with a flat heavy article, such as a

Pick-up and Top -loading Needle Socket
The pickup is the new crystal type, with a hole in the top for insertion
of needles. When not playing records, the pickup arm should be moved
out to the right beyond the turntable and placed at rest on the support
with the edge of the pickup arm to the right of the small extension post and
the pickup over the polished needle gauge plate. The pickup must be in this
position to insert a needle.
The pickup support plate with extension post, gauge plate and box holder
is at the front of the motorboard on the right. The box slides in and out at

the back for emptying, and is held secure by a spring piece on the bottom.

To insert a needle initially, loosen the needle screw on the front of the
pickup, place needle in hole at top so that it drops down against the needle
gauge plate and then tighten up the needle screw.
To change a needle, place pickup in rest position, loosen needle screw and
push pickup to the right to drop the used needle into the box below. Then
with pickup against extension spot insert a new needle as described above.

Record -holder Shelves
To place a record on the turntable or to remove records, raise the record -

holder shelves, by lifting the knobs, and swing clear of outer edge of
record. Also push back vertical lever adjacent to the rear record -holder
post. You now have clear access to the turntable. Before loading the
magazine for automatic operation swing the record -holder shelves back
into position.

large book, on top, and leave them in this position for a few days.

CONTROLS AND MOVING MECHANISM
Index and Record -reject Lever
This lever is located near the right -front corner of the motorboard with
its index plate marked for four positions-"Manual," "12, "10," and "Reject." When you desire to change record selections manually, this lever
should be set in the "Manual " position. With the lever in the "12" position,
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MISCELLANEOUS SERVICE HINTS
Incorrect adjustment of a particular mechanism of the changer is generally
exhibited in a specific mode of improper operation. The following relations

inch-Effect adjustment "E."
Failure to trip at end of record-Increase clutch "5" friction by means

10.

ready adjustment in most cases.
1. For any irregularity of operation, the adjustment of the main lever
"15" should be checked first as in "A."

3.
4.

Needle does not land properly on both 10- and 12 -inch recordsMake complete adjustments "D" and "E."
Needle does not land properly on 12 -inch record but correct on 10-

of screw "B." Also, see that levers "7" and "12" are free to move
5.

Needle does not track after landing-Friction clutch "5" adjustment

"B" may be too tight; bind in tone arm vertical bearing; levers
"7" and "12" fouled; or pickup output cable twisted.
7. Cycle commences before record is complete-Record is defective,
or adjustment "B" of friction clutch "5" is too tight.
8. Wow in record reproduction-Record is defective; or instrument
is not being operated at normal room temperature; oil, grease, dirt,
or other foreign matter on motor spindle, main driving disk or idler
pulley rubber tire. Clean with any quick -drying naphtha.
9. Record knives strike edge of records-Records warped; record edges
are rough; or knife adjustments "F" and "C." are incorrect.

between effects on operation and the usual misadjustments will enable

2.

6.

without touching each other.
Pickup strikes lower record of stack or drags across top record on

Record not released properly-Adjust record shelf assemblies in
respect to shalt by means of adjustment -H."
11. When playing both types of records mixed and needle either lands
in 10 -inch position on 12 -inch record or misses record entirelyIncrease tension of mixed record discriminating lever spring "M."

turntable-Adjust lift cable per adjustment "C."

MANUAL OPERATION
See that pick-up arm is in rest position (Fig. 2a) with
needle properly in place. If mechanism will not allow pick-up

To play records manually:
1.
Proceed as in Step 1, under "Automatic Operation."
2. Swing record -holder shelves clear of turntable. Place
record on turntable with desired selection upwards.

explained in the first paragraph under "Operation."

position.

the desired selection face up and the last selection on top.
3. Throw turntable switch to "On."
(NOTE-The radio power should be turned on or phonograph
will not operate.)

lower gently onto the record so that the needle point enters
the outside groove. When you have finished playing, be sure
that the turntable has stopped and the pick-up is in the rest
position over needle gauge plate. Never leave pick-up with
needle resting on a record or on the turntable.

AUTOMATIC OPERATION
1.

arm to come to the rest position, complete a "cycle" as

2. Place the series of records (up to eight 10 -inch or seven
12 -inch records) on the record -holder posts (as shown in Fig.
1). The records should be arranged in the desired order with

Set Index and Record -reject Lever to "Manual"
4. Proceed as in Step 3 under "Automatic Operation"
and when turntable has attained speed, lift pick-up and
3.

SERVICE DATA
General Information
The turntable is driven through a friction drive wheel
mounted on the turntable spindle. It is important that the
drive motor spindle and rubber tires on the main driving
wheel and idler pulley be kept clean and free from oil, grease,

dirt or any foreign matter. Any quick -drying naphtha is
satisfactory for cleaning these parts. The drive motor bearing is lubricated from an oil well filled and sealed at the
factory. It should not require lubrication in the field. The
turntable is not removable from the spindle without removing the tapered pin "24" which fastens the rubber -tired
driving wheel to the spindle. Once the pin is removed, the
driving wheel can be slipped off the spindle and the turntable
and spindle assembly lifted upward from the motor board.
Caution should be exercised not to bend the spindle. The
spindle bearing should be oiled and the cup and ball thrust

bearing oiled and checked for proper position.
Before servicing the automatic record changer, inspect the
assembly to see that all levers, parts, gears, springs, etc., are
in good order and are correctly assembled.

A bind or jam in the mechanism can usually be relieved
by rotating the turntable in the reverse direction.

The changer can be conveniently rotated through its
change cycle by pushing the index lever to "Reject ' and
revolving the turntable by hand. Six turntable revolutions
are required for one change cycle.
If the record changer or cabinet is not perfectly level,
normal operation is likely to be affected.
The 10- and 12 -inch records must be absolutely flat for
smooth operation.
Adjustments
A. Main Lever.-This lever is basically important in that
it interlinks the various individual mechanisms which control
needle landing, tripping, record separation, etc. One adjust-

ment is provided for the main lever. Rotate the turntable

until the changer is out -of -cycle; and adjust rubber bumper
bracket (A) so that the roller clears the nose of the cam plate
by 1/16 inch.
B. Friction Clutch.-The motion of the tone arm toward
the center of the record is transmitted to the trip pawl "22"

by the trip lever "7" through a friction clutch "5." If the
motion of the pick-up is abruptly accelerated or becomes
irregular due to swinging in the eccentric groove, the trip
finger "7" moves the trip pawl "22" into engagement with
the pawl on the main gear, and the change cycle is started.
Proper adjustment of the friction clutch "5'' occurs when
movement of the tone arm causes positive movement of the
trip pawl "22" without tendency of the clutch to slip. The
friction should be just enough to prevent slippage, and is
adjustable by means of screw "B." If adjustment is too
tight, the needle will repeat grooves; if too loose, tripping

4

will not occur at the end of the record.

C. Pick-up Lift Cable Screw.-During the record -change
cycle, lever "16" is actuated by the main lever "15" so as to
raise the tone arm clear of the record by means of the pick-up
lift cable. To adjust pick-up for proper elevation, stop the
changer "in -cycle" at the point where pick-up is raised to

the maximum height above turntable plate, and has not
moved outward; at this point adjust locknuts "C" to obtain
1 -inch spacing between needle point and turntable top
D. and R. Needle Landing on Record.-The relation of

coupling between the tone arm vertical shaft and lever "20"
determines the landing poiition of the needle on a 10 -inch
record. Position of eccentric stud "E" governs the landing
of the needle on a 12 -inch record; this, however, is dependent
on the proper 10 -inch adjustment.
To adjust for needle landing, place 10 -inch record on turntable; push index lever to reject position and return to the
10 -inch position; see that pick-up locating lever "17" is tilted
fully toward turntable; rotate mechanism through cycle until
needle is just ready to land on the record; then see that pin
"V" on lever "14" is in contact with "Step T" on lever "17."
The correct point of landing is 4% inches from the nearest

side of the turntable spindle; loosen the two screws "D"
and adjust horizontal position of tone arm to proper dimension, being careful not to disturb levers "14" and "17."
Leave approximately 1/32 -inch end play between hub of
lever "20' and pick-up base bearing, and tighten the blunt nose screw "D"; run mechanism through several cycles as a
check, then tighten cone -pointed screw "D."

After adjusting for needle landing on a 10 -inch record, place

12 -inch record on turntable; push index lever to reject and
return to 12 -inch position; rotate mechanism through cycle
until needle is just ready to land on the record; the correct
point of landing is 5% inches from nearest side of spindle.
If the landing is incorrect, turn stud "E" until the eccentric
end adjusts lever "14" to give correct needle landing. The
eccentric end of the stud must always be toward the rear of
the motor board; otherwise incorrect landing may occur with
10 -inch records.

F. and G. Record Separating Knife.-The upper plate
(knife) "25" on each of the record post serves to separate
the lower record from the stack and to support the remaining

records during the change cycle. It is essential that the
spacing between the knife and the rotating record shelf
"27" be accurately maintained. The spacing for the 10 -inch
record is nominally .055 inch, and for the' 12 -inch record is
.075 inch.

To adjust, rotate the knife to the point of minimum

vertical separation from the record shelf and turn screw and
locknut "F" to give .052-.058 inch separation. Screw "G"
must not be depressed during this adjustment. After setting

screw "F" adjust screw "G" so that when its tip is de-

pressed flush with top of record shelf, the vertical spacing

Radio Service Notes on Models 1-718, J-728, .1-808,1-809, J-818 and J-828
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between the knife, in its lowest rotational position, and
the shelf, is .072-.078 inch.
H. Record Support Shelf.-The record shelf revolves
during the change cycle to allow the lower record to drop
onto the turntable. Both posts are rotated simultaneously by'
a gear and rack coupled to the main lever "15," and it is
necessary that adjustments be such that the record is released
from both shelves at the same instant. To adjust, place a 12 inch record on the turntable, rotate mechanism into cycle to
the point where both separating knives have turned clockwise as far as the mechanism will turn them; lift record upward until it is in contact with both separating knives, then

loosen screws "H" and shift record shelves so that the
curved inner edges of the shelves are uniformly spaced at
least 1/16 inch from record edge. Some backlash will be
present in the rotation of these shelves. They should be
adjusted so that backlash permits them to move away from
record but not closer than the 1/16 inch specified above.
Tighten the blunt -nose screw "H," run mechanism through
cycle several times to check action, then tighten cone pointed screw "H."

head should be 5/16 inch above surface of motor board.
This may be adjusted by bending the tone arm support
bracket, which is associated with the tone arm mounting
base, in the required direction.
K. Trip Pawl Stop Pin.-The position of the trip pawl
stop pin "K" in relation to the main lever "15" governs the
point at which the roller enters the cam. By bending the
pin support either toward or away from trip pawl bearing
stud, the roller can be made to enter the cam later or earlier,
respectively. This adjustment should be made so that the
roller definitely clears the cam outer guide as 'well as the nose
of the cam plate.
Lubrication. Petrolatum or petroleum jelly should be

applied to cam, main gear, spindle pinion gear, and gears
of record posts.
Light machine oil should be used in the tone arm vertical
bearing, record post bearings, and all other bearings of

If record shelves or knives are bent, or not perfectly horizontal improper operation and jamming of mechanism will occur.
J. Tone Arm Rest Support (not shown).-When the
changer is out -of -cycle, the front lower edge of the pick-up

4i
IC

various levers on under side of motor board.

The turntable bearing must be lubricated from the top
of the motor board. Using an oil can with a long spout,
reach in between the turntable and motor board and apply
oil directly to the spindle.
Do not allow oil or grease to come in contact with rubber
mounting of tone arm base, rubber bumper, or rubber spindle
cap.
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Parts View of Automatic Record Changer

MOTOR SERVICE DATA
On the drive motor a 0.014 -inch feeler gauge is recommended for centering
the rotor in the field bore.
The field coils can be disassembled and reassembles if care is used in
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reassembling the field lamination block in a manner so that the dovetail
joint will not be sprung.
When disassembling the rotor or rotor shaft bearing only, the field stacking should be held in a clamp to prevent the field springing when the bolts
which hold the assembly together are loosened.
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GENERAL

ELECTRIC

RADIO -PHONOGRAPH -RECORDER COMBINATION
MODEL J-629
Loud -speaker
The voice coil is accurately and permanently centered at the factory
and should seldom give trouble. In case a voice coil needs recentering it will
be necessary to replace the entire cone and voice -Coil assembly.

NOTE.-In no case should the magnet be removed from the assembled

position without remagnetizing after replacing it.

ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE
Alignment Frequencies
455 KC

R.F
1500 and 580 KC
The location of all trimmers is shown in Fig. 1.
1.F

I.F. Alignment
Connect an output meter across the voice coil. Turn the volume control
to maximum. Set test oscillator to 455 KC and keep the oscillator output as
low as a readable meter reading will permit.
Apply signal to the grid of the 6SK7GT through a .05 mfd. capacitor and
align the 2nd I.F. transformer. Repeat the procedure, applying the 455 KC
signal to the control grid of the 6SA7GT and aligning the 1st 14,. transformer. Finish by over-all adjustments.

SPECIFICATIONS
Over-all Dimensions
Model

J-629

Height
Width
Depth

12 4 inches

19,4.

Manual Tuning Drive Ratio
Electrical Specifications
Rating
A-6
A-5

Frequency
(Cycles on
AC)
60
50

Tuning Frequency Range
Intermediate Frequency
Electrical Power Output
Undistorted
Maximum

maximum output. Peak (C-3) on 580 1KC while rocking the gang condenser.
Retrim at 1500 KC.

Power
Consumption
(Watts)
75

75

550-1600 KC

455 KC

2 0 watts
2 5 watts

Lord-speaker-"Alnico" Magnetic Dynamic
Outside Cone Diameter

Voice Coil Impedance (400 cycles)

6 5 inches

Power Output
Rectifier
Dial Lamp

GE-6SA7GT
GE-6SK7GT

GE-607GT
GE-6J5GT
GE-25L6GT
GE-2526GT

MAZDA No. 44

Phonograph -recorder
Type Picku p
Turntable Speed
Type Cutter

Crystal
78 R.P.M.
Crystal

GENERAL INFORMATION
Model J-629 is a six -tube AC receiver incorporating a combination phonograph and recording mechanism.
The selector switch under the cover, when turned to "Phonograph -Off will disconnect the recorder from the radio circuit and will allow normal radio
reception. The "Phonograph -On" setting of the switch converts the mech-

anism into a conventional record player and starts turntable rotation. The
"Recording -Radio" position permits radio program recording. Recording
through the microphone is provided on the "Recording -microphone.'
position.

Special Service Information
The following data will be very useful to servicemen equipped with
vacuum -tube voltmeters or similar voltage -measuring instruments.
(I) Stage Gains
Antenna Post to Converter Grid -6 at 1000 KCI
Converter Grid to 6SK7GT Grid -30 at 455 KCI
6SK7GT Grid to 607GT Det. Plate -100 at 455 KCI
(2) Audio Gains
.06 volts, 400 cycles signal across volume control with control set to
maximum will give approximately 4 -watt speaker output.
(3) DC voltage developed across oscillator grid resistor (R -I) averages 12
volts.

I Variations of +10. -20% permissible.

3 5 ohms

Tubes
Converter -Oscillator
I.F. Amplifier
Det., Aud., AVC
2nd Audio Amplifier

With gang condenser plates completely closed, set dial pointer to the first

mark at the left end of the scale. Apply a 1500 -KC signal either through a
standard I.R.E. dummy to the antenna terminal or through an additional
loop connected to the generator output which can be magnetically coupled
to the receiver Beam -a -Scope. Align (C-2) at 1500 KC and peak (C-1) for

14,46

Power
Supply
(Volts)
110-125
110-125

R.F. Alignment

RECORDING ADJUSTMENTS
Gutting Head Pressure
The pressure is controlled by means of the adjustment screw located

midway back on top of the recording arm.
The pressure should be adjusted so that by inspection with a magnifying
glass, the uncut portion of the record between the grooves is the same width
as the groove. At no time should pressure be great enough to cut through the
acetate surface enough to show the metal base of the record.
A clockwise rotation of the setscrew increases pressure.

Cutting Arm Adjustment
The adjustment at the rear and underneath the cutting arm, controls
the height above the record blank at which the cutting arm rides. This
should be adjusted so that when resting in the recording position on the
record, the setscrew of the cutting head rides halfway down in the needle
screw gap.

Lead Screw Follower Arm Pressure Adjustment
The pressure is varied by the phosphor bronze spring adjustment underneath the phono assembly on the follower arm. The pressure should be great
enough so that when the recording -head is in the recording position, this
phosphor bronze spring should rest at the bottom of the lead screw groove.
Too great pressure will cause binding, while too little pressure is liable to
cause overlapping of the grooves.
FRONT OF CHASSIS

25Z6GT

25L6GT

65IC7GT

6SA7GT

BL4213

BOTTOM VIEW OF CHASSIS

Fig. 2.

Socket Voltages
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THE GENERAL INDUSTRIES COMPANY
Model GI - R70 Home Recording and Phonograph Assembly
MAGNETIC CUTTER

CUTTING I-IEAD
RESISTANCE, P.

MATCH TO OUTPUT
STAGE IMPEDANCE.
PUSH-PULL OR

SINGLE TUBE)

I - RADIO
II- RECORDING

1

E 'VOICE COIL

V IMPEDANCE

FIG. A
TYPICAL VALUES OF COMPONENTS
R

2V

R

R

C
01-1MS

OHMS

OHMS

4

10

14-

4

1

Z

2

T

MONITORING ATTENUATION BELOW NORMAL

OHMS

OHMS

PLAYING LEVEL DB.

Lf

1

4

12

6

1.5

6

20
14

12.

8

5.3

8

8

4+

12

10

11

10

6

9-

12.

15

26

15

5

be connected across the cutting head in parallel with Ri.
Where 12c has a value of 4 ohms as shown, the voltage
peaks should be about volt on speech and 11/2 volts on
music. Important when connecting a voltmeter in parallel
with RI, the value of 1(1 must be increased to the point
where the effective resistance of Ri and the voltmeter in
parallel will equal the values for Ri as shown in the table.
If the voltmeter has a resistance equal to the values for Ri
it of course can be substituted for

A suggested circuit for inclusion of the magnetic cutter in

the voice coil circuit is shown in Figure A. While other
arrangements are equally satisfactory, this hookup can be
used on all standard radio sets and amplifiers.

1

in connection with the table "Typical values for compon-

ents", best results will be obtained where it is possible to
use values between 6 and 8 ohms for Zt and Z.,.

A volume indicator is necessary to prevent cutting too

heavily. For this purpose a medium speed voltmeter can

CRYSTAL CUTTER
0.5- 600 V.

59.000
1 VV.

V. I

1.0

MEG.

OUT PUT

TUBE

OUTPUT TRANS.
-4- AND SPKR.

1W.

FIG. B
To cut an approximation of the standard commercial
resistor should be placed in series with the cutter. To

recording characteristic with the crystal cutter, a 50,000 ohm

emphasize high frequencies, this resistor should be shunted
with a condenser between .001 to .01 mfd. To emphasize
low frequencies the series resistor should be varied up to
250,000 ohms.

A volume indicator is necessary to prevent cutting too
COMPILED BY M. N. BEITMAN. SUPREME PUBLICATIONS

For this purpose a rectifier type AC voltmeter,
1,000 ohms per volt, 0-150 volts scale, can be connected
as indicated by "V. I." in Fig. B. For normal recording
heavily.

the voltage peaks should be about 100 volts.

Important crystal cutters must be protected from temperatures higher than 120° F., voltages in excess of 350 volts
RMS and from DC voltages.
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AMPLIFIER

The amplifier should be capable of at least 5 watts output in order to keep harmonic distortion down to a reasonable level and preferably have triode output or beam tubes
with inverse feedback. Frequency response should be
reasonably flat within the audible range. Hum level should
be low enough so that hum is not discernible at the loud
speaker with the volume adjusted to recording level. The
amplifier should be stable at full volume and "microphonic"

tubes avoided. If the amplifier and recorder unit are to be

installed in the same cabinet, all conditions of mechanical
resonance and feed back must be avoided to preclude the
possibility of recorded "rumble". The cabinet should be
substantially built of comparatively heavy materials. If
cabinet resonance is encountered, wooden braces glued to
the inside surfaces of the cabinet will sometimes serve to
correct this condition.

RECORDING FROM RADIO

For radio recording, it is desirable to leave the speaker
connected for monitoring purposes. In Fig. A the circuit
components are arranged for reducing the speaker volume
during recording as shown in the table.

Referring to Fig. B, an "L" pad is shown in the voice

coil circuit for reducing speaker volume during recording.
When the radio is being used without recording this "L"
pad should of course be disconnected.

RECORDING FRO M MICROPHONE

When recording from microphone the speaker must be
disconnected to prevent feed back and a resistor of the
same value as the speaker voice coil substituted for the

voice coil, in order that the proper load impedance be reflected back to the output tubes.

PLAYBACK PICKUP

The crystal pickup leads may be connected directly to the

phonograph input terminals provided on most amplifiers
and radio receivers, or may be connected between "grid"
and "ground" of the radio receiver's second detector tube if
no other connection is provided. The "ground" connection

should be made to the outer conductor, or shield, of the
pickup cable, while the inner wire of the cable should be
connected to the "grid" of the tube. If these connections
are reversed, an A. C. hum will be heard in the loud speaker
when the equipment is arranged for playing records.

MICRO PHONE

For making microphone recordings through the audio
amplifier of a radio receiver, quite satisfactory results will
usually be forthcoming by use of a diaphram type crystal
microphone of reputable manufacture, connected to the
phonograph input terminals of the radio receiver. Correct
polarity of connections to the microphone cable should be
observed, the same as for connecting the pickup cable. The
shield of the cable should connect to "ground." This ar-

rangement will usually afford sufficent volume for microphone recording, although the microphone cannot be expected to produce the same loud speaker volume as is obtained in playing records with the pickup connected to the
amplifier. The phonograph pickup delivers approximately
from 1 to 2 volts to the input of the amplifier, while the
microphone is capable of furnishing only approximately
1/100th of this voltage or from .01 to .02 volts.

PRE -AMPLIFIER FOR MICROPHONE

If it is within the scope of the constructor's knowledge
and ability, the assembly and installation of a microphone
pre -amplifier will prove to be a material aid in microphone
recording service. The purpose of the pre -amplifier is to
amplify the impulses generated by the microphone, before

being fed into the audio frequency amplifier, so that the amplifier will produce about the same amount of volume to the

recording head, or cutter, whether recordings are made
from microphone or from radio reception.

RECORDING MECHANISM ADJUSTMENTS

Before attempting to make recordings, after the recorder
has been set up and properly connected to the amplifier or
radio receiver, first make an inspection of the various

adjustments provided on the recorder, and make whatever
corrections necessary to insure correct depth and spacing of
the grooves cut into the record surface, as follows:

PROPER ENGAGEMENT OF FEED SCREW

With the recording arm raised to an angle of approximately 45 degrees, the follower arm -(refer to Fig. 7) should
be noticed to be completely disengaged from the lateral feed
so that the recording arm may be moved horizontally across
the turn -table. With the recording arm lowered to a position so that the bottom of the nose of the arm is 2 inches
above the turn -table, the tongue of the phosphor bronze
spring should just clear the lateral feed screw. The adjustment for this height may be accomplished by an adjustment
of the phosphor bronze spring screw. In making this ad -

justment, note that the end of the adjusting screw bears
against the phosphor bronze spring when the recording arm
is lowered to recording position.

The pressure of the phosphor bronze spring, bearing

against the lateral feed screw, should be sufficiently great
so that the knife-edge tongue will not have a tendency to
climb out of the grooves in the feed screw. The pressure
shoiild not be too great, however, or too much power will
be required from the motor, producing "wows."

ADJUSTMENT OF CU TTING ARM AND HEAD

When the recorder is packed for shipment, all adjustments are in correct order, however, as these adjustments
may come altered to some extent in handling the equip-

ment during installation, some correction of the adjustments
may be required to restore them to their original postions.
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FIG. 3

HEIGHT OF RECORDING ARM ABOVE RECORD

form as the arm is lowered. Otherwise, the wires doubled
up may prevent the arm from coming to rest on the head
of the height adjustment screw.
There is little likelihood that the arm height adjusting
screw will get out of adjustment due to the lock nut becom-

By referring to Figure 7, it will be observed that the correct height of the recording arm above the surface of the
record (arm lowered to recording position) is 1/4 inch. As
the arm height has a definite bearing upon the uniformity
of the groove cut into the record, this adjustment is very important, and the 1/4 inch measurement should be made with
an accurately calibrated steel scale. If the height of the
arm is found to be incorrect, an adjustment of the ARM
HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT SCREW should be made so that
the lower edge of the front end of the arm is EXACTLY
1/4 inch. To make this adjustment, raise the arm to its vertical position and loosen the lock nut which holds the adjustment screw in position.
The connecting wires from the cutting head should not

ing loosened. However, there is the possibility that the
recording arm may be roughly handled by the operator. If

the arm were to be forced backwards after having been
raised to its vertical position,- or if, while being lowered

to its horizontal position to the right of the turn -table, the
arm were dropped or forced downward, the plate on which
all of the recording mechanism is mounted, may be bent or
sprung slightly. This would destroy the V4 inch height
adjustment, and readjustment of the arm height adjusting
screw would be necessary to bring the nose of the recording
arm to exactly 1/4 inch above the record surface.

be allowed to double up between the arm and arm platform, but should feed freely through the hole in the plat RECORDING ARM
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DEPTH OF CUT ADJUSTMENT
magnifying glass.
The depth of cut is regulated by an adjustment of the flat

head screw on the top of the recording arm, FIGURE 2.
Turning the screw to the right (clockwise) increases the
depth of cut.

Turning the screw to the left (counter -clockwise) decreases the depth of cut.
Observe that the leads connecting to the cutting head are
shaped to form an "S," FIGURE 3, and that these wires are

kept in the clear-not touching the balance spring. Also,
the wire leads should not be permitted to droop (arm horizontal) so that they will rub on the turn -table.
Make a trial cut of a dozen or so grooves on a blank recording disc and observe the depth of cut by use of a strong

The correct depth of cut will cause the
width of the groove to be about the same or slightly greater than the width of the "land" or uncut portion of record
surface between grooves.

In criticalness of adjustment, one turn of the depth of

cut adjustment screw makes a noticeable difference in the
depth of the groove, therefore, the adjustment should be
made in quarter or half turns rather than in complete turns
either way.
The thread of shaving cut from the record surface should

be firm, although neither coarse and stiff, nor light and
"fluffy." The machine is cutting correctly if the total shaving cut from one surface of a 61/2" record, when wadded up
or rolled into a ball, is approximately %" in diameter.

ADJUSTMENT OF RECORDING ARM MOUNTING

The recording arm assembly is mounted on the upper end

of the pivot post (Fig. 7) and held in correct position by

means of the two hex -head set screws as illustrated in Fig.
8. In the event the recording arm should become loosened
on the pivot post, the vertical position of the arm with respect to the pivot post, and also the horizontal position of
the arm with respect to the follower arm should be observed,
before tightening the hex -head set screws.
(a) The end of the pivot post should be flush with the
bushing on the top side of the arm platform (FIGURES 4,
7, and 9) and when the recording arm is lowered to its hori-

zontal position, a small gap should exist between the pivot
post bushings X and Y, FIGURE 4.
(b)

Place the follower arm in a position so that

it

touches the follower arm stop located close to the motor
underneath the recorder suspension plate, and place the recording arm in a position which allows the cutting stylus
to rest On the record approximately 1% inches from the

turn -table center post. This will provide a maximum playing time of approximately 2 1/5 minutes for the 61/2" record,
31/2 minutes for the 8", and 5 minutes for the 10" discs.

MAKING A TRIAL RECORDING

After it has been determined that all of the aforemen-

tioned adjustments are in correct order, and the machine is
cutting correctly, a trial record should be made to determine
the correct level of volume for recording.
During recording,, the tone control should be set to its

treble or high pitch position to avoid the possibility of
losing high frequencies in the recording.
In making microphone recordings, place the microphone

at a distance of about 10 to 18 inches for the speaking voice,
and at correspondingly greater distances for recording vocal
or instrumental musical renditions. When recording speech:

the microphone should not be spoken into at close range,
as lip sounds and sounds of breathing will be recorded, and
because of shock to the microphone diaphram due to sudden bursts of sound 'impulses entering the microphone, the
voice is caused to be recorded unnaturally.

INSPECTION OF TRIAL RECORDING

After the trial recording has been made, an inspection of
the record should be made, both visually and aurally. In
viewing the grooves cut into the record surface, it will be

observed that modulation laid in the grooves due to the
lateral movement of the cutting stylus, caused by amplified
electrical impulses fed into the cutting head, have caused
the grooves to assume a "wavy" characteristic. It is this
"wavy" characteristic of the groove which produces repro-

duction of recorded sounds, by causing the phonograph
needle, during playback, to simulate the lateral excursion

of the cutting stylus during recording, resulting in a reproduction of sounds exactly as they were recorded. The magnitude of the electrical impulses reaching the cutting head,
governed by the loudness of sounds entering the microphone
and by the degree of amplification of sounds through the
audio amplifier, determines the amplitude of the "wavy"
characteristic of the groove. It can be seen that the use
of too great a volume during recording would tend to cause
over -cutting between grooves. If the wall of record material between grooves were cut completely through into the
adjacent groove, the playback needle would readily jump

If the
grooves are not completely overcut, although sufficient
volume has been used in recording to cause a very thin wall
of record material to be left between grooves, the point
of the playback needle in reproducing the record would tend
to push the thin wall of material over into the adjacent
groove. If this occurred, "echo" or "ghost" would be perceptible in playing the record. "Echo" is the faint reproduction of recorded sound as the playback needle travels
in the adjacent groove following the groove in which the
grooves and the record would be rendered useless.

actual recording is contained, while the "ghost" is the faint

reproduction of recorded sound as the playback needle
travels in the adjacent groove preceding the groove in
which the actual recording is contained.

PROPER RECORDING LEVEL

If the recording is made at too low a volume level, the
modulation laid in the grooves during recording will cause
the grooves to be only, slightly "wavy" and the volume produced when playing the record will be inadequate. If the
volume control is turned up in playing the record to com-

of volume for recording.

recordings, the operator will be able to determine the grope volume control to provide the correct level

paired if loud and soft passages are compensated for by

pensate for the lack of recorded volume, surface noise
caused by friction of the phonograph needle riding in the
groove will be quite noticeable. After making a few trial

If the volume is controlled while recording is in progress,
this should be done slowly as any abrupt change in volume
will be definitely noticeable when playing the record. When
recording, the volume control serves only as a means for
adjusting the average volume on the record, and the expression of instrumental music or vocal selections will be im-

either decreasing or increasing the volume.
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WARDS AIRLINE RADIO
MODEL 04BR-1106A

WITH AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER

Schematic

Diagram

Rd. Na. Part No.

Description

.4

RESISTORS
RI
R2

BEI30232 25M ohm -5 w.
BE130232 25M ohm-% w.

I megohni-% w.

114

BE13019
BE130239

R5
R6

BE13019

I megohm-% w.

R..1

250 ohm-% w.
BE130218 5M ohm -y5 w.

BE130232 25M ohm -i6 w.
Ft.7
BE13O318 6M ohm -2 watt
R8
BE130319 IOM ohm -2 watt
R9
1 megohin in tuning
RIO
indicator cable
RII BEI3013 1100 ohm -5 w.
R12 11E13082
IOM ohm -'r5 sv.
RI3 BE130235 1500 ohmw.
R14 BE130I92 2M ohm -S5 w.
w.
R15 BEI30192 2M ohmR16
R17
R18
R19
R20
R21

BE13019
BE1303

BEI30317
BE1303
BE13094
BE130316

I megohm-% w.
500M ohm-% w.
250 ohm -2 watt
500M ohm--% w.
50/.1 ohm -15 w.
120M ohm --I'S

w.

C26
C27
C2R

C29
C30
C31
C32
C33
C34

BE10013

C36
C37
C38
C39

11E100118

TI

BEI11197

T2
T3
T4

T5
T6

R23
R24
R25
R26
R27
R2R
R29

BE1303
BE13094

R32
R33
R34
R35
R36
R37

13E13080

25M ohm-% w.
150M ohm-% w.

BE130309
BE130172
BE13066

250M ohm-% w.
75M ohm -I'S w.

T16
T17

2 megohin-% w.

T19
T20

BE130257
BE130172
BE1303
R30 BE130172
R31 BE130232

BEI3080
BE130146

5 megohin-% w.
250M ohm-% w.
500M dim -55 w.
250M ohm -55 w.

C2
C.1

CO

BE124143

9

C9

BE124138
BE124139

CIO BEI0074
C11 BEI0074
C12
C13

CI4

BE10061
BE1292
BE10061

BEI19112
BE124144
C17 BE119112
C18 BE129167
C19 BE129165
C20 BE124145
C16

C21

BEII9112

C22
C23

BEI1969

C24

CZ

BE101065

BE10065
BE1001

x 2(0 v.

x 403 v.
.05 x 200 v.
.0001
1

3101.1,[1,11
cAr. No. aruerLaumeo
PINS
at
Fl TVOLT3
0y SO VOLTS AG 13143

a 200 v.

.1106 a 600 v.

.00025 mica

a 400 v.
.C6 x 400 v.
.008 x 600 v.
.1

rr'Z'O'F'GA7GTr''.'

6 SA 7

BE12938
.0E005 mica
BE129166 .003125 mica
BE10037
.003 a 600 v.

T12
T13
T14

T21

TV

Loop Antenna Assembly
BE111195 B.C. Antenna Coil
BE111190 9 mc. Antenna Coil
BE111189 6 mc. Antenna Coil
BE111191 12 mc. Antenna Coil
8E111192 15 mc. Antenna Cc l

6SK7

MED 300

Fs 61

Ar

°

0.

0

65K7

C3 and C4 in same unit
C15, CI7 and C21 in same unit

BE10959
BE10958
BE10060

BOTTOM VIEW OF CHASSIS

6V6GT

mica

.00151 mica

413

'?.
, ,

TOS

1,1

00.

6 SK 7

140411.0

593 G

SOCKS r

REAR OF CHASSIS

9 mc. R.F. Coil
6 mc. R.F. Coil

12 mc. RF. Coil

15 inc. R.F. Coil
B.C. R.F. Coil
B.C. Oscillator Coil
BE110157 9 mc. Oscillator Coil
13E110156 6 mc. Oscillator Coil
BEI10158 12 mc. Oscillator Coil
BE110159 15 mc. Oscillator Coil
BE108181 Input I.F. Coil -455 kc.
BE108155B Interstage I.F. Coil
8E106182 Output I.F. Coil -455 kc.
BEI05115 Output Transformer
BE114209 12 in. Dynamic Speaker
BE104217 Power Transformer -50/60
BE10961
BE10962

13E110161

MSS

DIN

SAM)

r _1111

Craltal

171670 APITCyZilg-

6V6G7

6507 6507

.000 mica

.0112 x 600 v.

CR

T11

TIR

13E10047
16E124143

C6
C7

TI0

150M ohm -55 w.

BE1292

0E1292
BE10020
BE129168

PR

T9

350M ohm -y5 w.

CI

Gas

17

Tis

CONDENSERS

.1

PARTS

BEiOI229 5013M ohm volume control

BEncets 5M ohm-% w.
50M ohm -5 w.
BEI3094

BEI001

C.15

R22

500M ohm -y5 w.
50M ohm -y5 w.

BE10020
BE10013
BE1009
BE1295
BE1295
BE10020
BE10019
BE12912

B.C. Antenna Tri lllll ler
mc. Antenna Trimmer

6567

6SA7

.1 x 200 v. tubular
.110001

mica

9 mc. R.F. Trimmer
B.C. R.F. Trimmer
.1 x 400 v.
.1 x 400 v.
.02 a 600 v.

®I®
L,1.4JtneGr

66447

Jaws mica

e

e
5V30

6S1(7

5w j

?TV

0

Tit07

.0005 mica

.02 x 600 v.

30.0 mfd. lytic

B.C. Oscillator Trimmer
30.0 mid. lytic x 450 w. v.
.0002 silver mica
.00005 mica

9 mc. oscillator trimmer
10.0 mfd. lytic

TOP VIEW

16 mfd. x 350 w. v.
.015 x 600 v.

.015 x 600 v.
.1 x 400 v.
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warm up) and turn the phonograph -

SETTING FOR SIZE OF
RECORD

The Changer plays up to fourteen 10"
or ten 12" records at one loading. All
records must be the same size for each
loading.

On each post you will see selecting
The position of these arms determines the setting for different size
records. To set for 10 or 12 inch records, it is merely necessary to grasp
the posts by the knobs at the top, lift,
and turn until the 10" or 12" arrows
are pointing toward the center of the
turntable. When in either the 10" or
12" position, the posts will snap into
place except when they are lifted by
hand. Be sure to set both posts for
arms.

the same size record.

LOADING
See that the selecting m ms of both
posts are turned toward the center of

the turntable as indicated by the engraved arrows, and that both sets of
arms are set for the same size (10" or
12") records as described in the preceding paragraph.

radio knob, to the phonograph position.
2. Turn the switch knob on the Record Changer panel to "ON". The motor

will then start and the record changer
will go into automatic operation of its
own accord.

proper playing position as indicated by
the arrows on the selecting arms.
The Changer may then be loaded with
a new stack of records according to the
size shown on the selecting arms.

TURNING OFF CHANGER

HOW TO REJECT A

Throw

RECORD

Merely press the switch knob on the
Changer panel. You can do it any time
after the needle has come into contact
with that record.

PLAYING INDIVIDUAL
RECORDS
Should it be desired to play an individual record merely set up the machine
as described above for the proper size
(10" or 12" as indicated on the selecting arms), place the record on top of
the arms as described under "Loading",
and set the machine in operation by
means of the switch knob described
under "Starting the Changer." In other
words, play an individual record in the
same manner as you would play a stack
of that size.

Changer

switch

knob

to

"OFF" position.
Lift tone arm and place it in the rest

(If you happen to turn off
the Changer switch while the mechaposition.

nism is going through a "change cycle,"
you will notice that it does not stop
until the cycle has been completed, and

the tone arm is again in playing position, at which point it is ready to be
lifted to the rest position. If you prefer
to turn off your Changer with the radio
switch, be sure to

turn it off while

needle is resting upon a record; otherwise, the selecting arms cannot be correctly reset.

To avoid warping of records, never

leave records resting on posts.

fourteen 10" or ten 12") over the center
pin so that they will rest on the selecting arms.

UNLOADING

IF CHANGER IS LEFT
RUNNING

STARTING THE CHANGER

post by its knob at the top and turn

them out of the way.
Lift the played records from the turn-

to turn off Changer after it has played

Place the stack of records (up to

1.

Turn on the radio (allowing ap-

proximately 30 seconds for the tubes to

First switch off the motor. Grasp each

table.

Then return the posts to the

No damage will be done if you forget

its entire load of records. It will simply

repeat the last record until stopped or
reloaded.

NOTE

RLMOVE CLAMP

TO REMOVE PH0NO CLAMPS, TAKE OFF [REMOVE CLAMP]
BACK BY TURNING SPRING CLIPS AND LIFTING OFF

/ELECTOR ARM
Li

OPERATING PHONO
LIFT AND TURN SELECTOR ARMS
SO THAT DESIRED RECORD SIZE POINTS

WARDS

TURNTABLE

MOTOR SWITCH

TOWARD CENTER.PLACE UP TO 14 RECORDS
ON CENTER ,PIN. USE EITHER 10-0R12 INCH
RECORDS, BUT DO NOT MIX THEMTURN -ON-OFF
RADIO PHONO. SWITCH TO "PHONO. POSITION AND
TURN MOTOR SWITCH ON.

O
TO REMOVE RECORDS

TURN MOTOR OFF - MOVE TONE ARM CLEAR
TURN SELECTOR ARMS SO RECORDS CLEAR THEM
REMOVE RECORDS

CHANGER WILL HANDLE
FOURTEEN - TEN INCH RECORDS

MODEL 046R -1106A

52

OR

TEN - TWELVE INCH PEODPDS

REMOVE CLAMP

------sEmove.. CLAMPS UNDERNEATH
TO RELEASE SPRING MOUNTING
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All 1941 Philco Radio -and -Phonograph combinations using this new Photo -

Electric Tone Alin have been designed for easy installation of this home recording
kit.

The addition of this kit to your radio -and -phonograph combination adds the
following advantages:
a.
b.
c.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

Radio Recording
Microphone Recording
Public Address (Sound Amplification)

Place a Philco safety recording disc on the turntable with the retractable pin
projecting through the outer hole.
Pick up the recording arm, making sure that the cutting needle has been properly inserted as explained, and set the needle on the disc near the outer edge.
Push the "M" button on the record changer for manual operation.
Turn the phonograph "ON" as outlined under manual phonograph operation
in set instructions (41.616 see note on special switch).
At the end of the recording, it is suggested that the volume control be turned
to minimum volume position, or completely counter -clockwise, and allow the
record to make a few revolutions before lifting recording arm and placing it
on its rest.
Remove the threads cut during the recording.
This record is now ready to be played back.

TO PLAY BACK

To "play back" a home recording shift the switch on the recorder control unit
to the "Play and PA" position. Then, with the main selector switch on the front
panel in the "Phonograph" position, the record may he played manually by the
changer. The tone and volume controls on the front panel should be operated to
suit your desires.
This play -back, of course, is done by means of the Philco Photo -Electric Tone

Arm and not by the Recorder Arm and Head Unit.

MICROPHONE RECORDING
1.

2.
3.

Set the main selector switch in the "Phonograph" position.
Set the switch on the recorder control unit to "Record".

Set the switch found on the back of the microphone housing to the "On"
position.

4.
5.

When the microphone is spoken into the volume control should be adjusted so
that the indicator lamps should light as outlined in RADIO RECORDING.
The volume control setting may be different, depending upon the volume of the
person's voice and the distance the person is from the microphone. For most
natural results, the person should be at least one foot from the microphone.

TO PLAY BACK
To play back microphone recording, follow the above mentioned play -back in

every respect, except be sure that the switch on the microphone

in the "Off"

position.

In judging voice recordings it is a known fact that a person does not recognize his or her own voice. It is best to take the opinions of others on such
recordings.

TO USE AS A PUBLIC ADDRESS OR
SOUND AMPLIFIER SYSTEM

1.

2.
3.

4.

Set the main selector switch in the "Phonograph" position.
The switch on the recorder control unit to "Play and PA" position.
The switch on the microphone should be turned on.
The sounds picked up by the microphone will, in this instance, be amplified
through the radio set and will be applied to the loud speaker. In this position,

the volume and tone control may be used to control volume and tone
respectively.

RADIO RECORDING
1.

2.
3.

Tune to a desired radio station.
Set the bass control to the extreme counter -clockwise position.
Set the recording switch on the recording control to "Record Position". The
sound from the loud speaker will be greatly reduced when the switch is in this
position. The two indicator lights in the control unit are provided to indicate
when the volume control is set correctly to make a record. One light has a
line of green around it. The other has a line of red. For proper volume setting, the green indicator should light almost continuously except when there is

no music or talking coming in on the program. The red light should flash
occasionally. When continuously lit, this red light indicates too much volume
for good, clear recordings.
COMPILED BY M. N. BEITMAN. SUPREME PUBLICATIONS
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MAKING BETTER HOME RECORDINGS
When making home recordings, it is essential that the speed at which the record is
cut, be kept at or near 78 RPM. The load imposed on the motor when cutting a record is
much greater than when playing back the
recording and, when the difference in speed
between recording and playing is in excess of
four RPM, it becomes quite objectionable. In-

creased satisfaction with home recordings
will result when the following conditions are
observed and adjustments are made for the
most suitable operation.

1- Allow the phonograph motor to become thoroughly warmed up before attempt-

ing to make a h'me recording. Play six
records or more so that the grease in the
gears becomes thoroughly loosened.

- The fiber gear on the home recording
gear train that engages the spindle should
mesh loosely with the spindle gear in order to
avoid binding. It may be necessary to enlarge
the mounting hole in the record changer base
in order to obtain this condition.
3 - The cutting arm height adjusting
screw should be set so that the cutting arm is

just 1/4" above the record. Put the cutting
needle in the crystal and place it on the record

near the spindle. Check the cutting arm
height - 1/4" above the record.

4 - The needle pressure is very critical.
Philco Scale, Part No. 45-2851, should be used,

so that needle pressure can be adjusted accurately to 11/4 ounces with the cutting needle

placed near the spindle. The needle pressure
must be checked just as the needle is raised
from the record.

5 - The crystal "low level" stop should be
adjusted, if necessary, to obtain 1/," of free
movement of the crystal in the cutting arm.
With the needle resting on a record, raise the
cutting arm slowly. There should be from
3/16" to 1/4" of motion of the cutting arm before the cutting needle lifts from the record.
This will allow a free vertical movement of
the crystal, compensating for any slight
wobble in the turntable or record.

6 - At the first sign of fuzzy or poor tone
when making home recordings, change the
cutting needle, replacing it with a new Philco
cutting needle. A cutting needle should make
between ten and twenty good clear recordings
before it becomes necessary to replace it.

Two types of needles have been furnished
in the past. The first recording needle was of

the type normally known as a plow type
needle. The cutting face of this needle is
curved so that it actually digs into the surface

of the record. This type has been replaced
with a newer type which can be distinguished
very readily from the plow type because the
cutting face of the needle is flat and is paral-

lel to the axis of the needle. The plow type
needle can be used to make 6" home recordings satisfactorily, but it should not be used
to make 10" home recordings, since it cuts
too deeply into the record and will slow up
the phono motor while cutting the outer edge
of the record. The new flat face needle will be
satisfactory when making the 10" recordings.

Adjustment of Cutting -Needle Pressure

kdDatla
11111Qa
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With Philco Safety Home Recording Blanks, a needle pressure of 1 to 1.1/2
oz. will give the best results. More pressure may cause over cutting of grooves and
less pressure than 1 oz. will cause poor tracking or pickup will slide across record.

Adjustment of needle pressure is provided by screw adjustment H, which
changes the point where the spring is hooked around adjustment screw. Moving
this point toward boss K will increase needle pressure - moving it away from boss
K will decrease needle pressure. To make this adjustment lift cutter vertically turn knurled nut counter -clockwise to increase needle pressure, and clockwise to
reduce this pressure.
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RADIO OPERATION

Night - 9.5 10.8 mc.

Turning the loop inside the cabinet will cause a variation in the volume of reception on
weak stations. This same directional property will also cause an additional reduction in noise
interference in many cases. If maximum performance is required, turn the loop until best
reception is obtained. This position may vary for different stations.

Morning - 11.7 12.0 mc.
Afternoon - 9.5 10.8 mc.; 11.7 12.0 mc.

bhort-wave stations are received on certain sections of the dial according to the general
schedule below:

,/Jj.

11111.0.,

AU

10.5

12.0

60,J,

11.0

PUSH BUTTONS

0000

TELEVISION

Im01.11,

m.

Ilfreati

SELECTOR
SWITCH

STATION
SELECTOR

Observe the above illustration carefully for location of the controls.

TONE
CONTROL

111...

10.0

The band spread enables you to tune

550 Woo 700900 1000 1200 1400 1700

0.9.........
9.01111C9.2 1.11,69.5
60.1.
Leol300

OFF- .0Ni SW I TCH

r-

short wave more easily.

Switch until the arrow labeled "Overseas" is lighted.

control knob.
Short-wave transmissions may be received on the band spread range by rotating the Selector

I-I I-

f-

r-

-I I-

tTh
-I

r-

1

540

r

PHONOGRAPH OPERATION

With it, you cin enjoy from one record to 45 minutes of your favorite music without

Operation.

The tone and volume controls used in Radio Operation also may be used in Phonograph

clockwise position.

interruption, and without attention to the instrument.
Pull the front section of the cabinet forward to make the changer accessible. This section
i, carefully designed and counter -balanced so that little force is required. This section should
be pushed back again when operating the phonograph.
The Selector Switch must be in the "Phonograph" position. This is the extreme counter-

vice.

benefits this changer affords. With proper care, it should give many years of satisfactory set -

This Philco Automatic Record Changer will multiply many -fold your enjoyment of
recorded music. These instructions are written for the purpose of enabling you to get all the

necessary adjustments.

This set has been designed to receive the sound of television programs when operated in
conjunction with the special type Philco Television 'set designed for this purpose. If at any
:me it is desired to use this television sound, your Philco dealer will make the necessary adjustments on the push button labeled "Television". This button may also be used for the playing
of phonogtaph records from a Philco Wireless Record Player.
If at any time it is desired to substitute any station received well in your locality for a
station appearing on the call -letter panel, consult your Philco dealer and have him make the

OSC. ANT. OSC. ANT OSC. ANT OSC. ANT OSC. ANT.

-1

17O
20

540

To operate the radio, push the button marked "On,Off" (extreme left-hand push button).
ELECTRIC PUSH - BUTTON TUNING
This supplies power to the radio and illuminates the dial. The radio may be turned off by again
When your set is installed, your Philco Dealer will adjust the radio to your favorite broadrushing the "On -Off" button.
cast stations, and will place their call letters above the station buttons.
Adjust the Volume Control (upper left knob) to approximately half rotation.
To tune the set with the push buttons, rotate the Selector Switch until the arrow labeled
For Standard Broadcast Reception, turn the "Selector Switch" (lower right knob) until
"Push Buttons" is lighted. Then push the button that is under the call letters of the desired
Stations
in
the
Broadcast
is
lighted.
arrow labeled "Broadcast" (on right-hand side of dial),
station. Your station will be received instantly. The volume and tone of the program may
Band, and some police transmissions, may be tuned in by turning the dial tuning knob (upper be controlled by the volume and tone controls.
right). Police transmissions in this band are made on frequencies from 1610 to 1710 kilocycles
The frequency coverages of the buttons, together with their respective antenna and oscillator
(kc.).
adjustments, are shown in the illustration below. This illustration shows the padder unit viewed
For best tone, tune the desired station with the volume turned low. This enables you to from rear of cabinet.
get the exact point at which the station comes in best. Then adjust the volume to the desired
K.C.
K.C.
K.C.
level with the volume control.
The Tone Control (lower left knob) may now be set to the desired tone quality by operat710
850
1185
TO
TO
TO
ing it in the extreme counter -clockwise position which gives normal reception, or by turning
towards the "Bass" position, which increases the low tone response with rotation of the tone
980
11
980
1185
1600

There are four positions on the Selector Switch (the lower right knob). These positions"Phonograph", "Push Button", "Broadcast", and "Over -sea" - are indicated by a lighted arrow
on the right-hand side of the dial. The extreme counter -clockwise or left position is the
"Phonograph" position.

Selector Switch
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This changer plays up to twelve 10" records or ten 12" records at one loading.
On each post you will see two plates. The lower one, on which the records rest, is the
shelf plate. The upper one is the selector blade which selects the next record to be played from
the bottom of the stack.

CHANGER OPERATION
Setting for Record Size

position.

The Philco Photo -Electric Tone Arm

Nos.

distribute itself to proper points.

It will

Reach all three through two

4. - Through the other hole drop the oil upon flat surface of cam.

holes under turntable.

3. - Three oil holes on motor gear housing.

arm, and in front of the tone arm mounting.

5, 6.- Two holes on the outer rim of the motor plate, to the left of the tone

1, 2,

machine oil, at each of the following six points. All points can be reached from above, through
holes in the mounting plate, as follows: Remove turntable by lifting off.

The changer should be lubricated once a year with about a dozen drops of good light

Oiling

To play records, one at a time as in an ordinary phonograph: (1) Remove any records
remaining on the turntable, leave plates turned outward as for removing played records. Do
not turn them back toward center of turntable. (2) Press button marked "M". Then place
a record on the turntable, switch on motor and lift pickup into position.

Manual Operation

of records.

To remove records make sure motor switch is off, then take hold of both posts, just below
the shelf plates, and turn them out of the way. Lift the played records from the turntable.
Taking hold of posts as before (below shelf plate) move plates until post again falls into
indexed position as outlined under loading. The changer may then be loaded with a new stack

Removing Played Records

Turn changer switch to "OFF" position. Lift pickup arm, place it on the pickup rest.
To avoid warping of records, never leave records resting on the shelf plates.

Turning Off

has come into contact with the record.

To reject a record press the "R" button. This can be done any time after the needle

Rejecting a Record

To start motor and turntable: (1) Make sure radio is turned on. (2) Slide motor switch
to "ON" position. (3) Then push button "R". This will release the first record and start the
recordchanging mechanism.

Starting the Mechanism

See that both shelf plates are turned toward center of turntable. As shelf plates near correct position you will feel the shelf plates drop into thier indexing slots. Make sure both posts
have dropped into their slots, if one is not in the slot, records may be damaged. Place the
stack of records over center pin so they will rest on the two shelf plates.

Loading

To set fur record size: (I) Clasp one of the posts underneath the shelf plate, with thumb
and finger of left hand. With right hand, lift knob and turn selector plate until the figure 10
This tone arm is a new and improved phonograph pickup. It rests very lightly on your or 12 (whichever size you want to play) is opposite the pointer. Do the same with the other
records, thus increasing their life. The jewel needle is practically indestructible. An electric post. Both selector plates must be in 10 or 12 position. (2) Push button marked 10 or 12.
bulb is enclosed in the head of the tone arm and must be lighted for operation of the phono- is required (see above illustration).
graph. This light is automatically turned on when the selector switch is in the "Phonograph"
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7414,144natic Recoid
Pct /d Alas. 35-1231, 35-1233, 35-1239, 35-1241

The four changers covered in this bulletin are
similar mechanically but differ as to electrical characteristics and type of reproducers:

35-1231 - 115 volt 60 cycle Crystal Reproducer

35-1233 - 115 volt 60 cycle Philco Light Beam Reproducer

35-1239 -115 volt 50 cyclePhilco Light Beam Reproducer

35-1241 - 115 volt 50 cycle -

simply press the "R" (Release or Reject) button, at
any time while needle is upon a record . . . .
To play manually, turn plates out of the way as for
reloading, and press "M" button.

ILLUSTRATIONS
The three photos illustrate all vital parts of the
Changer. Letters are used alphabetically, to refer to
points on the photos; thus, Motor Oiling Holes "AI"
are found simply glancing down Column A (right
side of Photo A -B) to letters AI.

Crystal Reproducer

REPLACEMENT PARTS
The Changer plays twelve 10" or ten 12" records
.
.
To reload, revolve the two posts slightly,
.

grasping them underneath the Shelf Plates. Turn
them back after the played records are removed;
they will fall and lock when in proper position. Then
place the new records on the Shelf Plates, and push

"R" button to put Changer in operation . . . .
To play the other size records, turn the knob at top
of each post until proper figure is opposite pointer,
and press the "10" or "12" button, to agree with
pointer setting . . . . To reject a record (or

to start a change cycle as for testing purposes)

When ordering parts for this mechanism, refer
to the part number of the entire mechanism in addition to the letters and names of the parts shown in
the figures of this bulletin.

OILING
The Changer should be lubricated once a year
with about a dozen drops of a good light machine oil
at each of the following 6 points. All points can be
reached from above, through holes in the mounting
plate as follows:

Cam Sear Screw

St

Changer Cap

C'11:2:;ntsly'"
fleguired)

I

AO

Swovol Poet

AN

Lifter Rod But

Selector Plate ..B

AM.. (3) Sub -Plate Mounting Scree.

Shelf Peale

AL

Motor Oolong Holes

AO

Pickup Itraceet Assembly

Al

Motor Oiling Holes
Motor Oiling N
Needle tS,ding Adjusting HeN

Motor Shopping Screw....

....

T. T. Spindle and Cone Assem.

.

Mt

--

CO

AI

AH

14) Spindle Housing Mtg. Scws.110
13) Mounting Screws

SF

Spindle Housing Assembly

BB

AF

AS
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Plug Sutton

Changr Shaft Pon
Changer Shaft-Pear (Not shown)
Changm shaft-Front

Changer Post was..
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M

Mountong Hole
Post

Path Button Asembly .10.
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.11
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A
PHOTO A -B. TOP VIEW.
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Automatic Record Changer

Nos. 1, 2, 3: Three oil holes on motor gear housing. Reach all three through two holes AI.

No. 4: Through hole marked AJ, drop the oil
upon flat surface of cam.. It will distribute itself to proper points.
No. 5: Through hole marked AM, see felt wick,
and drop the oil directly upon it.
No. 6: Through hole marked AL, see felt wick,
and drop the oil directly upon it.

TO CHECK OILING
If squeaks are heard compare the squeak with
and without a load of records; any stack of records
in motion is likely to squeak a little against a pin
through their center. See that all five wicks are in
position, including three 1/4" round wicks in frame
of Motor, one washer -shaped wick on Lift, and one
on Cam Lever DI. See that each wick is thoroughly
saturated (as it may not be if insufficient oil or too
heavy oil has been used). Lift out all three motor
wicks, with tweezers; see if old oil has become
gummy (commonly due to use of low-grade oil or
low -viscosity oil). If necessary, dean gummed -up
wicks with kerosene. See that each is saturated with
good oil; then, before replacing them, drop a little
good oil into the holes. The gearbox of the Motor is
packed with a semi -fluid grease at the factory, and

it should never be necessary to take it apart for
lubrication purposes.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE
CHANGE CYCLE
An automatic record player for records of two
sizes has three principal duties to perform. These
duties are here performed by three mechanisms,
interconnected and built together but largely separate in their operation.
(1) The record -changing mechanism - brought
into operation originally by the contact of Lifter

Cam DG with Pawl DI - is the simplest of the

three. It is driven by the cam groove (not visible).
on under side (in Photo C -D) of Cam Gear DC. As
Cam Lever is forced, by the Pawl, out underneath
Lift DJ (which is shown revolved to the right for
visibility) the Lift rises and forces roller DE into
the under groove in Cam Gear. The motion is transferred to Rear Changer Shaft (at ED) through Cam
Connecting Rod EH, thence through Changer Connecting Rod FG to Front Changer Shaft at FJ.
(2) The pickup -operating mechanism - likewise
brought into operation originally by the cam -and pawl action upon Cam Lever - is driven in part by
the groove in upper (visible) side of Cam Gear. As
Cam Lever is forced out, at the beginning of the

Se

change cycle, against Link at FO, it causes the Link
to push upward upon Pickup Plunger CA, thus lifting
needle from record. The same pressure upon Link
works, through Guide Arm at FO, to force Stud on
Guide Arm down into the groove on the Cam Gear.
This rotates the pickup arm, while Pickup Plunger
holds it up off record. It is rotated first out beyond
the turntable until Selector Plates BK have dropped
the next record, then rotated back to proper position
to start playing.
(3) The mechanism for bringing needle into cor-

rect starting position must operate accurately for

both 10" and 12" records. Partly due to this

requirement, the starting position is not determined
by the cam action. The upper groove on Cam Gear is

designed so that it, acting alone, would carry the
needle farther back toward record pin than would
ever be desirable as a starting adjustment. Travel
of pickup arm toward Record Pin is then stopped,'at
proper point for lowering onto the record, by action

of Lever Hub at CQ. The stopping takes place as
lug (upon the Lever Hub) strikes the shoulder on
Rod FP. This enables the entire mechanism rotated
by cam action on Guide Arm to travel on past the prop-

er point of rotation for record -starting, while the
pickup arm itself, which is held rigid to Lever Hub,
is accurately stopped at proper record -starting
point.

Correct adjustment for starting position of needle
requires therefore only correct adjustment of Rods
FL and FP; the radial difference of 1 inch between
correct starting position for 10" and 12" records is
taken care of by exact dimensioning, at the factory,

of surfaces at right end of Rod FP which stop
against the "10" and "12" key stems. Due to this,
when Adjusting Cam at FM is turned (as directed
below under Adjustment A) the starting position
of needle is simultaneously altered for both 10" and
12" records.

ADJUSTMENTS
There are two adjustments that can be made,
FROM ABOVE: CHANGER NEED NOT BE REMOVED FROM CABINET. All adjustments are correctly made at the factory, and ordinarily need never
be altered. Should it become necessary to readjust,
due to accident or tampering, proceed as follows:
A. ADJUSTING LANDING POSITION, OF NEEDLE ON THE RECORD. If needle comes down on
the sound track, playing of records will not start at

their beginning. Insert screw driver through hole
AIL Turn screw head on Needle Landing Adjusting
Cam FM very slightly counter -clockwise. If needle
comes down too close to outer edge of record, or out
beyond edge of record, turn Adjusting Cam clockwise.
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Automatic Record Changer

The factory adjustment of needle landing is %"
in from outer edge of record.
Compare also Paragraph 12 on page 5.
B. ADJUSTING HEIGHT TO WHICH PICKUP
ARM RISES. The arm should rise, during the change
cycle, high enough so that it clears by only 1/4" the
record above it, next to be played. (Be careful, before deciding that readjustment is necessary, to see

that the record at bottom of stack is not a warped
one. To make this adjustment, loosen Lock Nut CJ
and turn Pickup Sleeve CI to lengthen or shorten
Pickup Plunger CA. However, if Pickup is made to
rise too close to bottom record, Stud on Guide Arm

at FO may not clear the groove in Cam Gear. In
making this adjustment, therefore, care must be
taken to see that Pickup Arm does not keep moving
back and forth continuously (due to Stud remaining
in engagement with groove). When correct adjustment is found, tighten Lock Nut securely.

TROUBLE SHOOTING
Cases of failure to operate satisfactorily will generally be found due either to neglect of proper lubrication, or to tampering with the mechanism after
it leaves the factory, or to injuries accidentally sustained as by external vibration or by impact of some
heavy object. In addition, there is always the possibility that any kind of spring may "go dead" (cease

operate without any visible breakage) even
though the utmost factory precautions are taken
against it - or that set screws may work loose due
to

3. MOTOR IS SLOW IN STARTING.

a. Check oiling, as directed on page 2. It may not
have been properly done; old oil may have become
gummy.

b. Changer may have been in a very cold place,
and may not yet have reached room temperature.
Give it a fair chance to get warmed up before concluding that Motor is defective.
4. SQUEAKS OR OTHER NOISES, DURING
PLAYING OF RECORDS.
Check oiling, as directed on page 2. (If squeaks are

heard, they will usually be found to come from the
records -not from the mechanism.) See "To Check
Oiling."

5. CHANGER IS NOISY WHEN IN CYCLE.
Check oiling. Also see if any part has become loose

or bent and is rubbing against a moving part such
as the Swivel Guide Arm against the Cam Gear.
6. MOTION OF PICKUP TOWARD RECORD PIN
WILL NOT TRIP CHANGER MECHANISM.

If trigger is being properly actuated, probably
Cam Lever at EL is binding against Sub -plate. Look

for dirt or obstructions; See that Pawl and Trigger
DN are working freely on thair rivets. If the Lever
engages the Pawl so that Lift forces roller up into
the under groove on Cam Gear, and if set screws are

tight, the change cycle must operate as Cam Gear
turns.

7. PRESSING "R" BUTTON DOESN'T TRIP

to some external vibration. For tightening set screws,
a No. 8 size Allen (hexagon) wrench is required: Be
sure that set screws are properly seated on the holes
or flats provided. Damage from tampering is likely
to take the form of bent parts; never bend any part
during examination.

CHANGER MECHANISM.

1. MECHANISM IS SLOW IN STARTING, OR

travel.

MOTOR GETS HOT.

May be caused by:

a. Failure to lubricate properly. Oil thoroughly.
See oiling instructions.
b. Check voltage. Line voltage may be abnormally
low or high.
c. Motor windings damaged. If windings are found
damaged, replace motor.
2. MOTOR FAILS TO RUN, EVEN WHEN IT IS
ENTIRELY DISCONNECTED FROM OTHER WIRING AND PROPER VOLTAGE IS APPLIED DIRECTLY TO THE TWO ENDS OF ITS WINDINGS.

This indicates trouble in Motor windings. Unless

the damage is easily seen and repaired, replace
motor.

a. Due to shipping bolts not being removed, causing a bind on manual rod, or manual button is down.
b. Check Key Control Unit CE: See whether there
is an obstruction or a bent part which prevents "R"

button from going clear down to the end of its
c. Examine Reject Rod CH. If it does not trip,
even when properly revolved by complete depressing

of "R" button, the rod has probably been bent, and
must be restored in some way. Grasp the two ends
and twist it slightly.
d. If Trigger DN is being properly actuated but
without starting a change cycle, see directions, Paragraph 6.

8. PRESSING "M" BUTTON FAILS TO PUT
CHANGER MECHANISM OUT OF ACTION SO AS
TO ENABLE MANUAL OPERATION.

a. First see that button goes clear down; then
follow its action through Manual Rod CH.
b. Also caused by the manual rod being bent and

not projecting up through Sub -plate and stopping
Cam Lever when it is released from the Trigger.
COMPILED BY M. N. BEITMAN, SUPREME PUBLICATIONS
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9. TRIPS TOO SOON OR BEFORE RECORD HAS
FINISHED PLAYING.

This caused by too little clearance between the
trigger and the clutch lever assembly. To get more

clearance on this adjustment, turn the adjusting
screw DO in a clockwise direction a half -turn or
whatever is necessary to make tone arm trip on 1/4"
motion.

10. TONE ARM FALLS OFF RECORD.

Needle sits down too close to edge of records, not
adjusted in far enough, or needle landing adjusting
cam reversed. It should contact lug on adjusting rod

Record Changer

16. RECORD IS DRIVEN, BUT NOT HEARD, OR
NOT HEARD WITH PROPER VOLUME.
See that Pickup cord is plugged in. Check amplifier and speaker and connections to them, thorough-

ly. If then trouble is still suspected in pickup, test
its output with a vacuum -tube voltmeter. Playing
an average record, output should test 1 to 2.5 volts
if pickup cartridge is of crystal type. If pickup cartridge is found not to deliver proper output, remove
it and install another.
17. RECORD JAMS.

Most slicing trouble (record jams) is due to off -

on the long side of cam. Check pick-up leader spring
EU. It may have become loose; more tension can be
given it by bending down lug.
11. TONE ARM SITS DOWN TOO FAR IN.

size or defective records, and is no fault of the

Due to adjusting rod bending and not measuring
properly. If found to be bent, should be straightened
to correct shape so that it will operate freely.
12. NEEDLE LANDS PROPERLY ON RECORD

siderably in thickness.

BUT FAILS TO MOVE OVER INTO RECORD
GROOVE.

Pickup arm is normally impelled toward center
of records by Lead Spring EU. Should a slight increase in its tension be found necessary, this can be
easily obtained by slightly bending the lug, to which
it is attached, down against Main Plate.
13. WOW IN RECORD REPRODUCTION.

record changer or record changer adjustment. Prop-

erly manufactured records have a uniform semicircular edge and can be successfully handled by
record changers, even though the records vary conIRREGULAR

GOOD

FIN

{

())

GROOVE

Cross section of record edge showing a perfect
and three imperfect edges.
Records that prove troublesome in the selecting or
usually be corrected by using a
slicing process
piece of fine sand paper or emery cloth to touch up
the edge.

a. Record is warped or otherwise defective or
instrument is not being operated at normal room

18. AUDIO HOWL.

temperature, 70 F°.

mounting. See that shipping bolts are removed. If
unit still does not float, loosen the nuts or mounting
assembly allowing unit to rise and float.

b. Motor mounting plate being bent will cause

"wow." Straighten it if possible or replace with new
plate if too badly bent to warrant straightening. This
is only found where rough handling is evident.

c. Motor shaft out of alignment with the turntable shaft (also due to rough handling). To correct, move the motor on its mounting until motor
shaft is parallel to the turntable shaft and the Universal coupling is exactly at right angles to motor
and turntable shafts, then tighten motor mounting
screws securely.
14. LAST RECORD DROPS ON ONE SIDE ONLY.
This suggests a Changer Post bent out of perpendicular to Main Plate.
15. CHANGER CONTINUES CYCLING.

a. Probably due to failure of Lift at DJ to be
drawn back out of engagement with Cam Gear.
Check the various rivets at which motion occurs, to
find the point where friction or binding is interfering with freedom of motion.

b. Make sure that trigger spring is not disconnected. Also that clearance between trigger and
clutch lever is sufficient.
COMPILED BY M. N. BEITMAN, SUPREME PUBLICATIONS

Record changer not floating on cushions .or spring

19. TURNTABLE IS TIGHT.

This turntable is assembled to the turntable shaft
with a taper lock fit in the center. To remove, grasp
turntable with both hands, turn slightly forward and
backward at the same time pulling upward, or run
motor and grasp the turntable while it is revolving,
and pull up.
20. THUMP HEARD IN RECORD REPRODUCTION.

This is caused by the motion of the friction

clutch when it is momentarily released by the
motion of the release lever, which in turn is actuated
by the hump on the cam gear. If thump is objectionable, it can be reduced by adjusting the clutch
lever at EO to allow only a slight amount of motion
of the clutch assembly; also if the clutch spring is
too strong, replace with a new spring or cut one quarter of the length of the old spring or whatever

is necessary to assure satisfactory opera
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Model 41-6.29, eode 1.2f

PLELL,TD
Model 41.629 is a Radio -Phonograph combination consisting

of a nine (9) tube super -heterodyne radio and an automatic
phonograph record changer.
RADIO SECTION

The radio incorporates the Philco Built -In American and
Overseas Aerial system; six electric push -buttons for automatically tuning stations in addition to manual tuning; two
tuning ranges, covering 540 to 1720 K. C. and 9 to 12 M. C.;
variable tone control; automatic volume control; automatic

2nd Detector, 1st Audio, A. V. C.; two 41, Audio Output
and a 6X5G, Rectifier.
ADJUSTING ELECTRIC PUSH BUTTON TUNING: Five

push -buttons are used for automatically tuning stations
including television sound and one push-button for the
power control "OFF -ON".

The procedure for setting and operating electric push-button tuning for the reception of stations is the same as that
given for Model 41-260 in Radio Service Bulletin No. 360.

bass compensation; push-pull pentode output tubes with screen

phase inversion; loktal tubes; the new noise reducing XXL
converter tube and a twelve (12) inch concert grand dynamic
speaker.

INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY: 455 K. C.
POWER SUPPLY: 115 volts; 50 or 60 cycles A. C. current.
Power consumption, 75 watts. These models are shipped for
operation on 115 volt, 60 cycle current. To operate on 50
cycle current, the phonograph motor must be changed to
Part No. 35-1280.
PHILCO TUBES USED: 7B5, Oscillator; XXL, Converter;
two 7B7, I. F. Amplifiers; 7C6, Phonograph Amplifier; 7C6,

PHONOGRAPH SECTION

The Phonograph includes an automatic record changer
which plays twelve 10 -inch records or ten 12 -inch records at
one loading, the new Phileo Photo -Electric Reproducer with
floating jewel which reproduces sound on a light beam and a
special phonograph amplifier stage for operation through the
push-pull output tubes of the radio. Connections (No. 84 on
the Diagram) are also provided for installation of the Phileo
Home Recording Unit Kit, Model HR -1, Part No. 45-2820,

for making phonograph records in the home. The units can
be obtained from your Phileo Distributor with complete instructions for installation and operation.

LIGHT -BEAM REPRODUCER ADJUSTMENTS
To reproduce the sound from a record, the light beam of
the reproducer must be carefully positioned on the light sensitive cell. If the light beam is not carefully set, the sound

reproduction will be distorted, weak or, if the light beam is
completely on or off the cell, the phonograph will be silent.

If any of these conditions exist, the following adjustment
procedure should be made:NOTE - These adjustments should be made with the power
line voltage at 118 volts A. C.
A. ADJUSTING WIDTH OF LIGHT BEAM
To make this adjustment push the lamp socket assembly into
its holder until a clear image of the lamp filament appears oh
the light cell. The socket should then be slightly pushed in
beyond this point until the rectangular spot of light is %s° in
width. The socket assembly is now rotated so that the spot
light is vertical.
B. POSITIONING THE LIGHT BEAM
To position the light beam on the light cell, turn the adjust-

ing screw at the lower left side of the reproducer until the
spot is half on the cell and half on the metal frame surrounding- the cell.

lions in

wards microphonic feedback. In this case the compensator is
adjusted as follows:
1. Turn volume control on full and play a record.
2. While the record is playing, turn compensator 37A
in the direction necessary to eliminate microphonic feedback.
By turning the compensator the strength of the pick-up output
is increased or decreased.

D. INSTALLING NEW LAMP
When installing a new lamp in the socket, there are two
positions in which the lamp can be inserted. Ordinarily, either
of these positions can be used. In some cases, however, due to
the lamp filament being off center, the lamp must be inserted

in the position that gives the best centering of the spot of
light on the vibrating mirror.
SPECIAL

Control
Setting

Adjust Compensators in Order

INSTRUCTIONS

BandsSwitch S. W.

Vol. Max.

27A, 27B
30A, 10A

Note A

1720 K. C.

Bands Switch "Wilma"

11A

Not* B

1500 K. C.

1500 K. C.

Bands Switch "Brdcst"

7

Loop Signal Go

550 K. C.

550 K. C.

Banda Switch "Brdcst"

37

Recheck Operation No. 2

Loop Signal C.

12 M. C.

12 M. C.

Bands Switch S. W.

11,6

Note C

Output Connections
to Receiver

Dial
Setting

Dial
Setting

Ant. Section of Tuella

455 K. C.

Tuning Coed.

Cond. with .1 mfd. Con d.

Closed

2

Loop Signal Generator

1720 K. C.

3

Loop Signal Generator

4

5

Order

NOTE A

an adjustment will not be necessary. When replacing the
reproducer or lamp, however, there may be a tendency to-

RECEIVER

SIGNAL GENERATOR

Opera -

C. ADJUSTING INTENSITY OF LAMP
When shipped from the factory, the lamp of the reproducer
is adjusted for best operating efficiency. The intensity of the
light from the lamp is adjusted by Compensator No. 37A
located on the radio chassis. Under ordinary circumstances,

Corn

(27A) must be adjusted before compensator

Turn (27A) all
(27B) and should be done in the following m
the way up, then turn down selecting the first I. F. peak, compensator
(27B) is now padded to maximum.
NOTE B - DIAL CALIBRATION: In order to adjust the receiver
correctly, the dial must be aligned to track properly with the tuning
condenser. To do this, proceed as follows: Turn the tuning condenser
.

82

Itell temp. to "max."

to the maximum capacity position (plates fully meshed). With the
condenser in this position, set the tuning pointer on the extreme left
index line at the lowest frequency end of the broadcast scale.

NOTE C - Adjut padder (11) to the first signal peak from the

tight position. Roll padder (6) slowly to maximum on the second
peak from loose position.
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AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGERS
Part No. 35.1285, 35.1286, 35-1289

The service information in this bulletin covers the adjustments and replacement parts for Philco automatic
record changers Part No. 35-1285 (standard changer)
and Part No. 35-1286, 35-1289 (Deluxe changers).
These record changers are identical with the exception
of the color of the mounting plate, plating of parts on top
of changers, motor, Light Beam Reproducer, and electrical wiring circuits for operation. The differences are
indicated in the Replacement Part List, page 4, and the
Electrical wiring diagrams, page 5.

CHANGERS USED IN PHILO° MODELS
Philco Models

Changer Part No.

35-1285

35-1286
35-1289

42-1008, 42-1009, 42-1010,
42-1011, 42-1012, 42-1013
42-1016
42-1015

cam gear. This causes the mounting post to move slightly,

pushing the bottom record off the stack onto the turntable.

The pick-up operating mechanism is likewise brought
into operation by the cam gear surface on the top side of
the cam gear. The raising lever, when removing the pickup from the record, receives a swinging motion from the
cam gear through an eccentric track on the top outside
surface of the cam gear. This eccentric track causes the

pick-up to be carried out beyond the turntable while a
record is being dropped on the turntable. The light beam
pick-up is then brought back into playing position for 10"
or 12" records (depending on the shelf positions on the
shelf carrier.

The travel of the pick-up arm towards the turntable for
lowering on a 10 or 12 inch record is stopped at the proper

point for lowering by a movable track on the cam gear.
This movable track is operated by a lever which is moved

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE CYCLE
An automatic record changer performs three principal
functions.

1-Places record on turn table.
2-Lowers tone arm on record in playing position.

3-Raises tone arm at end of record or on reject.
These functions are controlled by three mechanisms,
interconnected and built together, but each separate in its
operation. The motion for each is orginated in one central

cam gear which has three different and individual cam
surfaces. The cam gear is normally at rest while a record
is being played, but is put into operation by a saw tooth
clutch which takes its power from the turntable and drives
an intermediate drive gear. This only takes place when

the record changer is put into a change cycle. The cam
gear then makes one full revolution to complete the change
cycle and comes to rest in a normal position.

The record changing mechanism which places a record
on the turntable is brought into operation by a lever with

a roller at one end. The lever is attached to the shelf
plate mounting post and is operated by a notch under the

64

by a spring lever connected through a cord and spring
attached to the 10" shelf plate. When the 10" shelf plate
is lifted up the movable track is allowed to shift to the
outer groove of the cam gear surface so that the pick-up
needle will set properly on the outer edge of a 12" record.

When the 10" shelf plate is in place for playing 10"
records, the cord holds the spring lever and causes the
movable track lever to shift to the inner groove as the cam
gear revolves.

The electric reject trip causes the clutch to engage and
allow the tone arm to be removed from the record by the

cam gear. The reject trip operates through a pulsating
plate and movable contact on the tone arm raising lever.
When the pulsating plate and movable contact make connection, the solenoid is energized, releasing the clutch so
that the cam gear can be revolved.
OILING
These record changers should be lubricated once a year
with a few drops of good light machine oil at the following points: Motor bearings, drive disc bearings and cam
gear bearing.
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PBILCO
CLUTCH ROLLER AND LEVER ADJUSTMENT
The teeth of the clutch should have approximately 1/16
inch clearance, when the lever roller is engaged snuggly in

In this position loosen screw "A" and lock nut on screw
"C"; turn out screw "C" slightly and then retighten screw
"C" until eccentric record bumpers fit snuggly against 12"

2.

the cam gear. If the clutch does not have 1/16 inch clearance

record. Then tighten screw "A" and lock nut of screw "C."

the clutch bracket should be slightly bent as indicated in
Figure 1. Place ten, 12" records on turntable when this adjustment is made.

ALVEIST CLEARANCE AT ad BY LOWERING
OR RAISING PIVOT POINT RY BENDING
BRACKET
UNTIL TEETH CLEAR
ROLLER IR CAM
ROLLER ENGAGER PM

OA- WIT

sroP ON CAM

(00000'00,0,.

1117-NV/Mlf
Ploy

Oat UPC

FIG.

1

SOLENOID ADJUSTMENT
The solenoid Armature should set properly in the coil in
order to prevent hum and chatter when the solenoid is energized. To make this adjustment, loosen solenoid mounting
bracket screws and raise or lower solenoid until armature is
set correctly in the coil. See Figure 2.
FIG. 4

FASTEN ADJUSTMENT
WITH THESE SCREWS

NEUTRAL SHELF POSITION
(Bump Lever Eccentric)

BMOC

1....RAISE OR LOWER TO OBTAIN

BOTTOMING

ARMATURE MUST BOTTOM IN
SOLENOID COIL WHEN CLUTCH

When the changer is in Neutral position (out of change
cycle) the shelf lever should be in the position as shown in
Figure 5. To make this adjustment, proceed as follows:
1.

LEVER IS AS SHOWN

Place standard 12" record on the turntable spindle and
12" record shelf plate as shown in Figure 5. The roller

of the shelf lever must be off the crown of the cam
gear when this adjustment is being made.
2.

FIG. 2
3.

BUMP LEVER ADJUSTMENT
Set 12" shelf eccentrics bumper in outer position, neutral
(large part of cam away from shelf) and then equalize each
Bumper to touch edge of 12" record. See Figure 3.

Hold record snuggly against the spindle and shelf
bumpers.

Loosen screw and adjust eccentric (A) Figure 5, until
it touches shelf lever.

FIG. 3

FORWARD SHELF MOTION ADJUSTMENTMINIMUM SIZE
(12" Record Push -Off)
1.

Place 12" record on spindle and 12" shelf as shown in
Figure 4. Start changer in cycle and then stop the change
cycle when the crown on the cam gear touches the roller
on the shelf lever as shown in Figure 4.
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PHILCO
10" SHELF ECCENTRIC ADJUSTMENT

TRIP ARM ADJUSTMENT

The 10" shelf bump buttons are equalized as follows:
Place standard 10" record on spindle and 10" record shelf.
The record should be snug, against spindle notch as shown in
Figure 5 for 12" records.
Adjust 10" shelf bump buttons so that they are equalized
and just touch record.
Do Not Change "Bump Lever Eccentric" shown in Figure
5 and which should be adjusted as given in paragraph "Neutral
Shelf Position."

Rotate turntable so that the crown on the cam under the
turntable is OFF roller of pulsating lever. (See Figure 7.)
2. Move tone arm in towards record until the rubber roller
and contact is at the outer edge of pulsating plate. See
1.

Figure 7.
3.

Turn screw (A) Figure 7 on trip arm until rubber roller
just touches pulsating plate, then turn screw (A) slightly
further so that the plate moves slightly.

TONE ARM HEIGHT
1. Load the turntable with twelve 10" records.
2. Start changer through its cycle, then stop when tone arm
is in full raised position and swinging towards records on
turntable. If adjustment is correct, the jewel needle will

ROLLER Off CROWN OP TURNTABLE
PALTATING PLATT

Dow"

clear the top record by a" as the tone arm swings into
position for landing on record. If it does not clear top
record by a", adjust screw No. 14 in top of tone arm (see
Figure 9) until distance is obtained.

SU
T

DONE WITH SCREWI# RAVE UNTIL
ROLLER issr relvem S Pu it -THEN

Thai NAM sLICNTLY rverwa 30 TmAr

LIFTED Or/ Row. (0 As SHOWN

IniT WEI-2 /Acme)

ADJUSTING TONE ARM TO INDEX ON
10" AND 12" RECORDS

FIG. 7

The position at which the pick-up jewel lowers on the edge
of the record is controlled by a vernier adjustment screw on
the raising lever. This screw is reached through the hole (12)
Figure 9 in the top of the base plate near the tone arm pivot.
This screw is used for normal adjustments of the tone arm set
down and moves the pick-up approximately a". Adjust the

Place a record on turntable and tone arm in playing position
about halfway in on playing lines of the record. In this position the contact operated by the rubber roller on the trip arm

screw so 'that the tone arm needle will set down approximately

a" in on record edge. When set for either size record, the
adjustment will also take care of the other size record positioning point.

REJECT CONTACT TRAVEL ADJUSTMENT

should be carried to within 1/16 to 3/32 of an inch of the
pulsating plate as the roller moves towards center of changer.
(See Figure 8). If contact does not have this spacing as the

roller moves and pulls contact up, then adjust screw (C)
Figure 8 until correct spacing is obtained.

When the tone arm is removed for replacement or greater
movement of the tone arm is desired, beyond that obtainable
with the preceding vernier adjustment, the two set screws
in the collar of the pull -in lever underneath the changer should
be adjusted. This is done by loosening one set screw and
tightening the other, depending on which way the tone arm is

to be moved. Under ordinary circumstances this adjustment
will not be required as it has been preset at the factory for
proper positioning. When making this adjustment, a .005 shim
gauge should be placed between the ball race washer and the
tone shaft bearing.

ADJUST SCREW

turntable touches the pulsating lever roller at its highest point.
See Figure 6. To make this adjustment proceed as follows:
1.

Rotate turntable until the crown of the cam under

turntable touches roller of pulsating lever as shown in
Figure 6.
2. Adjust screw on pulsating lever until pulsating plate
is 1/32 of an inch from main plate (use gauge).

IMAINPLATR

TURNTABLE SPEED ADJUSTMENT
To set the turntable speed control for the speed range covered by the control, proceed as follows:
1. Push speed lever knob to the "normal" position. Turn

ball knob until the motor mounting plate drops to its
lowest position. In this position the turntable should be
turning at approximately 77 R.P.M. This is indicated by

the lines on the edge of the turntable appearing to be
slightly moving backwards (counter -clockwise). In order
to see these lines move the neon lamp must be energized.
If the lines do not travel slightly backward, the nuts on
the motor mounting plate retaining shaft should be

loosened and the plate moved up or down to get the

32

GB

a.©

FIG. 8

proper speed, then tighten nuts.

Pu2s4TINLI PLATE

FIG. 6

SO THAT sn

TO WITHIN Ifte."To 3/31'
OP PLATE

2.

RUN SCREW III TO CET VIA

,T

ROLLER WILL CARRY CONTACT

N CAM CROWN

C.P11,11.911_k

.

ON NORMAL PLATING was 11

PULSATING PLATE ADJUSTMENT
When the turntable is revolving the pulsating plate of the
reject mechanism should clear the main plate by 1/32 of inch
when the crown on the cam attached to the underside of the

CONTACT

PULSATINC

3.

After this adjustment, set ball knob to the point where
lines on turntable appear to be standing still.
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FIG. 9
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ELECTRICAL WIRING, CHANGER PART No. 35-1286
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2516-4

68A7

OUTPUT

OSC-22

as CT.

NOP. oat.

wma

FeweE1

CPRO

1270

Wireless Oscillator
At Right -Model OSC-22
Schematic Diagram

lo

BMF.

Precautionary Lead Dress. 1. Keep 110 -volt leads away from oscillator coil.
2. Leads to oscillator coil must he short and direct.

C,
CLIME
PIS

It0,000A

The RCA Victor Wireless Oscillator

is an

convert your Victrola
Attachment, such -as the RCA Victor Model VA -

RECEPTACLE FOR

viCTIROLA ATTACNIAENT
POWER PLUG
ouNTINO

22, into a wireless record player. This permits
you to play phonograph records through your
radio receiver without any connecting wires

from the Victrola Attachment to the Radio
Receiver.

SIDE OF

CABINET

shelf

in-

wire with a connector plug on one end.

Disconnect the plug from the bayonet
socket and then loosen the set screw and
remove the knob arid the volume control

on the other end of the wire, together

with the wire, from the VA -22 cabinet. It
is attached to the cabinet by a nut and
washer.

3.

Mount the OSC-22 on the cabinet shelf
screws

Switch

Victrola Attachment. In particularly noisy
locations it may be preferable to set the Vol-

ume Control of the Wireless Victrola Attach
sent at about 2/3 full and regulate with the

and

Volume Control unit in the location from
which the VA.22 volume control was removed, using the washer and nut taken

Insert the pickup plug into the connector

Insert the plug on the end of the VA.22
power cord into the power receptacle on
the OSC-22 chassis base.

Insert the plug on the end of the OSC-22
power cord into the electric outlet.

OPERATION
CONTROLS AND MOVING MECHANISM

. In order to

Control on your radio receiver turned to the
point that gives the greatest volume you are
likely to require. Then all control of volume
may be made with the knob on the Wireless

the OSC-22 chassis is a small adjusting rod to
give reproduction at the most convenient point

on the cable of the newly installed Volume
Control of the OSC-22.

6.

newly installed Volume Control should first be
turned on about 2/3 full and the Volume

volume control knob on the receiver.

shaft of Power Switch and Volume Control
unit and tighten up the set screw.

5.

the Standard Broadcast band, about 530 to 630
kilocycles, and tune in accurately with the
Wireless Victrola Attachment playing a selec-

BACK OF CABINET

and

from the VA.22 volume control. Be sure
that the locating pin on the new control
is in the correct position. Attach knob on
4.

cycles. Do this according to she instructions
for operating your particular receiver and
turn the Tuning Control to bring the pointer
on the dial scale to the low frequency end of

vowel., CORD
AND PLUG

Look in the back of the VA.22 or similar

obtain best reproduction, the

The Victrola Adjustment. -On the back of

on your radio receiver dial. With your radio

receiver in operation, set the Tuning Control to
bring the 'pointer on the Standard Broadcast
Scale to a point at the low frequency end
between 530 and about 630 kilocycles, 530 is
preferable, at which no station can be obtained.
Then set your Wireless Victrola Attachment in

operation and turn the adjusting rod on the
OSC.22 slowly and carefully until the record
reproduction is heard at its best.

Antenna Modification. -If, due to your par.
ticular special conditions, insufficient volume
or excessive noise interference affects record
reproduction, a simple remedy is to connect a
wire from the Wireless Victrola Attachment to
your radio antenna lead. This is easily ac
complished by means of a length of wire to
cover the distance between the Victrola Attach
ment and Radio Receiver. One end of this
should be wound 3 or 4 turns around the outside

ceiver picks up the record selection as it does
a broadcast program. So after the Vietrola Adreceiver to the signal from the Wireless Victrola
Attachment between 530 and about 630 kilo-

TO

electric outlet, then:

lead where it is attached to the A3 terminal of
your radio receiver antenna terminal board.

justment is made, you must tune your radio

PICKUP LEAD

first detach the VA.22 power cord from the

around the outside of the receiver antenna lead.
When an RCA Master Antenna is need, the
wire should be wound around the counterpoise

Radio Receiver Controls. Your radio

WING TYPE
ADJUSTER

SWITCH AND
VOLUME
CONTROL

the OSC.22 chassis base. To install the OSC.22

Victrola cabinet and locate the connection
from the pickup to the volume control on
the side of the cabinet. This is a length of

ESNA .1.11661,1

sHELF

Wireless

Oscillator. Three holes are drilled in the shelf
correctly spaced for the oscillator mounting
bolts to go through and screw into the holes in

with the three mounting
washers provided.
Mount the OSC-22 Power

,

05C.-22

POWER/

the VA --22 are provided with side
side the cabinet for mounting the

2.

"' C5
CHASSIS

INSTALLATION
Certain RCA Victrola Attachments such as

POWER
SUPPLY

OSIM,,r)

of the wire should be wound 3 or 4 turns

adapter unit used to

1.

VOLTAGES MEASURED TO COMMON
NEGATIVE LINE. tyriLe 55 OTHERWISE
SPECIFIED

of the short

wire projecting from the

OSC.22 plug on the power cord. The other end

tion. This point is your "Victrola" station. If
you have a radio with Push Button Tuning you

can set a path button and label it "Victrola."
The push button or switch labeled "Victrola,"
"Record Player" or "Phono" on RCA Victor

Radio Receivers previous to 1939 is of no UPS
with the Wireless Victrola Attachment.

PLAYING
Plug the power cord from the OSC-22 into a
convenient house outlet, then to play records
proceed as follows:
1. Turn on the power to your radio receiver.
2. Set the tuning knob to your new "Victrola"

station (530 to 630 kilocycles), or if you
have specially adjusted a push button,
press it.

3. Turn on power to the Wireless Vietrola
Attachment.

4. Make the setup for playing records in as
cordance with the original instructions
accompanying the Victrola Attachment.
5. Turn the Wireless Victrola Attachment

Volume Control about 2/3 frilly clock-

wise.
6.

Adjust radio receiver Tuning knob to ac

curately tune in the phonograph selection.

7. Turn Radio Receiver Volume Control is
give the loudest reproduction you are
likely to require.
8. Adjust the Wireless Victrola Attachment
Volume Control to snit
9. Adjust radio receiver Tone Control if desirable.

Replacement Parts OSC-22 W'reless Oscillator
Insist ere lannhalt NekarY-bated part, which are readily Ideastilkni sad my be pwelosed how suilsalized &elan.

STOCK
No.

33793
12723
13003
12894
4839
33834
32578
12835
32501

GB

Unit

Lift

DESCRIPTION

Price

Ballast -Ballast resistor tube -Type /MA (R8)
Capacitor -58 mmfd. (C2)
Capacitor -180 mmfd. (Cl)

Capacitor' -220 mrnfd. (C3)
Capacitor -0.1 mid. (C4, CB)
Capacitor -0.2 mid. (C9, C11)
Capacitor -Electrolytic, one section 20 cold., and
one section 12 mid. (C5, C8)
Capacitor -1,000 mid. (C10)

Coil -Oscillator coil (LI, L2)

.80
.35
.95
.35
.30
.30
.90
.50
1.00

STOCK
33792
33798
14075
12412
13734
13730
13801
31251
33793
33794

Unit
List

DESCRIPTION

No.

Price

Receptacle-A.C. receptacle
Resistor -Ballast resistor tube --Type B88A (R8)

Resistor -8,200 ohms, a watt (R3)
Resistor -47,000 ohms. 1 watt (R1, R2)
Resistor -120,000 ohms, k watt (R5, R9)
Resistor -1 meg., I watt (R4)
Resistor -10 meg., * watt (R8)

Socket -Tube socket
Tube -Ballast resistor tube -Type 131:18A (R8)

Volume control and switch (R7, Si)

RCA Victor Model

-

.45
.80
.20
.20
.20
.20
.20
.25
.80

1.50

OSC-22
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Res4 PikoVit
RECORD PLAYERS
MODELS R -93-A, R-93-2, R -93-S, and R-94
Introduction
The RCA Victor Record Players Models R-93 (third production), R-93-11, (first and second production), R-93-2
Deluxe, R -93-S, and R-94 Deluxe are designed to provide
record reproduction to the owner of a radio receiver by
utilizing the audio amplifier system and loudspeaker of the

(Record Player Switch Jumpers) - Some record
player switches do not have jumpers J1 and J2 (see figure
3) attached. When the switch is so connected and turned
2.

to phonograph position, the voltage developed by the
pickup is fed into the radio receiver through the green
wire and shield, and at the same time the yellow wire
is connected to shield. The junipers JI and J2 permit
the yellow lead to kill radio by connection to shield.
The jumpers should be removed where the yellow lead

radio receiver. Methods of connecting these record players
to the radio receiver are outlined in the Model R-93 Service

Notes (third edition) and in this booklet. Model R-93 (first
and second production) is listed in the "Specifications" tabulation of this booklet, for convenient reference.

Note
1.

(Applies to Model R -93-S only). It is necessary to

short the 0.1 mfd. blocking capacitor CI in Model
R -93-S (see figure 6) for cases in which the control
grid d -c bias, or cathode current flow, would be removed

or prevented by this capacitor when the record player
switch is thrown to "Phono" position. Cl is provided
to permit operation on battery receivers without shorting bias batteries, etc. Cases in which it is necessary to

short Cl are indicated in "RCA Victor ReceiversDetails of Lead Connections" of this booklet.

connects in such a position as to short bias batteries, etc.
Check the switch to be used for the method chosen and
use the jumpers accordingly. Correct jumper connections are indicated in "RCA Victor Receivers-Details
of Lead Connections' of this booklet.
To prevent confusion, replacement parts lists are provided
separately in this booklet for Models R-93 (third produce
tion), R -93-A (first and second production), R-91.2 Deluxe
(first production), R -93-S (first production), and R-94 Deluxe (first production), respectively, and should be consulted
whenever making replacements to these various models.

Description and Service Data
MODEL R-93
(Third Production)
(Walnut, Red, White, Black)
The Model R-93 (third production) in colors of Walnut,
Red, White, or Black are similar electrically to the original
R-93 (first and second production) but may be identified
mechanically by the curved tone arm. The original Model
R-93 had a straight tone arm. Refer to Model R-93 Service
Notes (third edition) Phonograph Motor Service Data (second production motors) for motor details and adjustments.

MAGNETIC PICKUP
The pickup used in the phonograph unit is of an improved
design. The horseshoe magnet is rigidly welded to the pole
pieces and is irremovable. There is a centering spring attached to the armature to maintain proper adjustment and to
provide a limiting effect on the movement of the armature.
The frequency response is substantially uniform over a wide
range. Service operations which may be necessary on the
pickup arc as follows:

CENTERING ARMATURE
Refer to figure 1 showing the pickup inner structure. The

armature is shown in its proper relation to the magnet pole
pieces, i. e., exactly centered. Whenever this centering adjustment has been disturbed it will be necessary to remove
the pickup mechanism from the tone arm by removing the
needle holding screw and the two mounting screws from the
front of the tone arm, holding the pickup assembly to keep
it from dropping. Unsolder the two leads from the lugs on
the terminal board at the rear of the pickup. Insert a small
rod or nail into the armature needle hole and replace the
needle holding screw, tightening it to hold the rod securely.
If the armature clamping screws A and B have not been disturbed, screw or screws C should be loosened which will per
mit the armature to be moved from side to side, the rod acting as a lever to perform this operation. The proper adjustment is obtained when the armature is moved to the extreme position on each side (the movement being limited by
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PICK-UF. ARM

ALIGN ARMATURE
CENTRALLY BETWEEN
POLE PIECES1

MOUNTING
SCREWS

ARMATURE

WELOF_D - /
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ariL

\ 9 -AMP
V''ECCD

It._waLte,

, coo -mama'

SPRING`_-" socbeR
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DAMPING BLOCK
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B
POLE PIECES

REAR viffVV

Figure 1-Details of Pickup
[Models R-93 (3rd prod.), 114L1 -A (1st prod.), 11-93-2 Deluxe

(1st prod.), and lt-93-S (1st prod.)]

c

RI1MRT ORE

wetteD
rirEDLE-

WALQI.

pieces

SCRNAI

Figure 2-Details of Pickup
[Models 11-93-A (2nd prod.) and R-94 Deluxe (1st prod.)

the armature striking the pole pieces) and then brought to
the mid position between these two extremes. Screw or
screws C should then be tightened. The armature position
should then be central between the pole pieces and at right
angles to them. With a little practice, the correct adjustment
of the armature will be obtained. The air gap between the
pole pieces and the armature should be kept free from dust,
filings, and other foreign material which would obstruct the
movement of the pickup armature.
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Figure 4-Details of Motor
[Model 11-03-A (let and 2nd prod.)]

A/2 IIAP

Figure 5-Details of Motor
[Model 11-93-2 Deliamp (i.e prod_)]
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REPLACING COIL

Whenever there is defective operation due to an open or
shorted pickup coil, this coil should be replaced. Remove
the pickup mechanism and terminal board as described above.
Remove screws A and B and the magnet assembly. Remove

the bakelite coil support (with coil attached) and insert the
new cod support assembly in its place, after which replace
the magnet assembly and center the armature as described
above, then re -assemble the remainder of the unit. Only
rosin core solder should be used for soldering the coil leads
and pickup leads to the pickup terminal board. This same
type of solder should be used when necessary for soldering
the centering spring to the armature.

MODEL R -93-S
(Walnut)
Model R93S has a spring wound motor and is primarily
intended for use with battery receivers. The pickup and
tonearm are identical to those described in "Model R93
(third production)," therefore the adjustments will be the
VOLUME
CONTROL

PK,

O.

noon
SHIELD

YELLOW

ALL* -

GREEN

pun.-

SPRING
MOT OR

MAGNETIZING

SI

Loss of magnetization will not usually occur when the
pickup has received normal care because the magnet and
pole pieces are one unit and the magnetic circuit remains
practically closed at all times. When the pickup has been

mishandled, subjected to a strong a -c field, jolted, or dropped,

there may be an appreciable loss of magnetic strength, in
which case it will be necessary to remagnetize the entire
structure. To do this, it will be necessary to first remove the
pickup mechanism from the tone arm, and then remove the
magnet assembly. Place the magnet assembly on the poles

of a standard pickup magnetizer such as the RCA Stock No.
9549 Pickup Magnetizer and charging the magnet in accord,
ance with the instructions accompanying the magnetizer. It
is preferable to check the polarity of the pickup magnet and
to remagnetize it so that the same polarity is maintained.

MODEL R -93-A
(First and Second Production)
(Walnut)
The cabinet of the Model R,93,A is similar to that of the
Model R93 Walnut finish. This model incorporates an
acoustic compensated volume control, see figure 3. Model
R -93-A (first production) and Model R,93,A (second production) differ only in the pickup construction, the essential
difference being in the armature centering spring and spring
clamps. Reference to pickup details, figures 1 and 2 will
reveal the fact that the armature centering spring is respec-

-r-

RRLE

Figure 6-Schematic Circuit Diagram
[Model 11-93-S (1st prod.)]

same. Reference to the Schematic diagram figure 6 will show
a capacitor Cl in series with one of the leads to the binding

posts. The purpose of Cl is to permit operation on battery
receivers without shorting bias batteries, etc. Observe Note 1

under "Introduction" when making connections to radio
receivers.

MOTOR
The drive motor is of simple design and substantial con
struction. It should require little or no service if properly
maintained. Attention to lubrication of the moving parts and
occasional cleaning of the mechanism will go far to prevent
faulty operation. Should it become necessary. to repair the
motor, the following procedure should be applied referring
to figure 7:

REMOVING MOTOR FROM CABINET-Remove the
winding key. To dismount the motor, unscrew the spindle

cap with a screwdriver and remove turntable, slightly tapping

the spindle while exerting an upward lift on the turntable.
Remove the bottom cover from the cabinet. Loosen the
screw holding the speed regulating lever and remove the
latter. The four nuts holding motor to motor board should
then be loosened to permit removal of motor assembly.

Caution-Allow the motor mechanism to run down completely before attempting adjustment, repairs, or replacement.

laponuotT scrcmAllc COUNT.

1

04.
Cinriir

Algis

lid

_L
WONG 113101W01

REPLACING MAIN SPRING-In case of main spring
failure the entire spring barrel and gear should be replaced.
Remove spring barrel spindle screw by unscrewing to right.
Remove the "C" washer and two pillar screws holding bottom plate. Remove plate and intermediate spindle shaft.
Replace main spring barrel, intermediate spindle shaft, and
bottom plates.
WINDING SHAFT SPRING-This spring functions as a
friction rachet. It may be removed by first -removing pin
holding winding gear on shaft, removing shaft, and then
the screw holding the spring.
GOVERNOR ADJUSTMENTS-The mesh of the worm
and fibre gears is adjusted by rotation of the eccentric spindle
bearings. The adjustments should be made so that the worm
meshes properly with the fibre gear and rotates freely without

Figure 3-Wiring Diagram and Equivalent Schematic Circuit
[Model. R -93-A (1st and 2nd prod.) and 11-94 Deluxe
(1st prod.)]

lively "V" and "T" shaped for the Model R -93-A (first and
second productions). Refer to "Model R-93 (third production)" and figures 1 and 2 for pickup adjustments.
The motor differs slightly in construction and mounting
details from that used in the Model R93 (second production). Refer to figure 4 for motor details. Refer to Model
R-93 Service Notes (third edition) for motor coil connections.

MODEL R-93-2 DE LUXE
(Walnut)
Model R-93.2 Deluxe is finished in walnut and is elec.,
trically identical to Model R,93 (third production), however, the cabinet is larger in size and has a hinged lid which
may be closed while playing the records. The turntable is
10 inches in diameter. The motor differs slightly in con,
struction from that used in the Model R-93 (second production). Refer to figure 5 for motor details and to Model R-93
Service Notes (third edition) for motor coil connections.
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Figure 7-Details of Motor.
[Model It -93-S (1st prod.)]
binding.

The bearings should be accurately aligned with

each other. The minimum of spindle end play which permits
smooth operation should be used.
R-93, R -93-A,
R-93-2, R -93-S, R-94
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RP -151
Automatic Record Changer
RECORD

RECORD SUPPORT

SEPARATOR

PICKUP ARM
MOTOR BOARD

PICKUP
CONTROL

LEVER

TURNTABLE
SWITCH
START -REJECT
BUTTON
R-818

RECORDS

RECORD SEPARATOR

Introduction
The RP -151
tionary design.

is

Cautions

an automatic record changer of revolu-

It will play a series of fifteen 10 -inch Or
twelve 12 -inch records on both sides, or one side, at will.
The pickup arm has two light -pressure, sapphire permanent point, crystal pickups mounted on one arm. One pickup plays
the top side of each record; the other pickup plays the bottom
side. The turntable rotates in reverse while the bottom side
of a record is being played.
The mechanism has two motors. One motor is used solely

Do not oil the tone arm pivot shaft.
2.

the record -changing mechanism or pickup arm.
3

Do not leave records on the record -holder posts as they
may warp, particularly in warm climates. Warped records
may be flattened by placing them on a flat surface with a
flat heavy article placed on top of them for a few da/s.

5.

If for any reason the phonograph stalls, turn off the turn-

anism during the automatic record -changing cycle.
There are three simple controls.
1.

A Record Support-Turn it one way to load a stack of

table switch and remove the records from the record
holder shelves. Start the turntable and allow the pickup

then back to the "two -side" position to play both sides of
each record; pull it forward to play only the top side of
each record.

arm to complete its cycle.
6.

Packing material and special shipping brackets should be
given to the customer at the time of. installation. Advice
as to their use may save service calls should the customer
later move the instrument any considerable distance.

7

Do not interfere with the motion of the tone arm at any

3. A "Start -Reject" Button-Push the button to start the
mechanism or to reject
operating.

a

record when the mechanism

The mechanism uses a low -noise crystal pickup. Objection,

able "needle chatter" has been removed by utilizing a low
mass wire, suitably damped, to hold the sapphire point.

time.

Lubrication

Service Procedure
To remove the bottom plate assembly from the motorboard:
I. Disconnect pickup leads from terminal board.
2. Remove the motor lead plugs from their sockets.
3.

1.

2.

Loosen the set screws "C" and lift the tone arm out.
Be careful not to lose the two ball bearings at the top

and bottom of the tone arm pivot shaft.
4. Remove the four bottom plate mounting screws.
To remove the tone arm, turn out the slottad-head bearing

through the side of the arm. Then simply lift the arm off.
When replacing the arm, do not tighten the bearing enough
to cause a bind in vertical motion.
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Warped or damaged records may cause the mechanism
to jam.

4

to rotate the turntable; the cycling motor drives the mech

10 -inch records, the reverse way to load I2 -inch records.
2. A Control Lever --Push the lever to load position,

Never use force to start or stop the motor or any part of

Apply Houghton Stayput at all bearing surfaces.

Apply graphite grease at cam and gear surfaces on the
main cam and gear, pinion gear (1), and segment gear,
pivot and cam surfaces on the slide, and the spring pin on
the counterweight.

3.

Apply Lubriplate No. 110 at all other points.

4.

The rubber tires must be kept clean and free from oil,
grease, dirt, etc., at all times. Any quick -drying naphtha is
satisfactory for cleaning the rubber.
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Service Hints
10 -inch record
drops before nest to
Last

record
the way.
last

is

out of

Delay the knife timing by placing a 1/8 -inch spacer between
the separator lever and the bottom bushing and then making

adjustment B.

Separating knife jams
on record edge.

Record warped. Irregularities on the record separating knife
and shelf teeth impeding the "elevating search" feature of the
knife. Spacing washer too thick.

Record on turntable

Tighten the belt drum springs (11) by taking off turns.

strikes swivel posts.

Mechanism trips contbsuoudy.
Mechanism

trip.

fails

to

Cycle motor leads impeding movement of mercury switch.

Smooth off the end of the cycling switch trip lever and the

stud against which it works.

Mechanism jams.

Stud on main cam and stud on star wheel have hit head on.
This generally results when operator improperly positions the
control lever and leaves it midway between the "One Side"
and the -Two-Side" positions.

Sapphire jumps grooves
intermittHendy.

Check dress of pickup cable in motorboald slot, making certam that it is free over the full range of tone arm movement.

Sapphire repeats

Feed -in spring is striking the trip lever pawl.

Control Lever can be

Check position of index lever with respect to the control lever
shaft. When the control lever is in the two -side position, the
star wheel lever stud should be at the end of the index lever
slot nearest the control lever shaft. A set screw in the index
lever hub permits positioning of the index lever.

grooves intermittendy.
pushed to only one
position -

Unequal output freer
the two pickups.

(Trimmer Balance)

Adjust the trimmer capacitors until the outputs are at the
same level. Since there is a slight interaction between the
trimmers it may be necessary to repeat the adjustment a
second time.

SAPPHIRE GUARD
SCREWS

II

SAPPHIRE

III

SAPPHIRE HOWE

NUT

WASHER
THREADED SHAFT
SHOULDER
V1SCOLOID DAMPER

SAPPHIRE GUARD

SAPPHIRE

Function of Principal Parts
Record Support

Drives two belts which act to position the record separator posts in
unison. This allows for loading 10 -

Tone Arm Lever

Directs horizontal
tone arm.

Tone Arm Return Lever

Keeps tone arm moving in with
receding tone arm lever and prointo music grooves after landing.

stack_

bottom

record from

Provides selectior of two -side or
one -side playing. Acts through in

dex lever and star wheel lever to
position star wheel.

Acts through button lever, reject
lever, ratchet lever, cyding switch
trip lever, and cycling switch pivot
lever to tilt the mercury cycling
switch
cycle.

Trip Lever

and

begin

the

Its pawl acts on the ratchet lever

to trip the mechanism.

Knives also support record

stack during change cycle.

Start -Reject Button Train

proper landing. Provides
spring to push sapphire

vides

Provide shelves for holding stack
of records and provide knives for
separating

Control Lever Train

of

or 12 -inch records.

feed -in

Record Separatoes

movement

Record Separators' Lever
Train
(Lever -Links -Cranks)

Directs motion of separator knives
and shelves.

Tone Arm Elevating Control Lever
Directs vertical motion

of tone

arm through tone arm elevating
lever and elevating rod.

Slide Train

automatic

The slide roller lever is directed
by the main cam and acts through
the slide throw -out lever and the
slide control lever to move the
slide.

Ratchet Lever

Starts the automatic cycle by releasing cycling switch trip lever

Slide

when acted upon by reject lever or

lever train.
switch.

trip lever pawl.
Maim Cam and Gear

Directs and co-ordinates all

cycle.

operations.
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Directs tilting of the turntable.
Directs motion of record separator

Reversing Lever

Controls

Unlatches

reversing

turntable rotation
means of reversing switch.

by
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5.

Slide Cycle

Turn Record Support to 10" or 12"

I. Record Separator posts position them
selves in unison by means of belt drive.

Turntable Discards

position as desired.

Played Record.

Place Records on
Posts.

Turn Control to
"Load" position and

return to "Two Side" position.

Push "Start -Reject"
button.

Star wheel stud is rotated away from
throwout lever, thus insuring a
"Slide" cycle. Motion is transferred from
control to the index lever and the star
wheel lever. Star wheel lever stud rides
in the index lever slot.
I.

slide

1. Through button lever the reject lever
is made to push on ratchet lever stud.

2.

The ratchet lever moves out of the way

of the cycling switch trip lever.
thus -tilt3. Switch trip lever moves the cycling switch pivot lever,
ing the switch and closing the circuit to the cycle motor.
4.
5.

Cycle motor starts.
Main cam is driven by cycle motor through a chain of gears.

Tone Arm Rises.

1. The elevating control lever is rotated
because its stud rides on the outer guide
on the bottom side of the main cam.

Elevating control lever closes shorting switch.
3. Elevating control lever pushes reversing lever.
4. Reversing lever rotates.
5. Elevating control lever pushes elevating lever roller.
rise,
6. Elevating lever roller moves in allowing elevating lever to
thus pushing up on elevating rod and tone arm.

2.

Tone Arm Swings
Out.

I. Reversing lever throws
switch. Then it latches and

switch button in position.
2.

Turntable rotates counter -clockwise.
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I.

Eccentric track on top of main cam

moves slide roller lever.
2.

Slide roller lever pushes slide throw -

out lever.
Slide throwout lever moves slide control lever.
3.
4. Slide control lever moves slide.
Underneath stud on slide moves along edge of turntable locating
5.
lever and finally rotates it.
6. Locating lever releases turntable assembly to control of counterbalance and spring, leaving sector gear free to move.
7. Slide strikes sector gear finger and rotates sector gear.
8. Sector gear rotates segment gear.
9. Segment gear, being fastened to turntable pivot shaft, turns this
shaft and tilts the turntable.
10. Reversing lever is unlatched by slide at end of its travel. Turntable motor returns to clockwise rotation.

Record Drops from
Stack
board.
4.
5.

to Motor -

1.

Stud on top of slide moves into claw

cam of the separator lever.
2.

Lever rotates, thus moving link and

crank.

3. Crank rotates separator assembly.
Record knife separates bottom record from stack.

Shelf rotates out from under bottom record and allows it to

drop to motorboard.

Turntable picks up
next record.

reversing

holds the

Tone arm lever swings outward from motion of its stud against
outer guide on top of main cam.
3.

It pushes against stud on trip lever.
Trip lever moves out and latches to return lever carrying it along.
6. Feedin spring is depressed.
7. Cycling switch trip lever is reset by protrusion on main cam, and
thus moves out of way of ratchet lever stud.
8. Ratchet lever returns to its original position.
4.

Two -Side Operation

Slide reverses direction of travel.
Shelf and knife return to original position as top stud en slide releases separator
1.

2.

lever.

Spring and counterbalance return turntable past its original position as slide recedes from sector gear finger.
4. Turntable spindle finds hole in record and picks record up.
Underneath stud on slide finally rotates locating lever.
5.
3
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MAIN CAM

TURNTABLE

AND GEAl

SLIDE THROWOUT LEVER

15

SLI DE

SLIDE CONTROL LEVER

-I DE

ROLLER
LEVER

SECTOR LEVER
NOTE:-TURNTABLE
LOCATING LEVER /S
UNDERNEATH SLIDE

TONE ARM
- RETURN LEVER
16

14
ELEVATING
LEVER ROLLER

RETURN LEVER
LATCH

12

13

TONE ARM LEVER

RATCHET

EVER

Locating lever takes control and returns turntable to exact original position.
6

7.
8.

Turntable drive wheel again contacts drive due and rotates

it.

Off -center stud on the main cam and gear pushes star wheel stud.
9. Star wheel rotates 90°.
10. Stud on star wheel unlatches slide throw -out lever.

Tone Arm Returns.

1.

Main cam allows tone arm lever to

recede.

2. This allows return lever to follow,
carrying trip lever along.
3
Return lever stops when its index finger reaches rear separator

shaft.
4.

Thus the trip lever and tone arm are stopped at the correct

landing position.

Tone Arm Lowers.

I.

Lower outside face on main cam re-

cedes.
2.

Elevating control

original position.
3. Reversing lever reaches original position.
4,

lever returns

Elevating lever is lowered, elevating rod follows and tone arm

Elevating control lever releases shorting switch.
6. Release stud on the tone arm lever pushes back the latch on the
return lever.
7. Release of the latch frees the return lever from the trip lever and
the tone arm.
5.

Cycling switch pivot lever drops off the end of the main cam

face.

Cycling switch returns to original position.
10. Cycle motor stops.

9.

Sapphire is pushed
into music grooves.

1.

Feed -in spring returns to original posi-

tion pushing stud on trip lever.
2.

in.

Mechanism Trips.

Trip lever carries tone arm slightly

Top side of Record
Plays.
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Trip lever receives backward motion
from tone arm.
2. Trip pawl pushes ratchet lever.
3. Ratchet lever stud moves away from
cycling switch trip lever.
1.

4 Cycling switch trip lever moves cycling switch pivot lever. Switch
tilts, closing circuit.
5.
Cycle motor starts.

Tone Arm Rises

Same as previous cycle.

Turntable Remains
in Playing Position
and Turntable Ro-

I.

and Swings Out.

tation Reverses.
to

lowers.

8.

Non -Slide Cycle

Sapphire Reaches
Eccentric Groove.

Eccentric track on top of main cam

moves the slide roller lever
2. Slide throw -out lever is not picked up

by star wheel since this lever was unlatched during previous cycle.

3. Thus the slide does notmove, the reversing lever remains latched and the turntable motor continues to

revolve counterclockwise.

Off -center stud on main cam pushes stud on star wheel.
Star wheel rotates 90°
6. Star wheel latches slide throw -out lever.
Tone Arm Lowers. Same as previous cycle except. 1. Revers4

5.

ing /ever remains latched and does not

return.

Bottom Side of Record Plays.
Slide and non -slide cycles continue alternately until entire stack
of records has been played.
After last record is played, mechanism trips, goes through cycle,
and tone arm comes to rest on "Stop" button, thus opening the a.c.
circuit.

In the "One -Side" position, the star wheel is pushed out of the
path of the main cam stud and all cycles are slide eye
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RP -151 Adjustments
not fit

Records will

properly on the three
record posts.
( Record Post Spacing)

Turn the record support to the 10 -inch position. Loosen the

set screws -A.- Move the front record separator post until
its shaft is 1/64 from the end of the motorboard slot Turn

the belt drum to take up the slack in the belt and tighten the
zinc -plated screw being certain to maintain the 1/64 -inch
spacing. Repeat the adjustment on the rear separator post.
Check by placing a 10 -inch record on the shelves posts and
then tighten the copper -plated screws. Care should be taken
to leave a small vertical clearance between the belt drum and

the motorboard. The 12 -inch position is automatically maintained.

Records fail

to drop

at proper time.
(Record Shelf Timing)

Place a 10 -inch record on the shelves so that it contacts the
front anti rear record separator posts. With the changer out of -cycle loosen the set screws (B) and turn the record sep-

arator shaft until the record separating knife is 3/32 -inch
away from the record edge. Position set screw collar bottom

edge 1.3/32 above the bottom plate. Tighten the zinc -plated
sciew,

Sapphire fails to land
at proper point.
(Tone Arm Position

with Respect to Trip
Lever)

Spindle fails to pick up
the record or turntable
fails to drop the record.

run through cycle

several

times as a check, then

tighten the copper -plated screw. Repeat the adjustment on
the rear separating knife.
Place a 10 -inch record on the turntable and rotate the
changer through cycle until the sapphire is just ready to land.
Place a .00., feeler between the shoulder on the tone arm
pivot shaft and its ball bearing as shown. Loosen the act
screws (C). Make certain that the tone arm return lever is

TA. SAW Law..

against the record separator shaft and.the pin on the trip
lever is against the tone arm return lever. Move the tone arm
to the point of proper landing, be sure the set screw collar is
Up against the tone arm pivot shaft bushing, then tighten the
zinc -plated screw. Run through cycle several times as a check,
then tighten the copper -plated screw. Remove feeler. The
12 -inch landing is then automatically correct.
Remove the counterbalance spring. Loosen set screws (D).

VOW{
WWWW

Iva

010101.'
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I
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AAP wavy..

(See photograph for screw location.) Centrally locate the
turntable with respect to the front and rear edges of the
motorboard slot by sliding the turntable pivot shaft in its
bearings. Mesh the sector and segment gears as shown. Holding them in this position, move the turntable assembly until

does not return to proper position.
(Turntable
Position)

Vertical

the turntable is level. Tighten screws (D).
Loosen set screws (E). (See photograph for screw location.)
Set the counterweight as shown. Check to see that there is
clearance between the two set screw collars (D -E) and the
turntable pivot shaft bearing. Tighten the zinc -plated screw
(E), run through cycle several times as a check, then tighten
the copper -plated screw (E). Replace the counterbalance

TURAITAIM

spring.

Sapphire fails to clear
record on turntable.

(Tone Arni Height

PIVOT

Rotate the changer through cycle until the tone arm has
stowed into its cycle position. Adjust the screw (F) until the
sapphires are equidistant from the two sides of the record
and tighten the locknut.

While in Cycle)

Top sapphire jumps

grooves or pushes too
hard against record.
(Top Sapphire Pres-

Adjust the screw (C) in the rear of the tonearm until the
pressure measured at the point of the top sapphire is approximately one ounce. A suggested means of making this
check is shown in the accompanying sketch.

sure)

Bottom sapphire jumps

grooves or pushes too
hard against record.

Adjust the eye screw and locknut (H) as shown until the
pressure measured at the point of the bottom sapphire is approximately one ounce. With no-load setting of scale ad-

away from record by pressing down on it with the scale.
Sapphire pressure should be adjusted to a scale reading of

Sapphire lands properly but fails to feed
into music grooves or
feeds in too fast and

Adjust the feed -in spring by means of the screw (I) until the
sapphire feeds in smoothly without jumping grooves. Check
to see that the spring clears the trip lever pawl and that the
mounting screw is tight. Be sure to keep the viscoloid free

Sapphire

PODIA, WOW WINIA.Vd.

011.

ots. Mr WM

justed to read two ounces, bottom pickup should be pushed

Pressure)

( Bottom

ye

one ounce.

jumps several grooves.

from grease.

(Feed -in Spring)

Turntable too high or
too low.

Loosen locknut and adjust the turntable bottom bearing screw

TOME AMbri

until the bottom of the turntable is above the motorboard.
Tighten the locknut.

(Turntable Height)

Motor fails to reverse
at proper time.
( Reversing
Position

7

Switch

Loosen the reversing switch mounjing screws. Rotate the
changer through cycle until the main cam has forced the trip
lever to its outermost.position. Move the switch until the
reversing cam has fully compressed the switch against the
spring Lock in position with the mounting screws.

TOME IMMr1

P.M, I 1016 woo
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TLRNTABLE DRi 'E
,MOTOR
RCA

RP - 151

CYCLE MOTOR

8

23
3
REVERSING SWITCH

\4

21
6
ELEVATING CONTROL

LEVER PAWL

COUNTERBALANCE

SPRING

5

17

CYCLING
SWITCH
REVERSING SWITCH
MOUNTING SCREWS

LEVER

REVERSING SWITCH
LEVER

FEED-IN

SPRING
SEPARATOR LEVER

TRIP LEVER

SEPARATOR LINK

H"

BUTTON LEVER

ELEVATING ROD
-!.F"

MAIN CAM AND GEAR

22

REJECT LEVER

TRIP PAWL
TONE ARM
LEVER

fr40,51

1116._
21

RATCHET LEVER

7

CYCLING SWITCH

PIVOT LEVER

crTUD

CYCLING SWITCH

TRIP LEVER
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REAR SEPARATOR POST

RECO R D

SUPPORT

FRONT SEPARATOR POST
KNIFE

REAR SWIVEL.
TURNTABLE

/SHELF
RCA
RP -151
REJECT

BUTTON
11

BUTTON LEVER
B
FRONT
SEPARATOR SHAFT
I

2
COUNTERBALANCE
LEVER AND WEIGHT

TURNTABLE

PIVOT SHAFT

SLIDE CONTROL

LEVER

CYCLING
MOTOR

TURNTABLE BOTTOM BEARING SCREW

STAR WHEEL
LEVER

STAR WHEEL

SEPARATOR BELT
DRUM
SEPARATOR
CRANK

BELT

CONTROL

SHAFT
INDEX LEVER
SEPARATOR

LEVER

111111

AUTOMATIC
STOP SWITCH
19

RECORD

SUPPORT

BELT

DRUM

TRIP LEVER

SEPARATOR LEVER
RECORD SUPPORT
CAN,

78

BELT

SEPARATOR

CRANK

ik`

SEPARATOR

LINK
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Rat YieVz
RP -158
Automatic Record Changers

TECHNICAL INFORMATION AND SERVICE DATA

TURNTABLE DRIVE DISC

RECORDS

SPINDLE

RECORD SEPARATOR
MOTOR BOARD

TURNTABLE

IN CROP ARM

TURNTABLE

DRIVE DISC SPINDLE

PICKUP

TURNTABLE
MOUNTING HOLE

PICKUP REST

MOTOR SRNDLE

RECORD SUPPORT

IDLER TENSION SPRING

TURNTABLE SWITCH

MOTOR IDLER WHEEL

Operation
The RP -I58 is a record changing mechanism 'designed for
the automatic playing of records. It will play twelve 10 -inch
or ten 12 -inch records at a single loading.

To Operate:
1. Turn the record support located at the left front corner
to the 10 -inch or 12 -inch position as desired.
2.
3.

4.

Push the turntable switch to the "On" position.
Press the -Start -Reject- button. The entire series of
records will now play without further attention and the
pickup will swing to its rest position at the end of the
last record. (For completely automatic operation all
records must have the standard eccentric tripping

5.

6.

groove. Otherwise it may be necessary to press the
"Start -Reject" button to change the record).
When the last record has been played, push the turntable switch to stop the turntable. The mechanism is
now ready for another loading.
To reject a record being played, press the "Start Reject" button.

TIRES

dirt, or any foreign material at all times. Any quick drying
naphtha is satisfactory for cleaning these parts. The drive
motor bearing is lubricated from felt washers at the bottom
and top. A light machine oil should be used at these points.
On all bearing surfaces except the motor bearings Houghton Stayput No. 320 should be used. On all other surfaces
Lubriplate No. 110 is recommended.

Cautions

Place the records on the record support and record

separator posts.

RUBBER

Before servicing the automatic changer, inspect the assembly to ace that all gears, cams, springs, levers, etc., are correctly assembled and in good working order.
1. Never use force to start or stop the motor or any part
of the record changing mechanism.
2. Warped or damaged records may cause the mechanism
to jam.
3. A cracked or chipped record may damage the sapphire.
4. Warped records may slide on one another while playing and result in unsatisfactory reproduction.
5. Do not leave the records on the record posts or on the
turntable as they may warp, particularly in warm climates.
Warped records may be flattened by placing them on a flat
surface with a heavy flat article placed on top of them for a
few days.

Lubrication
The RP -158 turntables are driven by a drive disc screwed
to the turntable. It is important that the drive motor spindle
and the rubber tire on the friction drive disc as well as that

on the idler wheel be kept clean and free from oil, grease,

COMPILED BY M. N. BEITMAN, SUPREME PUBLICATIONS

6.

If, for any reason, the mechanism stalls, turn off the

turntable switch and remove the records from the posts. Start

the turntable by turning the switch on and allow the pickup
arm to complete its cycle.
7. Do not tighten copper -plated, cone -pointed screws until
final adjustment has been made.
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MAIN CAM
AND GEAR
sx.
16
I

RECORD SEPARATOR
LEVER
LINK

CRANK

DRIVE SHAFT
CAM

RECORD SUPPORT
CAM

RECORD SUPPORT
SHAFT

13

II

4
RECORD SUPPORT

BELT DRUM
RECORD

8

SHAFT

DRIVE GEAR

SEPARATOR

5
- 10

-15
20
REJECT LEVER
REJECT BUTTON
tt

TONE ARM
SEGMENT

8
RATCHET LEVER
TONE ARM LEVER

12
17

PIN

RECORD
SEPARATOR

BELT
DRUM

"F"

RECORD
SEPARATOR

SWIVEL
SHAFT

INDEX

FINGER

21

TRIP

LEVER

"ON -OFF"
SWITCH

TRIP PAWL

TONE ARM

TONE ARM
RETURN LEVER

LIFT ROD

Function of Principal Levers
Main Cam and Gear

Directs and coordinates all cycle opera-

Tone Arm Elevating

tions.

Tone Arm Lever
Tone Arm Return Lever

Directs horizontal motion of tone arm.

Lever
Tone Arm Elevating Rod

Keeps tone arm moving in with re,
ceding tone arm lever and provides

Reject Lever

Trip Lever

Its latch acts on ratchet lever to start

Separator Knife

Record Separator
Lever Train

shelf.

Separator Shelf
Drive Gear

Separates record from stack and supports stack during cycle.
Supports stack during playing time.
Transfers motion of turntable to main
cam and gear.
Engage to connect turntable spindle to
drive gear during cycle.

(Lever -Link -Crank)

Ratchet Lever

Transfers motion from trip lever or
reject lever to start automatic cycle.

Transfers motion of elevating lever to
tone arm.
Starts automatic cycle at will of operator.

proper landing.

the automatic cycle.
Directs motion of separator knife and

Directs vertical motion of tone arm.

Drive Cam Pawl
and Wheel

Replacement of Sapphire

tweezers, give it a few turns to loosen the cement

notched with a file as shown. Naphtha may be
used as a thinner should difficulty with the rubber cement be experienced.
Before inserting the new sapphire it should be
dipped in the rubber cement previously thinned
with naphtha. After insertion clean the point

the sapphire will result if the tweezers are

presence of cement.

As an additional precaution against rough handling, the top of the sapphire is dipped in a rub-

Aer cement (such as Goodrich "Plasticon") be
fibre being inserted in the pickup. To remove
the sapphire, grasp it firmly with

a

pair of

and then pull it out. Much easier handling of

To Remove the Turntable.-

To remove the turntable, loosen set screws "A" and lift the
turntable up.

80

with naphtha if there is any doubt as to the

To Remove Pickup Arm.-

One of the tone arm bearings has a slotted head and can be
turned out to facilitate removal of the tone arm. Raise the tone
arm and loosen the hearing set screw. Turn the bearing partly out
through the hole in the side of the tone arm and lift the arm off.
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Quick -Reference Chart for

R .0 .A
Mechanism jams.
General irregularity of

oPeration.'

Automatic Record Changer Adjustments
ii

el

RATCHET

With the ratchet lever and the pawl on the drive shaft cim

in playing position as shown, remove the bottom support

(Mechanism Timing)

bracket. Remove the "C" washer on the main cam shaft and

does

not

(Turntable Bottom
Bearing Position)
Records strike sepa-

rotor post or fail
stay on record

to
shelf,

THAWS

(Spacing Between

Record Posts)

,

NOTCH

4.,

?lat,'

rA

/, '6'1

1

-"-------------/
..C.,

Loosen the bottom bearing screws "k" and position the
bottom bearing plate until the turntable .revolves freely.
Tighten the screws and check by applying a.c. to the turntable motor then shutting it off and noting that the turntable
continues to make at least twelve revolutions.

Turn the 'record support post to the ten -inch position.
Loosen set screws "C," hold the separator post against the
end of its slot in the motorboard and turn the belt drum to
take up any slack in the belt. Tighten the zinc plated, bluntnosed screw and check to see that a ten -inch record fits the

,Mw
fir

bracket.

Turntable

'

- ..t

-

slip the cam down far enough that it can be rotated with
respect to the drive gear. Then rotate it until the timing
notch is positioned as shown. Put the main gear back in mesh
with the drive gear, replace the "C" washer, place the elevat
ing lever on the cam ridge. Make certain the separator lever
train is in its correct position and replace the bottom support

turn freely.

RP -158

ii

POMTIOH Or tOT RECORD

alYn",

ll

ss

.V.117

U -cMi ..

1
_`...

Tv -

-8-

.

posts as shown. Then tighten the copper -plated, cone -pointed
screw.

The twelve Inch position is automatically maintained.

sive

i

s

RECORD

Records do not drop at
proper time.

(Record Shelf Tim-

ing)

Place a ten -inch record on the posts. Loosen the set screws

"D" and turn the record separator shaft until the edge of
the record separating knife is one -eighth inch away from
the edge of the record. The teeth on the inner circumference
of the knife should be resting in the bottom of their slots at

the time the adjustment is made. Tighten the zinc -plated
screw first, run through cycle several times as a check, then
tighten the copper plated screw.

Itruiii:ZAPIer

SIPARATOR
108.ra

SH4F

..:::%=Arct

10911.E7W-

44,

..)IV-

.1

111.1=11.111111
.
;MI
lir.
"E
111 r
tr.-

-

:

INDEX

SH IOMMI

_It,'

--....

Tone arm continues to

repeat playing of top
record or jams when
part way in on record.
(Segment height or
radial Position)

Sapphire does not land
at correct point on 10inch record.

(Tone Arm Position
With Respect To
Trip Lever)

Take all records off the posts. Loosen the set screw "E." Set
the record separator segment so that the index finger of the
pickup arm return lever rides on the middle of the segment,
as shown. Rotate the cam until it is in such a position that
the index finger will never ride off either end. Check to see
that the index finger rides in over top of the cam when the
record shelf is depressed by the weight of one record. Tighten
the set screw.
changer through cycle until the sapphire is just ready to land.
Make sure that the index finger of the pickup arm return
lever is against the record separator shaft and that the tone

Loosen the set _screws "F" and move the pickup arm to the
correct landing position. Sec that there is a 1/32 inch clear-

from outside edge of

tamed.

Top of pickup arm
strikes stack of rec-

has risen to its maximum height above the turntable but has

ords or sapphire fails
to clear the records on
the turntable.

--I
...........,

lk roGREIPI

'---'t.TOME ARM RETURN LEVER

24

(D,44
0

FEED -o.

. SOM..

RATCHET LEVER
23

sTue,

arm trip lever stud is held firmly against the return lever.

41%0 inches.

spindle to sapphire

IN

Place a ten -inch record on the turntable and rotate the

ante between the pickup arm bearing and the set screw collar.
Tighten the zinc -plated screw, run the changer through cycle
several times as a check, then tighten the copper plated screw.
The twelve -inch landing position is automatically main-

C o r r e c t dimension

sir
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LEVE

PA'"`

Repko... ARA.

SET

Rotate the changer through cycle until the ',letup arm

(Pickup Arm Height
Whilels Cycle)

I
44/

TR

..r ..G..

...on_

not begun to move out. At this point adjust the screw "G"

until the distance between' the turntable and the sapphire is
one and three -sixteenths inch. Tighten the locknut.
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Miscellaneous Service Hints
Tone arm continues to
repeat playing tap rec-

ord of the stack.

Check adjustment E. Record separator shaft, or the spring
on which it rests, is binding on the shaft bushing. Pin on
record separator shaft is binding in its slot. Shaft spring is
too weak.

Improper landing on
10 and 12 inch records.

Check adjustment F. Feed -in spring bent too far in front
of tone arm return lever.

Irregular landing on
10 and 12 inch records.

Check adjustment C. Insufficient tension on belt.

`swan
I

I...

..-4,.---

I.
,

MI,

7(44
..,-,-

,

Loud clicking noise resuiting from drive ram
pawl slipping out of
teeth in cam wheel.

Check mechanism timing adjustment. Make certain that
pickup arm lever is not binding on its stud.

Mechanism Jams

Check adjustment E. Record separator shaft or the spring
on which it rests is binding on the shaft bushing. Pin on
record separator shaft is binding in its slot. Shaft spring is
too strong.

Tone arm continues to
come down in rest posawn.

-

I Elar°'

..,,.

Trips continuously.

Reject button is binding in its bushing. Reject lever spring
is too weak or the reject lever is binding on its guide slots.

Sapphire strikes motor

Bend the pickup arm support bracket until the sapphire
clears the motorboard by approximately 3/32 of an inch.

board.

i

..

'41.24 tf
,..

11.4.1.... -,

II

Cycle of Operation
The changer can be conveniently rotated through the

change cycle by pushing the reject button and revolving the
Function

Turn Record Support to
10" or 12" Position

turntable by hand. Eight turntable revolutions are required
for one change cycle.
Explanation

1.

Separator post positions itself by means of belt drive.

1 Place Records on Posts
a

1.

Separator shaft is pushed down against its spring and carries segment out of path of index

0 Press Start Button

1,

.45

Desired

a

finger.
2.
3.

Tone Arm Rises

1.

2.
3.

Tone Arm Moves Out

1.

2.
3.

Record Knife Separates

Bottom Record from Stack
W

after Gauging Thickness
of Record

1.

2.
3.

4.

-a

,..

Li

Drops to
.,VRecord
Turntable
je

E

0

Tone Arm Moves In

1.

1.

2.

0

3.

4.

Tone Arm Lowers Sapphire on to Record

1.

Main cam and gear revolves with drive gear.
Stud on tone arm lever rides in top track on main cam and directs movement of the lever.
Tone arm elevating lever rides up on ridge on main cam and pushes tone arm up by means of
elevating rod.

Tone arm lever pushes on trip lever stud.
Trip lever moves out.
Tone arm return lever is carried along by trip lever stud, and by stud on main cam top track.
Stud on separator lever follows main cam bottom track and directs the motion of the lever.
Through the separator link and crank, the separator lever turns the sepahtor shaft.
Knife turns with shaft and strikes edge of bottom record.
Separator shaft continues to revolve and teeth on inner circumference of knife ride up on
shelf teeth until knife is carried high enough against the action of spring 19 to move in over
top of record.
Separator shaft continues to turn until knife supports stack of records and shelf moves out
from under bottom record.
Separator shaft reverses rotation.
Tone arm lever moves away from trip lever stud.
Tone arm return lever pushes on trip lever stud.
Trip lever moves in.
Index finger on tone arm return lever moves against separator shaft to insure proper landing position.

2.
3.

Sapphire Moves In to
Musk Groove

1.

Record Begins to Play

1.

82

Reject lever moves in and pushes ratchet lever.
Ratchet lever is pushed out of eccentric step on main gear shaft and releases drive cam pawl.
Drive cam pawl engages toothed wheel and it revolves carrying drive gear with it.

2.
3.

Tone arm elevating lever rides down on main cam ridge thus lowering the elevating rod and
the tone arm.
Separator shaft returns knife to original position and allows stack of records to rest on shelf.
Feed -in spring on tone arm return lever pushes against stud on trip lever.
Ratchet lever ride's down into eccentric step on main gear shaft and blocks drive cam pawl.
Pawl is disengaged from drive cam wheel.
Drive gear and main gear stop.
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RP -160, 160-A, and 160-B
Automatic Record Changers
1/16 SPACING FOR

ADJUSTMENT "Cr

r

Automatic Operation

RECORD SEPARATOR
AND SWIVEL

The pickup "rest" is a button on the stop switch that opens
the motor circuit when the pickup comes down on the rest
after completion of the cycle following the last record. Before
starting automatic operation, see that the mechanism is out
of cycle and that the pickup is on its rest. If it is not, start
the motor and allow to run until the pickup comes down on
its rest.
1.

TURNTABLE
2.

STOP
SWITCH
3.

4.

AMEPLATE

Turn the "record support" in front left-hand corner, to
its position for 10inch or 12 -inch records as required.
Turning the front record support automatically positions the rear support.
Load the records on the supports, with required selections upward, the last record to be played on top. Be
sure that the rear record support is pushed down.
Push turntable switch "on."

Push the "startreject" lever towards the back to its
"start -reject" position, and let go. The first record
drops on turntable, and the pickup moves onto the
record.

RECORD SUPPORT

5.

START -REJECT LEVER

When the last record is finished, the pickup moves out
and comes down on its rest. This depresses the rest
button and opens the stop switch, thus shutting off the
motor.

This mechanism is designed to play a series up to twelve
10 -inch, or ten 12 -inch records of the 78 r.p.m. type. It will
also play single records of any diameter up to 12 inches.
Features Include 1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Light -pressure sapphire -point plug-in crystal pickup.
Positive ratchet trip, actuated by eccentric groove at end
of record.

Safety clutch, relieves strain on mechanism due to jam
riling. (The clutch makes a clicking sound if the mechanism jams.)
Stop switch, shuts off the motor after the last record is
played. This switch is the pickup "rest."
Pickup shorting switch, shorts pickup during record changing cycle to prevent noise.

6.

To reject a record being played, push the "start -reject.'
lever to "start -reject," and let go.

7.

For automatic operation, each record must have the
standard eccentric groove.

Lubrication
The drive motor bearing is lubricated from felt washers at
the bottom and top. A light machine oil should be used at
these points.
On all bearing surfaces except the motor bearings Houghton Stayput No. 320 should be used. On all other surfaces
Lubriplate No. 110 is recommended.
mo-rogno.-szo

6. Simplified mechanism.

IDLER TENSION
SPRING (UNDER

MOTOR BOARD.

Manual Operation
1.

2.
3.

See that the mechanism is out of cycle, with the pickup
on its rest.
Set the "start -reject" lever at "manual."

MOTOR IDLER

WHEEL

TIRE

wrru

Place record on turntable and push turntable switch
"on."
4. Lift the pickup and set it down on the record.
5. When the record is finished, the pickup will swing in
the eccentric groove, or run in the last groove, until

TURNTABLE

Do not oil the record separator shaft.
It is important that the drive motor spindle and the rubber
tire on the friction drive disc as well as that on the idler wheel

/11

DRIVE DISC
TIRE

the power is shut off.
6. Lift the pickup and place it on its rest.

TURNTABLE

TURNTABLE 4_
SPINDLE

RP ISO

be kept clean and free from oil, grease, dirt, or any foreign
material at all times. Any quick drying naphtha is satisfactory
for cleaning these parts.

Caut ions
Before servicing the automatic changer, inspect the assem
5. Do not leave the records on the record posts or on the
bly to see that all gears, cams, springs, levers, etc., are corturntable as they may warp, particularly in warm climates.
rectly assembled and in good working order.
Warped records may be flattened by placing them on a flat
surface with a heavy flat article placed on top of them for a
I. Never use force to start or stop the motor or any part
few days.
of the record changing mechanism.
2. Warped or damaged records may cause the mechanism
6. If, for any reason, the mechanism stalls, turn off the
to jam. When jamming occurs, the safety clutch slips, causing
turntable switch and remove the records from the posts. Start
a clicking sound.
the turntable by turning the switch on and allow the pickup
arm to complete its cycle.
3. A cracked or chipped record may damage the sapphire.
4. Warped records may slide on one another while play
ing and result in unsatisfactory reproduction.
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Quick -Reference Chart for

Automatic Record Changer Adjustments
Mechanism jams.
General irregularity of

IS
RATCHET

With the ratchet lever and the pawl on the drive shaft cam

oberation.

in playing position as shown, remove the bottom support

(Mechanism Timing)

slip the cam down far enough that it can be rotated with
respect to the drive gear. Then rotate it until the timing

bracket. Remove the "C" washer on the main cam shaft and
AN

C

MTV..AA,

notch is positioned as shown. Put the main gear back in mesh
with the drive gear, replace the "c- washer, place the elevating lever on the cam ridge. Make certain the separator lever
train is in its correct position and replace the bottom support
bracket.

Turntable

does

not

turn freely.
(Turntable Bottom
Bearing Position)

Loosen the bottom bearing screws "B" and position the
bottom bearing plate until the turntable revolves freely.
Tighten the screws and check by applying a.c. to the turntable motor, allowing it to reach full speed, then pull motor
away from friction drive disc and noting that the turntable
continues to make at least twelve revolutions.

Turn the record support post to the ten -inch position.
Records

strike sepa-

rator post or fail

to

stay on record shelf.
(Spacing Between

Record Posts)

Loosen set screws "C," hold the separator post against the
end of its slot in the motorboard and turn the belt drum to
take up any slack in the belt. Tighten the zinc -plated, blunt.
nosed screw and check to see that a ten -inch record fits the
posts as shown. Then tighten the copper -plated, cone -pointed
screw.

The twelve -inch position is adjusted after that of the ten inch, by changing the support post to take the twelve -inch
record, and turning the eccentric stop until the edge of the
record is halfway up on the record support bevel while the
other edge is against the record separator post.

RECORD

SEPARATOR
1011FE

SHELF

Place a ten -inch record on the posts. Loosen the set screws
Records do not drop at
proper time.
(Record

ing)

Shelf Tim-

"D" and turn the record separator shaft until the edge of
the record -separating knife is one -sixteenth inch away from
the edge of the record. The teeth on the inner circumference
of the knife should be resting in the bottom of their slots at

SEGMENT

the time the adjustment is made. Tighten the zinc -plated

INDEX 'maim
ON TONE RIM

RCTRIERI LRIORR

screw first, run through cycle several times as a check, then
tighten the copper -plated screw.
Tone arm continues to

repeat playing of top
record or jams when
part way in on record.
(Segment -cam height

or radial position)
Sapphire does not land
at correct point on 10 inch record.

(Tone Arm Position
With Respect To

Trip Lever)

Correct dimension
from outside edge of

spindle to sapphire
41%e inches.

Top of pickup arm

strikes stack of rec-

ords or sapphire fails
to clear the records on
the turntable.

(Pickup Arm Height

Take all records off the posts. Loosen the set screw "E." Set
the record separator segment -cam so that the index finger of the
tone arm return lever rides on the.middle of the segment -cam,
as shown. Rotate the segment -cam until it is in such a position

that the index finger will not ride off either end: Check to see
that the index finger rides in over top of the cam when the
record shelf is depressed by the weight of one record. Tighten
the set screw.

CAM SEGMENT

"E"

WOE% lIMEAR

TOME ARM RETURN LEVER

Place a ten -inch record on the turntable and rotate the

RATCHET LEVER

changer through cycle until the sapphire is just ready to land.

Make sure that the index finger of the pickup arm return
lever is against the record separator shaft and that the tone

TRI
LEVER

arm trip lever stud is held firmly against the return lever.

PRWL

Loosen the set screws "17- and move the pickup arm to the
correct landing position. See that there is a 1/32 inch clearance between the pickup arm bearing and the set screw collar.
Tighten the zinc -plated screw, run the changer through cycle

PRIV.. MM

several times as a check, then tighten the copper -plated screw.

The twelve -inch landing position

is

ERNEKRT

automatically main-

tained.

Rotate the changer through cycle until the pickup arm
has risen to its maximum height above the turntable but has

not begun to move out. At this point adjust the screw "G"
until the distance between the turntable and the sapphire is
one and three -sixteenths inch. Tighten the locknut.

IMAIRTAM CRV52.
CLEIRRIAR

MAUR CAM

ATP

7ORIE MM
LIFTROD
TONE ARM
LIFT LEVIER

ROTTOIMI

While In Cycle)
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Quick -Reference Chart (Continued)
Mechanism

start,

fails

to

or automatic
stop switch is inoperative in "automatic" po-

Set the control lever to "automatic." Loosen set screw "H-

and move the control cam until the stud on stop switch is
centrally located as shown. Tighten set screw "II.'

sition.

(Control Cam
Position)

ETON ENNITO.

TONE NEE LLVI-13

No output, or noise
during cycle.

(Position of Pickup
Shorting Switch)

PICKUP
SNORTING
NEWTON

Loosen screws "J." Position the switch to obtain 1/42 -inch
clearance between the switch blades when the tone arm is in

playing position. Tighten screws "J." Make certain that the

pawl is on the correct side of the long leaf spring in the
shorting switch.

Miscellaneous Service Hints
Mechanism trips continuously.

Check to see that the ratchet lever engages drive cam pawl at end of change cycle. Bend
lever if necessary. Check adjustment "H." Bend the control cam flat spring for greater pressure.

'Turntable does not stop automatically.

Check for bind in stop button bushing. Bend the flat bracket that limits outward movement
of the trip lever, so that pickup lands on the stop button.

Check spacing of stop switch contacts to be certain that weight of stop button does not

Turntable fails to start.

open them.

_Loud clicking noise resulting from
drive cam pawl slipping out of teeth in
cam sprocket.
Mechanism jams.

Irregular landing on 10 and 12 inch

Check mechanism timing adjustment. Make certain that pickup arm lever is not binding
on its stud. Any jam will cause the clutch to slip and produce clicking sound.

Check adjustment "C." Insufficient tension on belt.

records.

top record of the stack.

Check adjustment "E." Record separator shaft, or the spring on which it rests, is binding on
the shaft bushing. Pin on record separator shaft is binding in its slot. Shaft spring is'too weak.
Do not tighten set screws "D" enough to distort the housing of the separator shaft spring.
Do not oil the record separator shaft.

Tone arm continues to come down in

Check adjustment "E." Record separator shaft or the spring on which it testa "binding on
the shalt bushing. Pin on record separator shaft is binding in its slot. Shaft sprint is too strong.

Tone arm continues to repeat playing

rest position.

Bend the pickup arm support bracket until the sapphire dean the motorboard by approxiof an inch.

Sapphire strikes motorboard.

mately 3

Separator knife jams on last record of
the stack,

Check the separator knife edge. It should not be sharp enough to dig in the record and
carry the record up with it.

Illustrations Show Details of Record Separator
To Remove the Turntable.To remove the turntable, loosen set screws "A" and lift the
turntable up.

To Remove Pickup Arm.One of the tone arm bearings has a dotted head and can be
turned out to facilitate removal of the tone arm. Raise the tone

arm and loosen the bearing set screw. Turn the bearing partly out
through the hole in the side of the tone arm and lift the arm off.

RCA Models RP -160, 160-A, and 160-B
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Tone Arm Feed -in Spring.-

right-hand side of the cabinet by inserting thin spacers under
the legs. If the pickup slides over a few grooves, raise the
left-hand side of the cabinet.

When the sapphire comes down on the record, the feed -in

spring (shown in adjustment sketch "E,- acts to push the
tone arm toward the music grooves. The spring should be
adjusted to do this without causing the sapphire to skip
grooves. This action is also related to-

Sapphire Pressure.-

In these mechanisms, the correct pressure is from 1 to 11/4
ounces, measured at the sapphire. Adjust the spring (3) in
the tone -arm base if necessary.

Cabinet Leveling.-

If the sapphire fails to enter the starting groove, raise the

RECORD SEPARATOR

LEVER

LINK

'16"

MAIN CAM
AND GEAR

A'

DRIVE CAM
& GEAR

CRAN K

13

"E."

RECORD SUPPORT
SHAFT
RECORD SUPPORT CAM
RECORD SUP PORT

BELT DRUM

"4"

RECORD SEPARATOR

SHAFT

DRIVE GEAR

"10"

------.15'

TONE ARM SEGMENT -

CAM

'20"

RECORD SEPARATOR

CONTROL LEVER

BELT DRUM

13"
RATCHET LEVER
CONTROL CAM
STOP SWITCH STUD
SHORTING SWITCH
PAW L
STOP SWITCH

"17"
RECORD SEPARATOR

SWIVEL SHAFT

"c

----ON-OFF SWITCH
TONE ARM ELEVATING
ROD

SHORTING SWITCH

STUD

TRIP PAWL
TRIP LEVER

TONE ARM LEVER

Trip Lever

When the tone arm swings in the eccentric groove, the trip lever latch acts
on the ratchet lever to start the automatic cycle.

Ratchet Lever

Transfers motion from trip lever or

control lever to start automatic cycle by
allowing pawl to engage with sprocket
of safety clutch.

TONE ARM RETURN LEVER

Function of Principal Levers

Tone Arm Return Lever

and rotation of record separator knife
and shelf. The bushing on this gear
governs position of the ratchet lever.

Keeps tone arm moving in with

Control Cam and Lever

Tone Ann Elevating Lever
Directs vertical motion of tone arm.

In "manual" position, it keeps the motor stop switch closed, and disengages
the ratchet lever and safety clutch so
the mechanism cannot go into cycle.
In "automatic" position, it permits op-

eration of the ratchet lever, safety

Drive Cam Pawl and
Sprocket

(This is the "safety clutch")
Engages turntable spindle to drive gear

during cycle (see sketch "A").

clutch, and stop switch.
In "start -reject" position, it closes the
motor stop switch, and moves the
ratchet lever away from the drive cam

pawl, permitting the clutch to engage
and thus start the change cycle.

Drive Gear

Transfers rotation of turntable spindle
to main cam and gear when the clutch
is engaged.

Shorting Switch Pawl

Closes the pickup shorting switch when
the pickup is outside the 12 -inch landing position.

re,

ceding tone arm lever and provides
proper landing.

Tone Arm Elevating Rod
Transfers motion of elevating lever to
tone arm.

Record Separator

Lever Train
(Lever -Link -Crank)

Directs motion of separator knife and

shelf.

Separator Knife
Separates

record from stack and

sup-

ports stack during cycle.

Main Cam and Gear

Has four "tracks" which control horizontal and vertical motion of tone arm,

EIE

Tone Ann Lever

Separator Shelf

Directs horizontal motion of tone arm.

Supports stack during playing time.

RCA Models RP -160, 160-A, and 160-B
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Cycle of Operation
The changer can be conveniently rotated through the
change cycle by pushing the reject button and revolving the
turntable by hand. Eight turntable revolutions are required

for one change cycle. Block up the motor, so it is disengaged

from the drive disc, to permit easier manual rotation of the
turntable.

Explanation

Function

Turn Record Support to
10" or 1%, Position as
O

1.

Separator post positions itself by means of belt drive.

Desired

Place Records on Posts

1.

a.

0 Press Start Button

.°1.
2.
3.

Tone Arm Rises

1.

2.
3.

Tone Arm Moves Out

I.
2.
3.

Separator shaft is pushed down against its spring and carries segment -cam out of path of
index finger.
Reject lever moves in and pushes ratchet lever.
Ratchet lever is pushed out of eccentric step on main gear shaft and releases drive cam pawl.
Drive cam pawl engages cam sprocket and it revolves carrying drive gear with it.
Main cam ar.d gear revolves with drive gear.
Stud on tone arm lever rides in top track on main cam and directs movement of the lever.
Tone arm elevating lever rides up on ridge on main cam and pushes tone arm up by means of
elevating rod.

Tone arm lever pushes on trip lever stud.
Trip lever moves out.
Tone arm return lever is carried along by trip lever stud, and by stud on main cam top track.

after Gauging Thickness
of Record

Stud on separator lever follows main cam bottom track and directs the motion of the lever.
2. Through the separator link and crank, the separator lever turns the separator shaft.
Knife turns with shaft and strikes edge of bottom record.
3.
4. Separator shaft continues to revolve and teeth on inner circumference of knife ride up on
shelf teeth until knife is carried high enough against the action of spring 19 to move in over
top of record.

Record Drops to
Turntable

I. Separator shaft continues to turn until knife supports stack of records and shelf moves out
from under bottom record.

Record Knife Separates
Bottom Record from Stack

Tone Arm Moves In

Tone Arm Lowers Sapphire on to Record

Sapphire Moves In to

1.

1.

Separator shaft reverses rotation.

2. Tone arm lever moves away from trip lever stud.
3. Tone arm return lever pushes on trip lever stud.
4. Trip lever moves in.
1. Index finger on tone arm return lever moves against separator shaft to insure proper landing position.
2. Tone arm elevating lever rides down on main cam ridge thus lowering the elevating rod and
the tone arm.
3. Sepal for shaft returns knife to original position and allows stack of records to rest on shelf.

Record Groove

1.
2.

Record Begins to Play

3.
4.

Ratchet lever rides down into eccentric step on main gear shaft and blocks drive cam pawl.
Pawl is disengaged from drive cam sprocket.
Drive gear and main gear stop.
Tone arm lever moves into cam to maintain disengagement.

Replacing Sapphire in Pickup
UT

SAPPHIRE GUARD
SCREWS

WASHER
THREADED SHAFT

SAPPHIRE

SHOULDER

SAPPHIRE HOLDE

ISCOLOID DAMPER

SAPPHIRE GUARD

SAPPHIRE

Specifications- .Output at 400 cycles

through the hole in the viscoloid until the sapphire holder

Replacement of

Insert threaded shaft of replacement sapphire holder
through viscoloid and replace the washer and nut. Make sure
that the flat sides of the shaft are firmly in place in the clamp
and then. tighten the nut very carefully so as not to strip the
threads nor break the crystal. Replace the sapphire guard,
positioning it by means of the oversize screw slots. Make ter
that the sapphire and its supporting wire are centered in
tam
the guard. Tighten the guard screws. Before using, check to
see that the sapphire projects far enough beyond the guard
so that the guard will not strike the record. If necessary, bend

0.50 volts
Impedance at 1,000 cycles... 75,000 ohms

assembly comes free.

Complete Unit... Simply slide the unit out of the tone arm
and insert a new one.
Replacement of
Sapphire

Caution: Never bend the sapphire support

wire. Slide the pickup forward out of the
arm.

The nut on the sapphire holder assembly is locked by a

light cement (such as Glyptal). Extreme care should be used
when loosening the nut so that the twisting motion does not

the guard a little. Apply a drop of light cement (such as
Glyptal) to the sapphire nut holder.
Bend the spring contacts to make good contact with the

break the crystal.
Remove the two screws holding the sapphire guard in place

and take the guard off. Remove the small nut and washer on
the threaded shaft of the sapphire holder and push the shaft

RCA Models RP -160, 160-A, and

slides in the tone arm.
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Reti V174.6ea
MODELS VHR-2o2, VHR-2o7, VHR-4o7
Chassis No.

RC -548

RC -547

RC -547A

Home -Recording Radio -Phonograph Combinations

Recorder Operating Instructions
(PUSH BUTTONS.,

Preliminary. -

FULL

1. See that cutter is functioning correctly as outlined on

facing page.

2. Place recording disc on turntable with stud engaged in

.14

Of
POWER -BASS

CONTROL

11111.rou

s 10

TREBLE TONE

CONTROL

sPecom

one hole.

3. Turn on power -bass control, just past the click of the
Turn treble tone control full clockwise. Set
radio-phono volume control to soft, and microphone volume
power switch.

MAGIC EYE

-

control fully counter -clockwise.

Radio Recording.

1. Tune in the desired radio program.
2.. Turn service selector to position -3.3. Turn radio-phono volume control so the "Magic Eye"

=J

SOERK31 SW

vouJME '

CONTROL

just closes during loudest passages.

4. Push turntable switch "on."
5. Lift the recording arm, move it over so the stylus is
about 1/4 -inch inside the recording disc, and lower gently on

.,

117 -L -H

LIALEXIff_
/NIV
eir

/

MOT

LOUD

LOUD.
3

\

R

SERVICE
SELECTOR

TS1TM

, A TUNING
TIC
L

C

ELECR

\

MiCEORween Tow NG , EAROOE
VOLUME
CONTROL
SELECTOR

CONTROL

Controls on VHR-207 and VHR-407. Model VHR-202
Controls are identical, except "13" Band is omitted.

the disc.

6. During the recording, listen to the loudspeaker, watch
the "Magic Eye," and increase or decrease the radio-phono
volume control if the broadcast level becomes too low or
too high.
7. Use a fine hair brush occasionally to keep the area
immediately ahead of the stylus free from chips and threads.

& Before the cutter reaches its inner limit, lift the cutter
head and place on rest. Turn off the turntable switch and

remove the cuttings from the disc.
9. The recording may be "played -back" immediately: Turn
the service selector to "Victrola," push the turntable switch
"on," turn power -bass control fully clockwise, place pickup
needle in outer groove of the disc, and adjust the radio-phono
volume control. Use a new needle for play -back.

Microphone Recording.

-

1. Turn service selector to position "1."
2. Turn radio-phono volume control to its "off" position
to prevent feed -back and "howl."
3. Turn power -bass control just past the click of the power
switch. Turn treble -tone control full clockwise.

4. To obtain an approximate setting of the microphone
volume control before making a recording, talk into the

microphone (which should be left plugged into its receptacle
at all times) and adjust the microphone volume control so
the "Magic Eye" just closes. By talking in a fairly level

tone, and by maintaining the same distance between the

microphone and lips, the microphone volume control will not
require continual readjustment.
5. Start the turntable and place cutter on the disc.
6. Talk into the microphone to make the desired recording,
and re -adjust the microphone volume control if required, as
Indicated by the "Magic Eye. 7. Stop the recorder before it reaches its inner limit, turn
the microphone volume control counter -clockwise and play
back the recording as described in "9" above.

Re-Recording.A record may be re-recorded, or duplicated (that is, a
"copy" may be made from an "original") by connecting an
RCA Victrola Attachment (record player) to the "re-recording jack" on the rear of the radio chassis. The "original"
record is played on the RCA Victrola Attachment, and the
"copy" is cut or recorded on the Home Recorder.

The procedure is as follows:
1. Turn the service selector to position -I,"
2. Connect the RCA Victrola Attachment pickup cable to
the jack on rear of the Home Recorder radio chassis.
3.

Place the "original" record on the RCA Victrola At-

tachment, turn its volume control fully clockwise, and place
its pickup on the "original" record.
4. Adjust the radio-phono volume control so the "Magic
Eye" just closes on loudest passages, then lift pickup off the
RCA Victrola Attachment.
5. Start the recorder by pushing turntable switch "on," and
placing the recorder arm on the recording disc.
6. Put the RCA Victrola Attachment pickup arm on the

"original" record. The recorder will cut a duplicate of this
record, which may be played back as described previously.

Mixed Recording.The RCA Home Recorders have complete flexibility for
mixed recordings of radio, microphone, and phonograph. The
various possible combinations are clearly shown in the
illustration of the service selector control.
In mixed recordings, the radio-phono volume control

regulates the recording level for radio, and for the RCA

Victrola Attachment.
The microphone volume control regulates the recording
level of the microphone only. In using the microphone on
mixed recordings, or mixed PA, it should be placed as far as
possible from the loudspeaker and faced away from the loudspeaker to avoid feed -back howl. (An extension cord may
be added if necessary.)

"Rumble".
I. Excessive cutting pressure will cause rumble. The width
of the groove should almost equal, but not exceed, the distance between grooves.

Check the groove width each time a new stylus is used,

and each time a new disc is used.

2. When recording, use the maximum bass response, by
turning the power -bass control to "full" (just past the click
of the power switch).
3, On play -back, use the least bass response, by turning
the power -bass control to "speech" (full clockwise).

4. Be certain that the motor board and mechanism
"floating" free from the cabinet.
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Sears, Roebuck and Co. Automatic Record Changer
Models 101.220, 101.221, 101.223
SUMMARY OF MECHANISM OPERATION:

The capacity of the instrument is ten 120 or twelve 100 records.
To load, turn the two large lower blades AM (in top view) towards the center of the turnThen place the records over the turntable shaft allowing them to rest on
table, as shown.
To unload after playing, grasp under
the blades. To start operation, trip Reject button AP.
lower blade, lift slightly, and turn 180 degrees allowing them to fall into the notches proThere will then be no obstruction in taking the records off.
vided.
Set middle button AQ to 100 or 120 in accordance with size of records.
be of same size for each loading.

All records must

To change record anytime when needle is on the record, merely trip Reject button AP.
To play records one by one, turn changer blades back away from center of table, and set
Manual -Automatic button AR for Manual operation.
DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE CYCLE:

Push Reject button AP which releases latch CF (through reject link BG) that holds pawl
when CH is in starting (or neutral) position it is under sub -frame BJ and upon being released from latch CF engages with lugs on pinion DG which is rotating.
This turns main cam
gear DQ sufficiently to engage first tooth shown at CHA and continues to rotate it
for one
complete revolution, which constitutes one cycle of the changer.
Pinion DG is driven through
the train from motor pulley AD through the idler pulley AC which drives on the rim of turntable AB keyed to turntable shaft DA.
CH.

The pickup arm movement is controlled laterally by the pickup crank CB, the end of which
rides in the cam track DPA of cam gear DQ.

As the cam rim DPB slides on the head of lift pin CC raising pickup arm AJ, the roller
on pickup crank CB,
rolling in track DPA it forces outward (carrying outward with it pickup
arm AJ) into the concentric portion of track DPA.
While the pickup arm is swung out in the raised position and the cam gear continues, the
eccentric CE actuates the changer blades through eccentric arm CG, changer shafts CN and BC,
and tie bar BF.
ADJUSTMENTS AND SYNCHRONIZING:
1. To set changer blades, AM and AN, loosen screws on CM, BD, and CP, and place blade in
position shown in top view with top blades about 1/18" from the edge of a 12" record and cam
gear in neutral or playing position.
The tie bar BF should then be pivoted over to within
1/16" of sub -frame BJ with driving crank BD pointing straight out to left (machine in position shown' in bottom view).
Then screw clamps CM, BD, and CP tight.
2. To adjust the lift of the pickup arm,
should it hit under the lower blade AM or not
clear over 10-120 records, merely tighten or loosen (by small degrees) the hex head screw on
the under side of the pickup arm near the pivot end.
The lateral swing is controlled by crank CB riding in groove DPA.
To adjust the swing of pickup arm loosen the screw on the hub -of CS, plane a record
(preferably a 12" one) on the turntable, trip reject button and turn turntable by hand until
pickup arm AJ lowers to record. Just before the needle touches, stop turning and push the arm
sideways until the needle is about 3/32" from the edge of the record then continue to turn
turntable to see if it lands that distance from the edge.
Then tighten up the clamping screw
on pickup crank CB.

The tripping adjustment or latch adjusting screw CM controls the point at which the
mechanism picks up the pickup arm AJ and removes it to allow the next record to be dropped.
Should records not finish playing it is merely necessary to unscrew this screw until it comor should machine fail to trip at end of record, turn screw in so
pletes records properly,
that it will trip sooner.
REPLACING MOTOR:

Remove idler wheel AC and the three motor mounting screws AG.
Be sure to save metal
bushing spacers,
which slip inside of rubber grommets.
These prevent rubber from being
squeezed out of shape which would prevent proper cushioning of motor. Place motor of proper
rating in same position as present motor and replace spacers, washers and screws as before.

Alphabetically arranged index letters are used in -the illustrations and in the description to facilitate locating of parts in the illustrations.
Parts with the prefix letter °A°
will be found in the illustration of the top of the record changer.
Parts with the prefix
letter "B" and "C" will be found in the illustration of the bottom of the changer.
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11-2 CHANGER POSTS

AA

R -I25 TURNTABLE

AB

R-34 IDLER

AC

R-1211 MOTOR PULLEY

AD

1-37 IDLER SPRING

AE

R-12 IDLER BRACKET

AF

R-33 MOTOR

AG

143

AJ PICKUP ARM

AK PICKUP CARTRIDGE
(IN PICKUP ARM/

AL PICKUP REST

MOUNTING GROMMETS
1-111 ON -OFF SWITCH

AH

R4

AM LOWER BLADE

R-76

AN UPPER BLADE

R-77

AP REJECT BUTTON

140

AQ IV & 1r BUTTON

R410

AR MANUAL BUTTON 140

Sears, Roebuck and Co.

Automatic Record Changer

TOP OF CHANGER

R-13 MANUAL LINK

BA

R-6 SPRING CLIP

BB -

R-32 SHORT CHANGER
SHAFT

R-24 DRIVING CRANK
R-62 REJECT RETURN
SPRING

R-27 TIE BAR

CA PICKUP CRANK
SPRING

BC BD

R-133

CB PICKUP CRANK

R-01

CC LIFT PIN

1411

CD INDEX PLATE

R-57

CE ECCENTRIC

R -I6

CF PAWL LATCH

R-11

CG ECCENTRIC ARM

1-21

BE

CH STARTING PAWL

BF

CHA

1-61 REJECT UNK
R-56 INDEX LINK

CJ PAWL SPRING
BH

CLIPS
SPRING

CM DRIVING CRANK

CP DRIVING CRANK

BM

- CQ POST NUTS
1-123 MOTOR PLUG
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R-23

1-24

CN LONG CHANGER

IL

SHAFT
R-117 MOTOR CORD

R -I15

CL ECCENTRIC SLIDE

R-31 SUB FRAME
(SPECIFY RATING)
MOTOR
R-111 ON -OFF SWITCH

R-10

CK PICKUP CORD &

IIN

CR POST WASHERS

R-20
11-24

R-4
R-3

BOTTOM OF CHANGER
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RADIO RECORDING
Turn this control to the right until the switch

can be pushed with the fingers towards the center and wadded

clicks and the pilot light illuminates the dial. After 30 seconds when

up before removing. After the record is complete, raise the cutting
head to about a 45 -degree position, move it to the left and re-

VOLUME CONTROL

the tubes have become heated, adjust the recording volume as
described below.

The cutting head is in the large arm located at
the left of the turntable. To insert a stylus, lift the cutting head
arm vertically, loosen the set screw and insert the stylus with the
V-shaped point of the stylus up (See Fig. 1). Insert the stylus to
the full depth of the hole and tighten the set screw securely.
CUTTING HEAD.

Place a blank disk on the turntable, making
sure that the stud on the turntable projects through one of the
CUTTING RECORDS.

three small holes near the center of the disk. Tune in a radio
station as instructed in the section on radio operation. Turn the
selector switch to position 3 to connect the set for radio recording.

Increase the volume until the center and the outer ring of the
recording control flash. Reduce the volume slowly until the outer

ring just stops flashing on loud passages. The center of the recording control should be flashing most of the time without the
outer ring flashing for the proper recording level.

turn it to its rest. The record is now cut and is ready for immediate playing. To play this record merely turn the selector switch
to position 2 and proceed to play the phonograph as you ordinarily
would for any type of commercial record.

Shavings should not be allowed to accumulate around the stylus.
A soft brush will be of assistance in pushing the shavings towards
the center of the record during the cutting process.

The cutting head must not be allowed to cut too close to the
center of the record. The cutter should be lifted off the turntable
before the stylus reaches the label or the uncoated portion of the
record, as the fine point on the stylus will be damaged. Also do
not allow the stylus to touch the stud on the turntable.

When placing the cutting head on a record, lift the head to a

After the proper level of recording has been determined, raise the
cutting head to about 45 degrees and move it to the right until it is
over the edge of the record. Lower the cutting head gently to the
record. The radio program is now being recorded. As the record Is
being cut a small shaving will be thrown off from the stylus and
gradually will move towards the center, of the record. The shaving

45 -degree position and move the head over the starting position
on the record. Lower the head slowly to the record. If the stylus

is not over the correct starting position, raise the head to 45
degrees before moving to a new position. Never move the cutting
head until it is raised to a 45 -degree position.

ntme

SCREW

Sonora Radio
6 tube Combination
CUTTING ARM

TOTS {UMW MST
MUTTS UP SWOT

n.or seo or
STYLUS

FIGURE I

WTTmSSOSE

SPINDLE

la.STUD

1110111111

HOME BROADCASTING
SELECTOR SWITCH. When this knob is turned to Position 5, the
microphone is connected and can be used for home broadcasting
FAIMOOM
VOLUME CONTROL.

Turn this control until the switch clicks and

the loud speaker of the receiver. This is necessary, as the output
from the speaker will be fed back into the microphone and cause
a loud squeal or howl In order to do home broadcasting success.
fully ft is preferable to have the microphone in another room if

the pilot lights are illuminated. This control is used to determine the

possible. An extension cord can be obained for use with the

output of the microphone. In order to do home broadcasting It is
necessary to have the microphone as far away as possible from

microphone in order to place the microphone a long distance from
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the loud speaker.
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S'I'ROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

DELUXE AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER

The deluxe record changer automatically plays sixteen 10" records or
twelve 12" records at one set-up, or fourteen 10" and 12" records inter -mixed. Each
of the three posts has two plates; the
lower one on which the records rest is the
shelf plate, the upper one is the selector
plate which takes from the bottom of the
stack the next record to be played
and releases it to the turntable. To load
for automatic operation, see that all
three shelf plates are turned down toward
the turntable, then place the stack of
records to be played over the turntable
spindle so that they rest on the three
shelf plates.
Then see that pointer on control
switch is set on "A" (automatic), and
press "start" button to put changer in
(What are here called the
operation.
selector plates of the changer are commonly known among service men as "blades" or
"knives", names which are best avoided
when talking to the user, as they may convey an exaggerated impression of sharpness
or danger in the movement of these parts.)
To reject a record (or to start a
change cycle as for testing purposes),
simply press the "reject" button at any
time while needle is upon a record. To
play manually, turn shelf plates up, set
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pointer on "M" (for manual), then place a
record on turntable and press "start"
button to switch on motor, then place
pick-up arm into position on record.
The changer can be turned off at any
If
time by pressing down on stop button.
changer is left running, no damage will be
done, as it will shut off automatically
after the last record has been played.
TO CHECK OILING

(a) If squeaks are heard, compare the
squeak with and without a load of records;
any stack of records in motion is likely
to squeak a little against a pin through
This can be corrected by
their center.
rubbing a little wax on the turntable
spindle.
(b) "Caution": Do not oil felt washers on
the two idler wheels as centrifugal force
will throw the excessive oil out over the
edge of idler wheel and cause loss of
(The purpose of
traction to turntable.
the felt washer is to silence the idler
wheel operation and should not be used as
an oil wick.
(c) Check the two oil wicks on the motor
to see that they are thoroughly
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(d) Check lubrication on turntable spindle
The top bearings can be oiled
bearings.

by removing turntable (When replacing
turntable, care should be taken not to
injure rubber idler wheels.) Then oil
lower bearings from below.
(e) Check lubrication at all other bearing
points.
TROUBLE SHOOTING:

Cases of failure to operate satisfactorily will generally be found due to
either neglect of proper lubrication, to
tampering with the mechanism after it
leaves the factory, or to injuries accidentally sustained as by external vibration or by impact of some heavy object.
In addition, there is always the possibility that any kind of spring may "go dead"
(cease to operate without any visible
breakage), even though the utmost factory
precautions are taken against it -- or
that set screws may work loose due to exFor tightening set
ternal vibration.
screws, an Allen (hexagon) wrench is reBe sure that set screws are
quired.
properly seated on the holes or flats
Damage from tampering is likely
provided.
Never
to take the form of bent parts.
bend any part during examination.
(1) MECHANISM IS SLOW IN STARTING, OR
MOTOR GETS HOT
(a)
(b)
(c)

Check lubrication. 011 if necessary.
See oiling instructions.
Check voltage. Line voltage may be
abnormally low or high.
Motor windings damaged.
If windings
are found damaged, remove motor and
return it to factory for repair or
replacement.

(2) MOTOR FAILS TO RUN, EVEN WHEN IT IS
ENTIRELY DISCONNECTED FROM OTHER
WIRING AND PROPER VOLTAGE IS APPLIED
DIRECTLY TO THE TWO ENDS OF ITS
WINDINGS
This indicates trouble in motor windUnless damage is easily seen
ings.
and repaired, replace motor, as above
described.
(3)

MOTOR IS SLOW IN STARTING

(a) Changer may have been in a very cold
place and may not yet have reached
Give it a fair
room temperature.
chance to get warmed up before concluding that motor is defective and
proceed as in Paragraph 2 above.
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(b) The changer is equipped with a constant speed self-starting motor.
Under all normal conditions it starts
automatically and runs at correct
speed.

(4) SQUEAKS OR OTHER NOISES, DURING PLAYING OF RECORDS
Check oiling as directed above.
(If
squeaks are heard, they will usually
be found to come from the records not from the mechanism.)
See "To check oiling".
(5) CHANGER IS NOISY WHEN IN CYCLE
Check oiling. Also see If any part
has become loose or bent and Is rubbing against a moving part.

(6) MOTION OF PICK-UP TOWARD TURNTABLE
SPINDLE WILL NOT TRIP CHANGER MECHANISM

See that control switch pointer is
not set on "M" (MANUAL).
(7) PRESSING PUSH BUTTON DOES NOT TRIP
CHANGER MECHANISM
(a) See that control switch pointer is
not set on "M" (Manual).
(b) Check control switch assembly (Fig.
17) to see whether there is an obstruction or a bent or loose part.
Also check for loose set screws in
switch knob.
(c) Follow through on action from the
push button to switch latch (90)
and see that every part is operating properly.
(6) SETTING POINTER ON "M" (MANUAL)
FAILS TO PUT CHANGER MECHANISM OUT
OF ACTION SO AS TO ENABLE MANUAL
OPERATION
(a) Check for loose set screw in control
switch knob.
(b) Also check for loose or bent parts
and be sure that manual latch (91)
is holding the trip link rod to keep
it from moving.
(9) TONE ARM FALLS OFF RECORD

Needle lands too close to edge of
record.
Not adjusted in far enough.
(Check Adjustment #1.)
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Adjustment /1: ADJUSTING LANDING
POSITION OF NEEDLE ON THE RECORD
FIGURE

The position at which needle
lands on record can be adjusted by
inserting screw driver through
needle landing adjusting hole just
in back of tone arm (shown in Fig.
1).
For adjusting the needle
landing on a 10" record, insert
screw driver into slot in 10" adjusting stud.
For adjusting the
needle landing on a 12" record,
insert screw driver into the slot
in 12" adjusting stud (See Fig.2).
Turn very slightly clockwise or
counter -clockwise to move needle
landing in or out. The factory
adjustment of the needle landing
is 1/8' in from the outer edge of
the record.
(See Fig. 1).

I

NEEDLE LANDING
ADJUSTING HOLE

SCREW
DRNER

FIGURE 2

10 ADJ. STUD
I2 ADJ. STUD
Adjustment #2:
ADJUSTMENT

TONE ARM HEIGHT

To adjust, insert screw
driver Into adjusting screw (6)
through tone annheightadjusting
hole in tone arm (1), shown above;
to increase height to which tone
screw clockwise;
to lower, turn counter -clockwise.
The tone arm elevating pin (12)
presses against this screw which
should be adjusted so that the
distance between the point of
needle (in tone arm (1) ) and the
turntable is 1-3/8" to 1-1/2",
which is the equivalent of approximately sixteen 10" records.

Adjustment #7: CHANGER PLATE
SYNCHRONIZATION
The synchronization of changer plates can be checked by placing one 10° record on the shelf
plates.
Then start a change cycle
allowing it to continue until
plates are just about ready to release the record.
It can then be
determined which plate is either
slow or fast (See Fig. 12). This
plate can then be adjusted by
loosening the tap clamp screws
(49) on the tape clamp plate (48)
which hold the tape (47) from
slipping on the pulley (36) (See
Fig. 11).
Then slightly move
changer plate whatever is necessary
to synchronize it with the other
two plates so that record will
drop evenly.
Then tighten tape
clamp screws (49) securely.
(Also
check adjustment 16).
NOTE: Tape line (47) should have
a very slight amount of
slack.
Check by grasping
tape line with thumb and
index finger and moving it
In and out approximately
5/8° witt a moderate
pressure.

00000

TONE ARM
HEIGHT ADJ.
HOLE

.1

WA

.2
AN

CLAMP ASSEM

TUR

OWN BELOW

0 0 4D 4)

FIGURE

4D (D

3

0

RECORD SHOULD DROP
FROM 3 POINTS AT THE
SAME TIME

FIGURE II
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SETTING CAM ADJUSTMINT

off power supply to motor when stop lever is contacting

eccentric
Then, by means of the adjusting screw (81) set stop lever so that there will be approximately 1/64" minimum overlap on
instead of holding onto eccentric studs, while measuring tone arm
If
there
is
not
enough
overlap,
the
stop
lever
will
slide
off
studs.
If there is too much overlap, then stop lever will not release tone arm and allow it to track in on record after
(1) landing position.
change cycle is completed.

First start a change cycle and release 10" record to turntable, then shut
stud, on location plate (73).

Adjustment #8:

FIG. 14

TONE ARM UP

64

MIN. WITH
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WEBSTER-CHICAGO
OPERATING AND SERVICE INSTRUCTIONS No. 2025

RECORDER MECHANISM
This recording mechanism Is designed to record
on blanks which have not been pregrooved.
The
grooves are cut into a blank disc by the recording needle located In the cutter cartridge (16).
Grooves are cut in the record laterally at the
rate of 98 lines per Inch.
The cutting arm assembly (17) Is driven from
below the motorboard through a gearing arrangement which operates on the friction clutch drive
principle.
It is most important after a record
has been cut to place the recording arm in the
rest to keep it from moving, as the gearing
mechanism Is in continuous operation, while the
turntable is running, and if allowed to suspend
of its own free weight, the cutting arm assembly
(17) will automatically travel toward the center
of the turntable and damage the recording needle
and turntable.
SELECTION OF RECORDING NEEDLES

This recorder uses a short type recording needle having a length of approximately 5/8" and a
shank diameter of approximately 1/16". At the
present time there are three common types of recording needles suitable for home recording.
A very popular needle is the low priced carbon
steel type which is hardened and ground. This
type of needle will cut from 6 to 30 recordings,
depending on size and hardness of blank. This
relatively short life is due to the inability of
the hardened edge to maintain its shape and form
when cutting a series of records at normal cutting depth. This needle has a "V" shaped edge
and requires less pressure than the next two
types which will be mentioned. One thing to remember is that a recording needle is similar to a
lathe cutting tool, and the harder tne point
the longer the life and the better the finished
product.
The second and most popular kind of recording
needle is made of various types of metal shank
with special alloy or precious metal -inserted
point.
In recent years there have been a number
of developments In applying a special hard metal
insert to a softer metal shank.
Among these is
the Stellite. This needle will maintain a uniform cutting edge for 30 to 60 recordings, depending on size and hardness of disc, They may
be resharpened from six to eight times at nominal
costs.

The third recording needle is the sapphire,
which is next in hardness only to the diamond.
While sapphire needles have by far the hardest
cutting edge; they offer a disadvantage in their
brittleness.
They are likely to chip if severely
jarred or dropped on a medium hard surface. Be
very careful when using a sapphire needle. This
type can also be re -sharpened from six to eight
times.

These last two types of recording needles mentioned have slightly rounded points which
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requires somewhat more needle pressure than the
first type. These needles, however, record with
less surface noise.
One of the most important requirements of a recording needle is a highly polished cutting edge.
During actual cutting, the recording needle generates an unusual amount of friction heat, causing
needle wear. A recording needle is considered
worn when background hiss becomes objectionable
or when the cut thread is ragged.
SELECTION OF RECORD BLANKS

The same care taken In choosing needles should
be used in selecting recording blanks. At present a large number of record blanks are advertised as being "the most satisfactory", but it is
well to remember that the finished record is only
as good as the blank on which it has been recorded.
It will be found that several types of
blanks can be cut with various results.
If your
recordings are to be short lived and there is not
too much concern about frequercy response or surface noise, inexpensive blanks can be used.
If,
however, records are to be permanent and have
clarity and distinction of speech or music, with
a minimum of background noise, more expensive recording discs are recommended.
Record blanks are available in 6", 8", 9", 10",
and 12". These sizes can be recorded with this
mechanism, provided the turntable is as large or
larger than the outside diameter of the recording blank.
Past experience has proved '-hat a steel or aluminum base disc provides the most permanent record.
Inexpensive blanks invariably use paper or
fibre bases which have a dipped or sprayed coating.

In selecting blanks, a visual inspection of the
surface will determine whether it can be used. A
soft surface that will show a lightly pressed
fingernail mark, will have a tendency to gum up
as the record is being cut. Considerable chatter
will also be introduced into the recording if the
shavings are not cleanly cut due to softness of
the coating.
A good recording is one in which
the grooves appear shiny after they have been cut.
Some blanks are made of hard material and should
be cut with a sapphire needle. The main disadvantage of a hard surface recording blank is that
during the cutting process the recording needle
chips the surface of the record and causes excessive needle wear. After a few experiments you
will find the blank most suited to your particular needs.

OPERATING THE RECORDER
A close inspection of the recording needle will
show it to have a flat spot on the shank opposite
the cutting face. It is important that the needle be inserted in the cutter cartridge (See
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16 - Fig. 2) with the flat spot toward the front,
so that the "needle screw" bears against the flat
spot.

First be sure that volume level and recorder
level settings are satisfactory, then lift the
recording arm (17) off the rest and place the recording needle on the record approximately 1/4' in
from the outside edge of the record, allow the
recorder to operate and cut several grooves for
the beginning of the record, then turn the volume
control up to a previously established setting
for proper recording level, and give -signal that
It is important that a
the record is being cut.
constant level be maintained by carefully watching the volume level indicator. The recording
process can be continued until the recording head
comes to within approximately 1/4" of the paper label, at which time the volume control should be
turned back to "0" and several blank grooves allowed to be cut. This completes the recording.
Then raise recording arm (17) and return to rest.

It will be noted that the grooves of the record,
after the record has been cut, will be shiny;
when playing back a new recording, the grooves
will turn to a slightly dull finish. This is a
normal condition. Fibrous or cactus needles are
not recommended, as such needles do not have a
uniform point and often deposit a fibrous lint in
the record grooves.

CUTTER CARTRIDGE ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The cutter cartridge Is of the crystal type and
it reflects a capacitative load to the output of
the amplifier stage. DC voltage should never be
The amplifier
applied across its terminals.
should deliver from two to three watts of audio
power and the cutter requires from 100 to 150
volts AC, but should never be overdriven as permanent damage will usually result.
ADJUSTMENTS
1.

CAUTION

To preserve the point on the recording needle,
always hold cutter cartridge (16) up by needle
screw when lowering cutting arm (17) to record.
When cutting arm (17) stops its downward motion,
lower recording needle gently to record blank
while turntable Is revolving.
TIMING YOUR RECORDS

The approximate length of time required for
cutting the various size records at 78 RPM is as
follows:
6"
8"
10"
12"

size,
size,
size,
size,

each
each
each
each

side,
side,
side,
side,

1.5
2.5
4.0
5.5

minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes

For beat results, rehearse your selection and
time it for recording. This will permit you to
space it out on the record and insure against
using up the entire record before your selection
After the recording is finished, do
Is finished.
not lift the recording needle from the record until you have cut several extra grooves with volume control turned to "0".

When cutting a record it will be noticed that
the threads coming from the grooves will tend to
gather toward the middle of the record. The
threads may start winding up adjacent to the
If so, keep a soft
groove which is being cut.
brush handy to brush them toward the center pin
as each 1/2" of groove is cut. On small 6" or 8"
records there are not enough threads present, as
a rule, to cause trouble.
When cutting 10" or 12" blanks, however, there
is a possibility of threads accumulating under
the recording needle, which would tend to ease
the needle pressure and cause a momentary skip or
defect on the record. By keeping the threads
brushed toward the center and away from the recording needle, the surface being cut remains
clean, Insuring a satisfactory recording.
PLAYING THE RECORD BACK

After the record has been completed and the
threads brushed from the record, it is possible
to immediately play this record back by use of
the play -back pick-up.

too

RECORDERS, AUTOMATIC CHANGERS

Cutting Needle Pressure Adjustment

The pressure on the recording needle can be varied by the pressure adjustment thumbnut (23).
This adjustment determines the depth of cut or
thickness of the thread cut from the record blank,
All recorders are adjusted at the factory to produce approximately 1-1 ounce recording needle
pressure. However, it may be necessary to re -adjust, due to type of recording needle or record
blank used.
A good idea of the depth of cut can be had by
examining the grooves in the record with a magnifying glass. When using an ordinary steel recording needle, the groove should be 30% and the
space between grooves 70%. When using a sapphire
recording needle, the width of the grooves should
be about equal to the space between them, that is,
50% groove and 50% space.
The cut thread can be measured with a micromeIt must
It should be approximately .0015.
be remembered that the depth of cut directly affects the motor speed, and RPM loss between recording and play -back is usually the result of
cutting too deep.
ter.

The variation in the hardness of the record
coating on different types of record blanks will
have to be compensated for by correctly adjusting
Hard coated
pressure adjustment thumbnut (23).
record blanks will need more pressure and soft
coated blanks less pressure to obtain the recommended .0015 inches depth of cut.
To increase recording needle pressure or thickness of thread, turn pressure adjustment thumbnut
(23) clockwise, (looking from front end of cutting arm assem. (17)). Turning thumbnut (23)
counter -clockwise will decrease needle pressure
Before making any presand thickness of thread.
sure adjustment, be sure that a good sharp recording needle is used and that it has been properly inserted.
2.

Height of Cutting Arm Adjustment

To check for proper height adjustment, raise
the recording cartridge (16) by the needle screw
until it is felt to touch the cutting arm (17).
The recording needle point should then be approxIf the
imately 1/8" above the record surface.
height must be readjusted, loosen lock nut (13),
adjust screw (12) to the proper height, and
tighten nut (13).
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3.

Cutter Cartridge Vertical Stop Adjustment

With the recording needle resting on a record,
raise the cutting arm (17) slowly, (watching cutting arm (17) and recording needle). There
should be from 3/16" to 1/4" vertical motion of
the cutting arm before the recoraink needle lifts
This will allow free vertical movefrom record.
ment of the cutter cartridge, and compensate for
any slight wobble of the turntable or record. To
get slightly more or less movement, bend the
cartridge vertical stop lug" on male pivot (19),
which bears against cutting arm, either up or
down.

If recordfng needle is cutfluid, then replace.
ting through coating on blank into the metal disc,
It indicates oil on clutch, or that clutch needs
more pressure. To increase clutch pressure,
tighten nuts (32) slightly.
INSTALLATION OF RECORDER MECHANISM

Loosen
assem.
Remove
Remove
Remove

1.

2.
3.
4.

screw (11) and remove cutting arm
(17) from mechanism.
post cover (24) and screw (18).
large nut (26) and washer (27).
snap plug buttons covering mounting

holes.

Cutting Arm Horizontal Travel Stop Adjustment

4.

The travel stop should be adjusted so that cutting arm (17) will stop before recording needle
reaches the paper label on record blank. To adjust, first raise cutting arm (17) and slightly
loosen screw (11), move arm clockwise until the
"horizontal travel stop lug" bears against stopping point on casting, continue clockwise motion
of cutting arm (17) until recording needle is
1/8" away from paper label, raise cutting arm and
If cutting needle
tighten screw (11) securely.
cuts into paper label, then repeat procedure.
OILING

The recorder mechanism has been lubricated at
the factory and should not require any lubrication for one year. After one year, oil at the
five points indicated on sketch, with a few drops
of good, light machine oil.
CAUTION
Never oil the friction clutch (29) at any time,
as it will result in clutch slipping and cutter
arm (17) standing still In one place Instead of
feeding in properly. If cork or felt washer (29)
have become oily, remove.and clean with suitable

Insert shaft of mechanism up through large
mounting hole in base plate.
Mesh fibre gear (4) with pinion gear on turn6.
table spindle.
Assemble large washer and nut on shaft
7.
threaded portion protruding up from base
plate, and tighten nut thumb tight.
Remove turntable and insert screw (18)
8.
through hole in base plate into hole in
mechanism.
Check gear mesh clearance between fibre
9.
gear (4) and pinion gear on turntable
It must run freely without
spindle.
binding.
10. Tighten screw (18) securely.
11. Tighten large nut (26) securely.
12. Assemble post cover (24).
13. Assemble cutting arm assembly and tighten
screw (11).
14. Adjust as outlined In Adjustments #1 to

5.

#4.

The Webster -Chicago recording mechanism unit is
constructed of a minimum number of working parts,
and in operation is simple and reliable. As with
all mechanical instruments, occasional minor adjustments may be necessary.

Additional information, if necessary, can be
had upon application to the manufacturer.

REPLACEMENT PARTS:

When ordering replacement parts for this mechanism, refer to the part number of the entire mechanism in addition to the numbers and names of parts shown above. Where no part number Is given, part
cannot be separately supplied; therefore, order the assembly containing it.
REPLACEMENT PARTS LIST
MODEL 25 -- RECORDER ASSEMBLY
Location

Part
Number

Part Name

1

21A044

Gear shaft drive pin.
Gear shaft worm.
Recorder base & bushing assembly.
Worm & vertical shaft gear
assembly.
Vertical shaft.
Gear shaft spacer.
Shaft & helical gear assembly.
Recorder base sub -assembly
(includes parts from 1 to 7).
Cutting arm hinge pin)l
(See Note)
Cutting arm hinge

2

3

4
5
6

7

Fig. 1

21B179

8
9

10

11
12
13

14
15
16

(12A825
(12A631
26A079
26A080
26A078
12A994
21A046
21A050

Swivel head clamp sleeve.
Swivel head clamp.
#6-32x¢" R.H.M. screw.
#6-32x5/8" R.H.M. screw.
#6-32 hex. nut.
Spring adjusting lug.
Cartridge spring.
Cutter cartridge (crystal type
X -26U).

_

Location
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Part
Number

Part Name

Cutting arm assembly (dark brown
hammerloid finish).
26A075
#8-32x3/4" R.H.M. screw.
Male pivot.
21A024
#2-56x1/8' R.H.M. screw.
26A081
#6-3221/4" S.T. screw.
26A076
Adjusting screw support.
21A149
Pressure adjustment thumb nut.
12A712
Recorder post cover.
12A764
Recorder shaft & clutch assembly.
11A851
Recorder base nut.
26A071
Recorder base washer.
25A015
Recorder arm post gear.
21A032
Cork friction washer.
(21A028
Felt Washer.
(25A072
Stationary friction plate.
21A027
Ball bearing & retainer assembly.
11A781
#10-32 hex. nut (2 required).
26A077
Washer (3 required).
12A692
250.519 Washer (1 required).
Friction clutch spring.
21A045
#8-32x1/4' R.H.S.T. screw.
26A074
21B078C

.

NOTE.-See 21B078C, Location 17, Fig. 2 for complete assembly.
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RECORDING TECHNIQUE
RECORDING LEVEL
The purpose of the volume indicator lights is to provide the operator with a means of determining
first that the recorded sound is sufficiently loud to give satisfactory
results, and secondly to prevent any
tendency to over -cut or distort.
The white indicator light will flash
in response to the music or speech,

the brightness varying with the intensity of the sound. It flickers al-

most continuously during the recording but will be

out during

pauses in the program or speech.
The red indicator light responds only
occasionally as a result of loud
passages.

On soft passages, the white light
will be dim but the volume control
need not necessarily be increased.
If the red light flashes slightly, on
occasion, no harm will be done but,
if this light is on almost continuous-

groove as it has been cut in the

the needle will tend to cut com-

plished, for home use, by means of a

one groove to the next, producing
distortion and eventually allowing

blank. This can best be accom-

reading glass or magnifying glass.

The depth of cut, which is determined by the needle pressure on the
blank, should be such that the width
of the groove is approximately the
same as that of the "land" or the
width between grooves. The importance of the depth of the cut cannot be over -emphasized, since too

light a cut, or too heavy a cut will
tend to distort. Too light a cut may
cause the play -back needle to jump

out of the groove, while too heavy
a cut may produce "wows" due to
slowing down the speed of the turn-

table, and will tend to allow the
needle to cut completely through the
side walls.

pletely through the side walls from

the play -back needle to jump completely through the groove wall and

into the next groove. This condi-

tion is known as "over -cutting" and
is shown in Fig. 9. The proper depth
of cut and the proper recording level
(or loudness of recording) are abso-

lutely essential; attention to these
details is just as important as the
settings of a fine camera for the best
results.

After further experience with the
equipment is gathered, such adjustments as the depth of cut, or needle
pressure, will probably be best de-

termined by an inspection of the
thread cut out of the blank. This

Fig. 6 shows a groove which is cut

thread, for normal cut, should have

approximately fifty-fifty cut, which
is generally preferred.

coarse human hair and should not
be crinkly. An experienced operator

ly, the recording level is too high and
overcutting with resultant distortion
and damage to the record will result.

When the cutter is actually recording sound or music, the needle has a
sidewise movement and the result is

thread whether the depth of cut ad-

A little experience on the part of
the operator will soon allow him to
judge certain passages on which the

to cut or modulate the side of the
groove. Under a reading or magni-

volume control may be turned
slightly higher in order to give satis-

factory results or, if loud passages
are being recorded, times at which

the volume should be lowered
slightly.

DEPTH OF CUT
After the machine has been set up
and properly adjusted, careful atten-

tion should be paid to the actual

Fig. 6-eroev Tee Llekt
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too light, and Fig. 7 a groove of

the approximate consistency

fying glass this shows up as an
irregular "wavy" groove. The irregularities in the groove are determined by the pitch and volume

of

can tell by the inspection of the

justment is correctly set and can

gain a good idea of the condition of
the cutting needle. Further information can be gained by observing the
manner in which the thread leaves
the needle during the actual process
of cutting. Under proper conditions,

the thread should throw approxi-

of the sound being recorded.

mately one -sixteenth inch away from

Fig. 8 shows a properly modulated
groove. The volume at which the
sound is recorded becomes particu-

blank and, as the recording head

larly important because, at too low
a level the music will appear thin

and weak when it is played back.
If the recording level is too high,

the needle toward the inside of the
nears the inside, the needle will be
forced to continually push the accumulated cuttings toward the center

of the turntable. Should the thread
have a tendency to pile up or tangle
immediately ahead of the recording

Fig. 7-Correct "reeve
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Fig. 10-10 loci Record Willi.

needle, lift the recording arm off the
blank, loosen the needle screw, and

retighten; the resulting minute
change in the angular position of

Ng. 11-12 Lai Record Staffing

and stations. In a similar manner,
differences in tone quality when the
microphone is used can be partially
compensated for.

the needle will probably correct the
trouble.

Experience will also show that
radio or
when recording
from the microphone slight adjustments of the Radio Tone Control will

be helpful in order to achieve the
best and most uniform results. This

follows from the fact that some
broadcasting stations and certain
programs are broadcast with few
low frequencies or with excessive
high frequencies. The more experienced operator can compensate for
these differences as he becomes familiar with the various programs

CARE OF
HOME RECORDINGS

Too much emphasis cannot be
placed on the necessity of protecting
home recordings from dirt, dust, or

abuse by mishandling. The higher
the quality of the blank itself, the
more susceptible it is to damage
from any of the above factors.
Ordinary phonograph records are
much harder than home recordings

and the dirt and dust affects them
only as an abrasive. In the case of
home recordings, the material is

softer, and the dirt and dust

0-41rimov Preperly glodidefed
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is

actually embedded in the material
itself by the pressure of the playback tone arm so that it cannot then
be removed. The effect of this embedded dirt and dust is to quickly
add scratch or hiss. In addition, a
high quality home recording blank
should not be touched on the surface

to be recorded and should be kept
in a cool dry place both before and
after recording.
The tone arm on your phonograph

operates at a 2 ounce needle pres-

sure and is of a newer, more expensive type than is found on other
machines. Because home recording
blanks are softer than regular records, this light needle pressure will
do much to preserve their life even
after many play -backs.

Fig. 5-Groove Overcu$
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TELEVISION-AlignmentProcedure

I TONE-conTRot

sm.

Mt

Cathode -Ray Alignment is the preferable method. Connecrions for the oscillograph are shown on the schematic
Output Meter Alignment. -11 this method is used, connect
the meter across the voice coil, and turn the receiver volume
control to maximum.
Test Oscillator.-For all alignment operations, connect the
low side of the test oscillator to the receiver chassis, and keep
the oscillator output as low as possible to avoid a -v -c action.
Calibration Marks.-The tuning dial is fastened in the
cabinet and can not be used for reference during alignment
Therefore calibration marks have been stamped in the plate
on the front of the chassis as shown in the accompanying
drawing. These marks are used for reference during align-
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Dial Indicator Adjustment.-With the gang condenser in

full mesh, the indicator should point to the extreme left (low
frequency) mark on the dial scale.

Steps

Connect the high
aide of the

Tune test

inc. to-

test-oar. to-

1

Antenna
Terminal

Tube and 7 rintoacc Locations

dial to-

Adjust the follow ing for maximum
peak output

Quiet Point

C3 and C4
(2nd 1-F Trans.)

Turn radio

455 kc

between
1.720-1,500 Irk

1,500 kc

calibration
mark

600 kc

600 kc
calibration
mark

CI and C2
(1st 1F Trans.)

2

1,500 kc
3

Ant. terminal
in series with
200 mmfd.
4

CS (osc.)

C6 (ant.)

LI (osc.):'

Repeat step 3.

c

'' Rock gang condenser slightly while adjusting LI.

Note.-Oscillator tracks above signal.

..,.

Adjustments For Push -Button Tuning

I,,AROAC

PULLEY

,,,,,c,,
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'

The push -buttons should be adjusted for six favorite sta-

PULLEY/

tiona after the receiver has been operating for a brief warm -MAX ..-7
CAPACiTv
up period. Each button may be set up to any standard
broadcast station. The preferable arrangement is to adjust

for stations in the order of frequency, from low to high. Proteed as follows:
I. Loosen the push buttons by turning counter -clockwise
about one turn from their tight position so they turn freely.
2. Check to be sure the Phono-Radio Switch is in "Radio"

ss

'Ne

N

PLATE

DIAL

-,s,o1c.siou
DRIVE coati

N.

N

,

INDKATOR

NN,

I

\N

2 TuRN

position.

3. Press in push-button No. I (left) as far as it will go
without undue pressure, hold in, retune station with manual

DRUM SHOWN WITH GANG AT

MAXIMUM CAPACITY.

control if necessary for best reception, and then carefully
tighten up the button. Do not tighten more than 1/4 turn
after the screw begins to grip or damage to the mechanism
may result

4. Proceed in a similar manner for the remainder of the
push -buttons.

5. Insert the station marker tabs in the recesses above the

-

DRUM

Dial -Indicator and Drive Mechanism
Refer to "Alignment Procedure" for explanation of the
"calibration marks" shown in this drawing.

push -buttons.
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RECORD! 0

OPERATING

I NSTRUCT I ONS

Viewing the top of the RECORDIO, there are seen to be five
control knobs located near the front of the equipment, labelled
There
and "TIMING".
"TONE", "SW -BC",
"ROTOR", "VOLUME",
are also four other controls of the push button type,placed to
the immediate left of the'dial.

The control marked "voLumr is the volume oontrol soul
The first fractional part of its clockwise
turn actuates the line switch, after which the remainder of the

off -and -on switch.

turn increases volume.
turned to the left.

To

decrease

volume,

the

A-85 TABLE TYPE

control is

is the wave change switch to
The switch labelled "SW -BC"
Turned to the
change frcc short wave to broadcast reception.
turned to the
left, it is indexed for broadcast reception,
right, it is indexed for short wave reception.
The control marked "TUNING" tunes the receiver over the
and the white pointer will be seen to
two frequency bands,
travel under the edge illuminated dial.
"TONE" is for properly controlling the
The control marked
fidelity of radio reception and phonograph reproduction. Turned
the bass notes are emin a clockwise or right hand direction,
the treble
phasized --turned in a counter -clockwise direction,
As it serves no other purpose, the tone
notes are emphasized.
control does not function during recording.
stopping
The control labelled "ROTOR" is for atertinc and
Turning this control to the right, causes the
the
motor
will
table to rotate, end when turned to the left,
the turn -table.
stop.

of conThe four push button controls are for the purpose
which are,
trolling the different functions of the equipment,
phonograph
No.
1,
beginning at the farthest back controlt
No. 2, public address; tdc. 3, microphone recording;
playback;
These are all plainly indexed on the
radio recording.
No. 4,
ie desired to have
When it
dial immediately to their right.
after the RECORDIO has served in one of
radio reception only,
one
of
the
buttons
remaining
in the "up"
ite other functions,
This will release any
position should be pushed down part way.
button from its down position and will adjust the equipment for
simple radio reception.

A-87 .
A-88
A-90

PORTABLE
CONSOLE

RECORDING

whereby
To use this equipment as recording mechanism,,
other activities picked up by the
radio programs and various
microphone can be imperishably preserved on a record, first of
all a blank RECORDIO DISC should be placed on the turn -table,
of the three small
so that the record driving pin engages one
holes near the center of the record.
After this procedure, the cutting arm, which is the arm on
the right of the equipment, should be raised up to an angle of
approximately 45 degrees ao that the lateral feed will be disengaged, and the arm wrung over so that the cutting stylus will
come in contact with the near outside of the record blank when
the arm is lowered.
Recording Radio
After having done the above, button No. 4 should be pushed
Pushed down to its first
will be accomplished with normal
rather high for the
volume from the loud speaker, which le
Pushed down in its second position, the recording
usual room.
will be accomplished in the same manner but the speaker output
will be diminished to a comfortable volume.
This button has two positions.
down.
the radio recording
position,

it ie desired to
Tune in a station, the program of which
no that the magic eye just
record. Adjust the volume control
Turn
on
the
*wive'
switch
and
again
check
the ampliclose..
tude of recording, being sure that the eye segment just closes
without overlap, on the loudest volume passages.
If it is found necessary to readjust the wetting at the
volume control during a reeording, this should be lone slowly,
definitely notioeable
in volume will be
as an abrupt change
the volume control
When recording,
when playing the record.
serve. only as a means for adjusting the alerage 'volume on the
expression
of
instrunssita
muac or vocal seand the
record,
lections will be impaired if loud and .oft passages ere compensated fbr by either -decreasing or increasing the volume.

TUBE POSITIONS

Oiling

Although frequent oiling of the RECORDIO motor is not required, the use of a small amount of oil judiciously applied,
two or three times a year, will suffice to maintain the equipment in good order.

by applying upward pressure to
1. - Remove the turn -table
lightly tapping the end
the rim of the table, at the same time
of the turn -table center post with a small tool.
2. - Apply several drops of electric motor oil to the side
of the motor shaft, allowing the oil to run down into the upper
bearing.

using only
3. - Oil the idler wheel bearing,
drops of the oil so that it will not run out onto

one or two
the rubber

rim of tile wheel.

4. - The lower motor bearing may be lubricated by saturating the felt nick which surrounds the lower end of the motor
shaft.

5. - Make en application of two or three drops of oil to
the recording arm pivot post, which may be seen by raising the
Place the oil on the pivot poet
arm to its vertical position.
between the two large metal bushings of the recording arm mount"
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ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION

AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER
I.

SETTING UP RECORD CHANGER MECHANISM

Two screws are used to hold
the record changer mechanism
during shipping; these two
screws (a, a, Fig. IV) MUST be
removed so that the changer
floats freely on its mounting
springs.
The two holes in the
metal sub -panel can be covered
by means of the two small matching plug buttons accompanying the
machine.
If the turntable has
been packed separately, it will
be necessary to place it over the
center spindle and gently press
it down, taking care that the
motor Idler wheel (Fig. IV, Item
66) is not damaged and being sure
II.

A.

that the turntable properly engages the drive pin (Fig. IV,
point b).

The mounting parts, supplied
with the standard Model "B"
changer, are shown in their
proper positions in Fig. VII.
Some models use only the
(NOTE:
upper mounting springs and
special studs.)
The changer panel assembly
must float freely on the mounting springs at all times during
normal playing operation.

GENERAL FUNCTION OF THE RECORD CHANGER

MANUAL PLAYBACK

With the switch knob (see
Fig. IV, Item 67) in the "Manual"
position, this changer is designed to operate as a single
record-player and as such can be
used to play individual records
of any diameter up to and including 12".
The turntable is
equipped with a retractable pin
(Fig. III, Item 60) so that it is
possible to play home recordings
Moving the switch knob
as well.
to the "Manual" position starts
the turntable and locks out all
of the automatic features of the
record changer. The tone arm
must be lifted by hand and
placed on the record; after the
record is played it is necessary to remove the tone arm by
hand.
During any of the time
that the record is being played,
it is possible to move the tone
arm in or out on the record at
will; it is also possible to
play either "inside out" or
"outside in" recordings.

B.

AUTOMATIC OPERATION

The changer is designed to
change automatically, EITHER
fourteen 10" records or ten 12"
records at one loading. After
the changer has been properly
loaded (see separate operating
instruction sheet), moving the
switch knob to the "Reject" position and releasing is all that is
necessary to set the changer in
The switch
automatic operation.
knob will return from the "Reject"
position to the "Automatic" position of its own accord and the
machine will change and play the
entire loading of records without
further attention. After playing
all the records which have been
loaded, the machine will continue
to repeat the last record until
it is turned off.
An individual record may be
rejected by moving the switch
knob to the "Reject" position and
again releasing it. This may be
done at any time after the needle
has come to rest on a record.

COMPILED BY M. N. BEITMAN, SUPREME PUBLICATIONS
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tion; merely move it
position momentarily
the knob will return
"Automatic" position
accord.

to that
after which
to the
of its own

A "Rest" position of the tone
arm has been provided in order
to facilitate unloading the
changer (see separate operating
instruction sheet). This position of the tone arm is obtained
by lifting it from the record
being played and moving it to the
extreme outside position. The
tone arm will latch into place
along the outside edge of the
changer sub -panel and remain
there even though the switch
knob is in the "Automatic" posiIII.

METHOD OF OPERATION

The record changer belongs to
the general classification of
the mutilated gear type. This
means that during the time that
a record is being played the
large die cast gear (see Fig. I,
Item 1) and all associated
mechanism is at rest.

Under the condition of manual
operation, the automatic operation of the mechanism is locked
out so that the trip mechanism
IV.
A.

MOTOR

TURNTABLE SPINDLE BEARINGS

Turntable spindle bearings
are lubricated at the factory
and do not require any lubrication for one year. After one
year they should be oiled with
one or two drops of a light
Do not over-oill
grade oil.

112

is inoperative and so that the
tone arm is free.
Under automatic conditions,
the tone arm is controlled during the change cycle by means of
the various cams, acting through
levers, on the large drive gear
(see Fig. I, Item 1) which also
synchronizes, through the drive
link, the movement of the selector arms.

LUBRICATION

The motor is equipped with
oilless bearing and requires no
lubrication.
B.

tion and the turntable still runIf the tone arm
(NOTE:
has played the record far enough,
lifting the tone arm or moving it
out will trip the automatic
mechanism. Allow the mechanism
to go through its change cycle
and the needle to come down on
the next record without hindrance
after which the tone arm may be
moved to the "Rest" position).
If the tone arm is in the "Rest"
position and the switch knob in
the "Automatic" position, it is
merely necessary to momentarily
move the switch knob to the "Reject" position and release it in
order to again set the changer
into automatic operation.
ning.

The top bearing can be oiled
by lifting off the turntable.
Make sure, when replacing the
turntable, that the pin in the
Turntable Spindle slips into the
slot on the bottom surface of
Also, care
the turntable hub.
should be taken not to damage
the Motor Idler Pulley.
Never under any circumstance
allow oil to come in contact
with Motor Idler Pulley.
C.

SQUEAK DUE TO RECORDS RUBBING
ON TURNTABLE SPINDLE

This can be eliminated by
gently lining up the stack of
records.
COMPILED BY M. N. BEITMAN, SUPREME PUBLICATIONS
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V.

TONE ARM INDEXING ON

10" AND 12" RECORDS

In general the pickup indexing
is accomplished by the tone arm
locator lever (Fig. II, Item 31)
engaging the 12" reset lever
(Fig. II, Item 37). Setting the
selector arms for 10" or 12"
records moves the 12" reset lever
so that it serves as a stop for
the tone arm locator lever at
either point "c" (FIG. II) for
12" records or point "d" (Fig.
II) for 10" records.
Since the
tone arm locator lever is a
single piece of metal, the distance between the 10" setting at
"d" and the 12" setting at "c"
is fixed; it is only necessary
to properly adjust the tone arm
indexing for one size record.
The steps in making this adjustment are as follows:
1.

With the switch knob in
the "off" position, move
the tone arm to the "rest"
position so that its outer
edge is approximately
lined up with the extreme
outside edge of the record
changer panel.

2.

Loosen the hex -head cap
screw on the under side of
the record changer panel
(see Fig. II, Item 28)
slightly.

3.

Line up the outer edge of
the tone arm with the
outer edge of the record
changer panel by eye.
This is a preliminary adjustment to obtain approximately correct indexing.

4.

Place a 12" record on the
turntable, put the machine
into automatic operation
VI.

A.

by pulling the switch knob
to the "Reject" position
and releasing it and note
the point at which the
needle FIRST strikes the
margin of the 12" record.
(The word "first" is used
to indicate the fact that
after the needle has
touched the record, the
booster spring will attempt to move the needle
in toward the center.
Proper setting of the tone
arm indexing position is
concerned only with the
point at which the needle
first makes contact with
the record; for this
reason it may be advisable
to slow down the movement
of the tone arm by partially holding the turntable so that the action
may be more readily observed during adjustment.)
5.

If the needle did not
strike the record approximately an eighth of an
inch in from the outside
edge, move the tone arm
in the desired direction
a slight amount by slipping the tone arm lever
(see Fig. II, Item 25)
which has been previously
loosened at the hex -head
cap screw (see Fig. II,
Item 28).

6.

After obtaining a correct
indexing of the tone arm
on the 12" diameter records, check the indexing
on a 10" diameter record
and tighten the hex -head
cap screw firmely.

TONE ARM ADJUSTMENTS (OTHER THAN INDEXING)

NEEDLE PRESSURE

The needle pressure is controlled by means of the counterbalance spring (see Fig. VI) at
the rear of the arm. The spring
tension has been set to provide
COMPILED BY M. N. BEITMAN, SUPREME PUBLICATIONS
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for correct operation of the
pickup. Should it be necessary
to make adjustment of this
counter balance spring, it is
generally advisable to co tact
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your factory service department
for the correct needle pressure;
be sure to include the part number stamped on the under side of
the crystal cartridge and the
model number of the set. Care
should be taken that the counterbalance spring does not rub
against the inside of the tone
arm skirt or any associated parts
in such a way that it impedes or
binds the free vertical movement
It
(CAUTION:
of the tone arm.
is a popular fallacy that it is
possible to prolong needle and
record life by reducing the
needle pressure on a given pickup
below those pressures recommended
Any such
by the manufacturer.
attempt will probably increase
record and needle wear as well as
seriously impair the tone quality
of the instrument. The correct
needle pressure is a function of
the crystal and tone arm design
and cannot be satisfactorily
changed for a given set of component parts.)

B.

TONE ARM HEIGHT ADJUSTMENTS

The Tone Arm Height Adjustment
Screw (Fig. VI) controls only the
height of the tone arm when it is
in the playing position with no
record on the turntable. The correct setting of this adjustment
screw is that which, under the
above condition, allows the tone
arm to descend until the needle
point is very slightly below the
level of the turntable surface.

The Tone Arm Adjustment Screw
should not be used to adjust the
height to which the tone arm
rises during a change cycle; this
height is controlled solely by
the length of the Tone Arm Lift
Pin (Fig. VI).
C.

TONE ARM HINGE ADJUSTMENTS

Should the tone arm hinge show
evidence of binding or impeding
the free vertical movement of the
tone arm, it may be necessary to
replace this part (Fig. III, Item
58)

VII.

"AUTOMATIC" TRIP ADJUSTMENTS

This changer incorporates a
dual trip to insure positive cutoff on various types of records.
A.

MINIMUM CIRCLE DIAMETER TRIP

After the tone arm has played
in far enough so that the distance
of the needle from the center
spindle is approximately 1-7/8",
the record changer will trip regardless of whether or not there
is a cutoff or eccentric groove
This type of trip
on the recof.d.
is known as "a minimum diameter
circle trip." The diameter of
this minimum circle is set at the
factory to be approximately 3-3/4"
Variations in adjustment or readjustment of this operation can be
obtained by moving the position of
the trip shoe (see Fig. II, Item
The trip shoe is
29) slightly.

114

locked in position by means of a
screw when the adjustment has been
This
satisfactorily completed.
screw must be adjusted thru a hole
cut in the main drive gear, when
the machine is not in a change
(See point e, Fig. I.)
cycle.
B.

ECCENTRIC GROOVE TRIP

In order to make the trip
action of the changer mechanism
operate under various conditions,
a second tripping device has been
included which operates due to
any outward movement of the tone
arm after it has played to within
approximately 2-1/2" of the
center spindle. This trip is
actuated by a small dog and
ratchet combination (see Fig. II,
Item 44) and is adjusted at the
factory.
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"BOOSTER" SPRING ADJUSTMENTS
VIII.
A.

The
wire (see Fig. II, Item 30).
side pressure exerted by this
spring should be just sufficient
so that the needle will move
across the margin of a record
which contains no lead-in groove.
After any adjustment of this
booster spring, check its operation on both 10" and 12" records
to make sure that it functions
Do not increase the
properly.
operating pressure of the booster
spring to such a point that it
tends to make the needle slide
across the first few record
Access to the booster
grooves.
spring can be obtained when the
tone arm is in the "Rest" position, with the switch knob
turned off, by moving the tone
arm locator lever assembly out
toward the edge of the changer
Adsub -panel with the finger.
justment of the spring tension

BOOSTER SPRING SETTING

The function of the booster
spring (Fig. II, Item 30) is to
move the needle from the margin
of the record into the first
Most
groove automatically.
present day records have what is
known as a "lead-in groove"
which automatically carries the
needle from the margin of the
record into the record grooves.
In the case of the older type
records, and particularly those
of the mechanically recorded
type which have no lead-in
grooves, the booster spring supplies just enough pressure to
move the needle across the margin to the record grooves. This
booster spring is built into the
tone arm locator lever (see Fig.
II, Item 31) and consists of a
single piece of light spring

ct6) (15
14)

(3

FIGURE

I
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should be made with a pair of
light pliers or with the fingers.
The tension, measured at the
point of contact between the
booster spring (Fig. II, Item 30)
and the tone arm lever (Fig. II,
Item 25) is set at the factory
to values between seven and
fifteen grams depending upon the
type of needle and cartridge
used (cartridges requiring extremely light needle pressure
also require a light booster
The
CAUTION:
spring tension.)
Shielded Pickup Lead Wire (Fig.
II, Item 22) must have sufficient
slack between the tone arm and
the point where the tone arm
lead enters the sub -panel to permit free sidewise movement of the
tone arm; otherwise the action of
the booster spring may be overThis
come or overemphasized.
lead must be checked before attempting any booster spring adjustments.

FIGURE

116

II

B.

TONE ARM RETARD LEVER ADJUSTMENTS

The function of the Tone Arm
Retard Lever (Fig. II, Item 49)
is to provide a smooth motion of
the tone arm as it moves from
the outer edge of the panel in
towards the edge of the record to
be played, during an automatic
change cycle.
An additional function of the
tone arm retard lever is to prevent action of the booster
spring (Fig. II, Item 30) until
the needle has lowered onto the
outer edge of the record to be
Insufficient tension of
played.
the Tone Arm Retard Lever Spring
(Fig. II, Item 47) will permit
action of the booster spring before the needle comes to rest on
the record, giving the effect of
Exincorrect tone arm indexing.
cessive pressure of the tone arm
retard lever spring will cause
rough, jerky action of the tone
arm as it moves from the outer
edge of the changer panel.

- UNDERSIDE VIEW OF CHANGER MECHANISM,

DISASSEMBLED
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ACTION OF THE SWITCH KNOB
At the
point "f" (see Fig. II).
In general, the switch knob
same time the tone arm locator
controls both the tone arm action lever (Fig. II, Item 31) is held
and the electrical "On -Off"
at point "g" (Fig. II) by the
In all positions of the
switch.
upper slide (for enlarged view
switch knob, excepting the "Off"
In this posisee Fig. VIII).
position, the electrical circuit
tion, it is essential that the
through the switch is closed.
engagement between the upper
slide and tone arm locator lever
A.
"OFF" POSITION
be positive as shown in sketch
In all other posi(Fig. VIII).
With the switch knob in the
tions of the switch knob, the
"Off" position, the tone arm will upper slide is held by the main
lock at the extreme outside edge
control slide (Fig. II, Item 36)
This posiof the changer panel.
so that it cannot engage the
tion of the tone arm logically
tone arm locator lever at point
accompanies the "Off" position of
"g." The purpose of the spring
the electrical switch in order to
(Fig. II, Item 32, also see Fig.
facilitate the loading or unload- VIII) attached to the upper
ing of records either for autoslide is to provide a means
This
whereby the engagement at point
matic or manual operation.
"g" may be made should the
locked position of the tone arm
switch knob be moved to the
results from the engagement of
"Manual" position when the tone
the tone arm latch lever (Fig.
arm lever (Fig. II, Item 25) is
II, Item 24) with the projection
on the tone arm lever (Fig. II,
not in the outward position.
(Such an action would occur when
Item 25, Point f).
the switch knob is moved from
the "Automatic" position
B.
"MANUAL" POSITION
"Manual" position while a record
When the switch knob is thrown is being played). The tone arm
locator lever (Fig. II, Item 31)
to the "Manual" position, the
electrical switch circuit is
would then be against either the
closed and the tone arm is freed
10" or 12" indexing stop, and as
from its locked position due to
the tone arm is swung into the
the action of the projection on
outside rest position, the tone
arm locator (Fig. II, Item 31)
the Manual and Reject lever (Fig.
II, Item 20) which partially dis- must be able to catch at point
engages the tone arm latch at
"g" (see Fig. VIII).
IX.

FIGURE III

- TOP VIEW OF RECORD CHANGER
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outside position. This tone arm
latch is released during a
change cycle through its engagement at point "h" (Fig. II) with
the drive gear. As noted above
under B, the tone arm locator
(Fig. II, Item 31) and the upper
slide (Fig. II, Item 36) hook
together at point "g" during
manual operation. When the
switch knob is then thrown into
"Automatic" or "Reject" position, these two parts completely
disengage during the next change
cycle due to the cam action of
the main drive gear which forces
the tone arm lever to the outer
edge of the sub -panel and allows
the upper slide (Fig. II, Item
36) to clear the tone arm
locator lever at point "g". See
also Fig. VIII.

When the tone arm is in the
"Rest" position and the switch
knob is thrown to "Manual", it
is essential that the sequence
be carefully observed between
the action of the latch lever
(Fig. II, Item -24) and the upper
slide (Fig. II, point "g"). The
latter should be in a position
to provide a positive stop for
the tone arm locator lever BEFORE
the latch lever releases the tone
arm lever (Fig. II, Item 25);
otherwise the tone arm will be
scraped across the turntable.
Also, it is essential that the
engagement at "g" be such that
there is a hooking action (see
Fig. VIII) at this point in
order to prevent the tone arm
locator (Fig, II, Item 31) and
tone arm from sweeping toward
the center when the switch is
moved out of the manual position.

In addition to the action of
the switch knob on both the tone
arm latch at point "f" and tone
arm locator locking at poing "g"
when the switch knob is moved to
the "Manual" position, there is
an additional action of the control lever (Fig. II, Item 36)
through the Manual and Reject
Lever (Fig. II, Item 20) which
restrains the trip dog from actThis latter operation reing.
sults in the tone arm being
freed from the automatic tripping
action which occurs in all positions of the switch knob other
than the "Manual" position. It
is only necessary that the Manul
and Reject Lever so engage the
clutch engagement lever (Fig. II,
Item 41) that the latter cannot
drop sufficiently far to engage
any of the lower projections of
the pinion gear.
C.

"AUTOMATIC" POSITION

With the switch knob in the
"Automatic^ position, the tone
arm latch lever (Fig. II, Item
24) will lock the arm at point
"f" (Fig. II) at any ,time when
ne arm is moved to the

11 11

IMUICEILS

The tone arm locator lever
provides the 10" or 12" indexing
for the tone arm during automatic
operation by its engagement with
the 12" reset lever (Fig. II,
Item 37). The two levers must
hook securely behind the projecting tip on the tone arm locator
lever (as shown at point "c" on
Fig. II) when the 12" record is
being played. This is to prevent the tone arm locator lever
and also the tone arm from
sweeping toward the center
should the 12" setting of the
selector arm blade be changed
to 10" while the tone arm is
playing on the outside of a 12"
record.
(See Section X also).
D.

"REJECT" POSITION

When the switch knob is
thrown to the "Reject" position,
it acts through levers (Fig. II,
Item 36, Item 20) and the trip
lever (Fig. II, Item 44) clearing the clutch engagement lever
(Fig. II, Item 41) so that it
will drop down and engage one of
the lower projections of the
pinion gear and thus set into
operation the automatic change
In the "Reject"
mechanism.
position of the switch knob, the
roller lever and roller assembly
(Fig. I, Item 6) together with
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its spring (Fig. I, Item 9) is
intended to exert a continuous
pressure on the main control
slide (Fig. II, Item 36) so that
as soon as the switch knob is
released, the latter will be
returned to the "Automatic"
X.

position. Failure of the switch
knob to return to the "Automatic"
position when released can result from improper action at
this point, as well as binding
of the main control slide at
various bearing surfaces.

"SELECTOR ARM" ADJUSTMENTS

Under all ordinary conditions
it should not be necessary to
make any adjustment of the
selector blades themselves.
Should such an adjustment become
necessary it can best be accomplished by using a standard make
of record of the proper diameter
and of average thickness for
gauging the selector blades
(Fig. III, Items 54 and 55).
The setting of these blades can
be accomplished by means of a
pair of long nosed pliers and is

correct when the blades lift
slightly upon engaging a record
of average thickness.
The position of the selector
arm (Fig. III, Item 54) controls
the tone arm indexing for 10" or
12" records through its engagement with the 12" set rod at
point "k" (Fig. III). Motion of
the 12" set rod is transmitted
through the changer base panel
to the 12" reset lever (Fig. II,
Item 37). Sufficient tension is

FIGURE IV

TOP VIEW OF RECORD CHANGER,
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provided through the spring
(Fig. II, Item 38) to maintain a
hooking action between two levers
(Fig. II, Item 31 and 37) at
This is to prevent
point "p".
the tone arm locator lever and
XI.

A.

also the tone arm from sweeping
toward the center should the 12"
setting of the selector arm
be changed while the tone arm is
playing on the outside of a 12"
record.

MISCELLANEOUS MECHANICAL NOTES

"FEEDBACK" OR "HOWL" OR
"MICROPHONISM"
1.

Inspect the under side of
the panel to make sure
that the changer does not
come into contact with
any part of the cabinet
at any point other than
at the four corners where
it rests on the mounting
Also check to
springs.
be sure that the studs
(Fig. I, Item 14) do not
rub against the side of
the holes of the cabinet

2.

C.

A tendency toward microphonism may be due to any
one or all of the four
mounting springs being
drawn down too tightly;
loosening these mounting
springs will reduce any
tendency toward feedback.

It should be remembered that
there is no disadvantage in any
phonograph equipment which tends
to become microphonic at volume
control settings above those in
the usable range.
That is, if
the set does not feed -back up to
the volume control settings at
which distortion appears when
playing an average record, it
will operate satisfactorily.
B.

"RUMBLE"
1.

Remove the turntable and
inspect the rubber rimmed
motor idler pulley (Fig.
IV, Item 66) for flat or
worn spots which would
tend to jar the turntable
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"WOW" OR "SPEED VARIATION"

Remove the turntable and
rotate the turntable
spindle (Fig. II, Item 40)
with the fingers to
determine whether it tends
to bind. High friction at
this point may be sufficient to cause the motor
to slow down instantaApply ONLY a
neously.
drop or two of light oil
to the two spindle bearings.
If the turntable
shaft is bent to such an
extent that replacement
is necessary, it is recommended that the entire
Spindle and Pinion Gear
Assembly (Fig. II, Item
39, Also Fig. V) be replaced instead of replacing only the spindle asThis Spindle and
sembly.
Pinion Gear Assembly (see
Fig. V) is fitted with
precision machines at the
factory, thus insuring
proper clearances and
smooth operation.
REPEATED TRIPPING

1.

panel.
2.

With the turntable removed, rotate the turntable spindle to be sure
that it turns smoothly.

D.

1.

Turn off the changer during a change cycle so
that the clutch engagement lever (Fig. II, Item
41) may be moved up and
down with the finger.
This clutch engagement
lever should lock into
the up position due to
its engagement with the
trip lever (Fig. II, Item
44) at the point "m". If
this engagement is not
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positive, inspect the
bearing point of the trip
lever (Fig. II, Item 44)
for evidences of dirt or
A more positive
binding.
engagement may be obtained by strengthening
the spring (Fig. II, Item
This
50).
CAUTION:
spring tension must be
JUST SUFFICIENT to lock
the clutch engagement
lever in the up position.
Excessive tension of the
spring will result in
failure to trip.
2.

E.

Excessive pressure on
spring (Fig. II, Item 50)
would tend to make the
needle jump out of the
cut-off groove of the
record (see paragraph D-1
above) and prevent trip-

2.

ping.
3.

Repeated tripping may
also be due to the fact
that the switch knob does
not return to the "Automatic" position when reThis condition
leased.
can result from binding
of the roller lever (Fig.
1, Item 6) on its bearing,
insufficient tension in
spring (Fig. 1, Item 9),
or excessive friction or
binding in the motion of
the control lever (Fig.
II, Item 36).

FAILURE TO TRIP
1.

Turn off the changer during a change cycle so
that the clutch engagement lever (Fig. II, Item
41) may be actuated with
the finger while the trip
lever is being held away,
so that the engagement
lever does not lock in
The
the "up" position.
clutch engagement lever
must not stick in the up
position due to binding
CAUTION:
at any point.
It is not advisable to
use any lubricant at the
bearing point of the
clutch engagement lever
(Fig. II, Item 51); this
bearing is intended to be
a loose fit, run dry, and
operate due to gravity.
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F,

G.

The Shielded Pickup Lead
Wire (Fig. II, Item 22)
must have sufficient
slack between the tone
arm and the point where
the tone arm lead enters
the sub -panel to permit
free sidewise movement of
The
the tone arm.
Shielded Lead should be
so positioned that it
loosely rests near the
tone arm post immediately
below the point at which
it leaves the tone arm
bracket. Under no circumstances should the
Shielded Wire be fastened
in place, pulled taut, or
restrict free tone arm
This is parmovement.
ticularly important in
machines which use extremely light pressure
pickup cartridges.

INSUFFICIENT POWER TO COMPLETE A CHANGE CYCLE
1.

Inspect the bearing of
the main drive gear (Fig.
I, Item 1) for excessive
friction or binding.

2.

Inspect the selector arm
bearings for excessive
friction or binding.

JAMMING OF THE MECHANISM
1.

Should the changer jam at
any time during a change
cycle for some reason
other than jamming of the
selector arms with the
records being changed,
remove the records and
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attempt to free the mahas been damaged or bent.
chine by rotating the
This clutch engagement
turntable in a reverse
lever is intended to so
direction through a
contact one of the lower
If the jam
quarter turn.
projections on the pinion
is apparently cleared by
gear kFig. I, Item 11) that
such action, the machine
the teeth of this pinion
should be checked by
gear (Fig. I, Item 11) and
operating it automatically
the teeth of the main
several time, but with no
drive gear (Fig. I, Item
records.
1) be timed to fit together properly whenever
If the jam does not clear
2.
the mechanism starts a
by rotating the turntable
change cycle.
If the
in a reverse direction,
clutch engagement lever
inspect the underside of
(Fig. II, Item 41) is
the changer panel for
bent, it may be straightdamaged or missing parts.
ened until, by trial, the
two gears mesh properly
3.
Inspect the meshing of
when the changer is
the drive gear (Fig. I,
tripped.
It is advisable
Item 1) with the pinion
that the changer mechanism
gear (Fig. I, Item 11). If
be operated by hand so
the two gears do not mesh
that this timing or mesh(that is, if they are not
ing between the two gears
so timed as to fit tocan be more closely obgether properly) it is
served during any adjustprobably due to the fact
ments or inspections.
that the clutch engagement
lever (Fig. II, Item 41)

TONE ARM BRACKET
ASSEMBLY "B X27/3,,

- TONE ARM MOUNTING ASSEMBLY

FIGURE VI

TONE ARM BRACKET
LOCK SPRING

TONE ARM ADJUST. SCREW

#H- 20157

TONE ARM SHAFT

ASSEMBLY
-HINGE PIN

GROMMETS (2 REQ.).780 08

rri,
s

TONE

ARM

SLEEVE 2 RE

J-22226

SCREWS 6-32'44/.3.

TONE ARM LIFT PIN
THRUST WASHERS -H-20014

ORIMMI10
COUNTER -BALANCE

THRUST BEARING ASSEM.

/1-205/
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AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER
USED

169-48

IN 1941 MODELS 6S596 -6S597 -7S591 -S9000

R34 IDLER WHEEL

J UPPER BLADE

AA

R-33 MOTOR MOUNTING
GROMMETS AB

R-77

AK CHANGER POST

R-2

R-76

R12 IDLER BRACKET

AC

AL LOWER BLADE

R 129 MOTOR PULLEY

AD

AM TURNTABLE

R-37 IDLER SPRING

AE

AN TONE ARM

R-60 REJECT BUTTON

AF

AP PICKUP CARTRIDGE
(IN TONE ARM)

R-60 10" 12" BUTTON

AG

R -EM

R43

AQ PICKUP REST
R-60 AUTOMATIC AND
MANUAL BUTTON

AR SWITCH

AH

R5

R 192

Figure 1

GENERAL

Index letters are alphabetically arranged on the illustrations to faciliPrefix
tate rapid locating of parts.
letters are in illustrations as follows: A in photo of top of record
changer, B & C in photo of the bottom,
D in the photo of the Main cam gear
assembly, and E in the photo of the
Ratchet trip mechanism.

the blades. To start operation, trip
Reject button AF. To unload after
playing, grasp under lower blades,
lift slightly, and turn 180 degrees
allowing them to fall into the notches
provided and lift records from turn
table.

Set middle button AG to 10" or 12" in
accordance with size of records. All
records must be of same size for each
loading.

The capacity of the instrument is ten
12" or twelve 10" records.

To change record any time when needle
is on the record, merely trip Reject
button AF.

To load, turn the two large lower
blades AL (in top view) towards the
center of the turn table AM, as shown.
Then place the records over the turn
table shaft, allowing them to rest on

To play records manually, turn changer
blades back away mom center of table,
and set Manual -Aliphatic button AH for
manual operation.
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R-192 SWITCH

BA

R-63 MANUAL LINK

BB.

R-6 SPRING CLIP

BC_

R-32 SHORT CHANGER
SHAFT

BD

R-24 DRIVING CRANK

BE

R-62 REJECT RETURN
SPRING

BF

R-61 REJECT LINK

BG

R-58 INDEX LINK

BH

CA PICKUP CRANK
SPRING

R-133

CB PICKUP CRANK

R-66

CC INDEX PLATE

R-57

CD PAWL LATCH

R-11

CE ECCENTRIC ARM

R-21

CF STARTING PAWL

R-8

CFA

CG PAWL SPRING

R-27 TIE BAR

R-03

CH PICKUP CORD AND

CLIPS R-306

R-38 SUB FRAME
R -I99 BLUE MOTOR WIRE FM_

CJ ECCENTRIC SPRING

R-20

CK DRIVING CRANK

R-24

CL LONG CHANGER
SHAFT

R-29

CM DRIVING CRANK

R-24

MOTOR

(SPECIFY RATING)

BM

R- 111 ON -OFF SWITCH

BN

R-117 MOTOR CORD

BP_

R-305 MOTOR PLUG

CN POST NUTS

R-4

\ CP POST WASHER

R-3

Figure 2

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE CYCLE
Push Reject button AF which releases
latch CD (through reject link BG) that
holds pawl CF. When CF is in starting
(or neutral) position it is under subframe BK and upon being released from
latch CD engages with lugs on pinion
DG which is rotating. This turns Main
cam gear DQ sufficiently to engage
first tooth shown.at CFA and continues
to rotate it for one complete revolution, which constitutes one cycle of
the changer. Pinion DG is driven
through the train from motor pulley AD
through the idler pulley AA which drives
on the rim of turn table AM keyed to
turn table shaft DA.
The pickup arm movement is controlled
laterally by the pickup crank CB, the
end of Which rides in the cam track
DPA of cam gear DQ.
As the, cam rim DPB slides on the head
of lift pin raising pickup arm AN, the
roller on pickup craMILCB, rolling in
track DPA it forces
ward (carrying
outward with it pickup arm AN) into
the concentric portion of track DPA.
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While the pickup arm is swung out in
the raised position and the cam gear
continues, the eccentric CE actuates
the changer blades through eccentric
arm CE, changer shafts CL and BD, and
tie bar BU.

ADJUSTMENTS AND SYNCHRONIZING
To set changer blades, AU and AL,
loosen screws on BE, CK, and CM, and
place blade in position shown in top
view with top blades about 1/16" from
the edge of a 12" record and cam gear
in neutral or playing position.
The
tie bar BF should then be pivoted over
to within 1/6" of sub -frame BJ with
driving crank pointing straight out to
left (machine in position shown in
bottom view). Then screw clamps BE,
CK, and CM tight.
1.

To adjust the lift of the pickup
arm, should it hit under the lower
blade AL or not clear over 10-12" records, merely tighten or loosen (by
small degrees) the hex head screw on
the under side of the pickup arm near
the pivot end.
2.
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R-205 RATCHET PAWL E

R-207 RATCHET PAWL
SPRING EB

R-88 RATCHET LATCH

EC

R-26 RIVETS

ED

R-196 RATCHET SPRING EE

R-87 RATCHET TRIP

EF

RATCHET TRIP MECHANISM

Figure 3
The lateral swing is controlled by
crank CB riding in groove DPA.
To adjust the swing of pickup arm
loosen the screw on the hub of CB,
place a record (preferably a 1.2" one)
on the turn table, trip reject button
and turn turn table by hand until
pickup arm AN lowers to record. Just
before the needle touches, stop turning and push the arm sideways until
the needle is about 3/32" from the
edge o? the record then continue to
turn turn table to see if it lands
that distance from the edge. Then
tighten up the clamping screw on pickup crank CB.
The tripping adjustment or latch adjusting screw DM controls the point at
which the mechanism picks up the pickup arm AN and removes it to allow next
record to be dropped. Should records
not finish playing it is merely necessary to unscrew this screw until it
completes records properly, or should
machine fail to trip at end of record,
turn screw in so that it will trip
sooner.
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REPLACING MOTOR
Remove idler wheel AC and the three
motor mounting screws AG. Be sure to
save metal bushing spacers, which slip
inside of rubber grommets. These prevent rubber from being squeezed out of
shape which would prevent proper cushioning of motor. Place motor of
proper rating in same position as present motor and replace spacers, washers and screws as before.
OILING

Normally, this mechanism should require
no additional lubrication. However, a
drop of any good machine oil on all
friction surfaces, and to the oil wicks
on both ends of the motor shaft, may
be applied about once a year, or more
often if used extensively.
RATCHET TRIP MODELS
This model is equipped with
No. 320
a ratchet mechanism that serves the
purpose of tripping the machine for
the next record when records occur
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ZEMTH RADIO CORPORAT1011
CHICAGO ILLINOIS

R-43 TURN TABLE SHAFT
DA

R-40 LONG BEARING SUPDB
PORT

DJ CAM EXTENSION

R-19

DK CAM EXTENSION
SPRING

R-20

DL FELT OIL WICK

R-38 SUB FRAME

R-119

..../DM LATCH ADJUSTING
R-8 STARTING PAWL

SCREW

DD

DN PAWL LATCH

R-50 CAM STOP SPRING

P LATCH SPRING
R-54 CAM STOP LEVER

R-15
R-11

R-16

13

*DPA CAM GROOVE

R-46 PINION
DPB CAM RIM

R-41 SHORT BEARING
SUPPORT

DH

DQ MAIN CAM GEAR

R-7

SUB FRAME AND MAIN CAM -GEAR

Figure 4

that end in an eccentric groove too
far from the center to allow the positive stop to trip.

The Pickup arm crank CB as it swings
inward with the pickup arm during the
playing of a record drags the Ratchet
Pawl EA across the serations in the
arm of Ratchet latch EC. The Pawl EA,
which pivots about its center, tends
to maintain a position pointing
straight out from the end of the crank
CB through the action of Ratchet Pawl
Spring EB. Thus, a reversal of the
direction of travel of the crank caused
by the pickup arm following the eccentric groove at the end of a record,
will cause the pawl EA to catch in the
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serations in latch EC pivoting it
about one of the rivets ED allowing
the ratchet trip EF to pivot about the
other Rivet ED through the spring action of Ratchet spring EE. The vertical protrusion on Ratchet Trip EF
then trips the latch DN which starts
the cycle for dropping the next record.

No. 221 & No. 321
Same as 220 and
320 except that the power supply for
these models is 50 cycle 110V.

No. 223 & No. 323
Same as 220 and
320 except that power supply is 25
cycle 110V.
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ZEMTH RADIO CORPORAT1011
CHICAGO ILLINOIS
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HOW TO FIND THE INFORMATION YOU NEED
The equipment described in this manual is listed in alphabetical order by manufacturers' name. The first eight pages
present general information and apply to all makes. As you
glance through the book, you will find many units, especially
automatic changers and recorders, known to you, while listed
under one specific manufacturer, actually used in combinations
of other makes. This is true since many different manufacturers have used the identical record changers and recorders.
The manufacturers have asked us not to cross index the similar
types employed by several factories. You can see that just
a single manufacturer reference would not serve. It is best,
therefore, to become familiar with all data included in this
manual. This action will enable you to find quickly the material needed and also to learn all important facts dealing
with automatic changers, home -recorders, phono players, and
wireless oscillators, so that you will be able to repair the
units of similar type not listed in this text.
There is a real profit in servicing phonograph equipment,
and this single manual of most -often -needed service notes
will place you at an advantage in this field.

Sincere thanks is given to the following manufacturers for
their cooperation and assistance in preparing this manual.

Air King Products Corporation
Belmont Radio Corporation
The Crosley Corporation
Detrola Corporation
Emerson Radio & Phono. Corp.
Fada Radio & Electric Co.
Farnsworth Tel. & Radio Corp.
Galvin Manufacturing Corp.
Gamble-Skogmo, Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Industries
Howard Radio Company
Montgomery -Ward & Co.
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Noblitt-Sparks Industries, Inc.
Philco Radio & Tel. Corporation
R.C.A. Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Sears, Roebuck & Company
Sonora Radio Corporation
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co.
Webster -Chicago Corporation.
Wells -Gardner & Company
Westinghouse Electric Supply Co.
Wilcox -Gay Corporation
Zenith Radio Corporation
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NEW TECHNICAL RADIO BOOKS
JOBBER OR ORDER FOR EXAMINATION

SEE THESE HELPFUL

.1\11)S1Of

111

-

CC

RADIO
DI AG RAMS

Most repairs can be made
without test equipment or

4 OUT OF S CIRCUITS YOU NEED
In these easy -to -use complete manuals you
have all the diagrams you really need. Over

80% of the sets you service every day are
included. Use these important, hint -giving,
trouble -shooting circuits to make your service
work faster and easier.

The manuals are 1 a r g e,
ae-es.,46.6e
5%x11 inches, clearly
,1941'
printed on go o d quality
RADIO
paper. In most cases inDIAGRAM%
clude fully detailed schematic diagram, parts list,
alignment data, and servwee
ice hints. Every popular
diagram is included.
1942, Volume 5, 204 pages....
1241, Volume 4, 192 pages.... $
1940, Volume 3, 208 pages....
EACH
1939, Volume 2, 192 pages....
alignment, hints, parts lists..

Revolutionary
different Comparison technique permits you to do expert work on all radio sets.
of hours.

lt) 1111011)71111.071

1926-38, Volume 1, 244 pages,

SERVICE NOTES
0)7

A NEW DEVELOPMENT

You will be able to repair
radios in minutes instead

(Hit]

$2.50

GENERAL ELECTRIC MANUAL

This 64 -page complete manual of the
most -popular GE sets is something you
must have. The entire manual of these
"often -needed" important circuits is
urs for less than the cost of a single
diagram. Size 5% x 8% inches. 5ft.,.
Net Only
WI"
STEWART-WARNER MANUAL

This handy diagram manual contains
diagrams, service notes, alignment data,
for popular Stewart -Warner radios of all
periods. Get this inexpensive book and
be ready to service your next set of this
important make. Size: 5% x 11
inches. Price postpaid

50c

ARVIN MANUAL

The most -often -needed diagrams of Nob-

litt-Sparks (Arvin) radios are included
in this manual. Service these popular
sets with confidence and skill, using this
low priced radio publication. Size:5ft..
5% by 11 in.
4110

Simplified Radio Servicing
by COMPARISON Method

MOTOROLA SERVICE MANUAL

This up-to-the-minute manual will tell
you how to repair MOTOROLA auto radios. Includes detail schematics, service
notes, alignment data, and parts lists for
all of the 72 models made to 1941. Prepared with the help of Galvin Mfg. Co.
engineers. This large 8% x
11 inch, 96 page manual is
$150
priced postpaid at only

with only a volt -ohm -meter. Many simple point-to-point, cross-reference circuit
suggestions locate the faults instantly.
Plan protected by copyright.
FOR BEGINNERS AND EXPERTS

This new, simplified servicing technique
is presented in handy manual form 8% x
11 inches, 112 pages. Covers every radio
set type-new and old models. Over 1,000
practical service hints. 16 large, troubleshooting blueprints. Charts for circuit
test analysis. 114 simplified tests using
only a 5c resistor. Developed by M. N. Beitman.
Price Postpaid, only.
$15°
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wIRELEss ITNITs
AND HOME RECORDERS
Just what you need to repair quickly and
correctly thousands of automatic record
changers, manual unite, Pickups, wireless
oscillators, recorders, and combinations.

Hundreds of mechanical and electrical
diagrams. Instructions for adjustments
and repairs. The most popular units of
all makes included. 132

$150

large pages, 8% x 11 inches

Net Price

Practical Radio Mathematics
Introduces and
explains t h 3 use

LEARN RADIO

of arithmetic and
elementary algebra in connection
with units, color
code, meter scales,

Home -Study Radio Course

Ohm's Law, alternating currents,
ohmmeter testing,
wattage rating,
series and parallel connections,
capacity, inductance, mixec circuits, vacuum tubes, curves, the
decibel, etc., etc., and has numerous examples. Plainly written
and easy to under -2e..
stand
QPIVe

AMAZING BARGAIN OFFER
Here is your chance to get your
radio training almost free. These

simplified, well illustrated. interesting

lessons cover every phase of radio
work. You will find the training remarkably
easy to grasp and use.

TRAIN AT HOME FOR A RADIO JOB

This home -study manual has helped others like
you to secure high pay jobs in radio factories,
service shops, War Industries, Navy and Army.
TELEVISION FACTS
These money -saving lessons will give you all
the essential training needed. Includes extra InThis book defines and explains avery
formation on recent radio developments.
term and part used in television transYou may examine the complete course mitting and receiving equipment. The
manual, containing all the lessons and
more important terms are described in
greater detail. You will find the TELEVISION review questions, in your own home
CYCLOPEDIA Section an excellent introduction
without any risk.
to television and a great aid in understanding
more technical articles and books. Included are
many photographs and charts to assist you.
Every radio serviceman, amateur, and technician
must have this book to unders:and television.
64 fact -packed pages, well illustrated.
Price only

40c

HOW TO REPAIR REFRIGERATORS

This
new practical book will tell you how to
repair and adjust all domestic refrigerators.
The old refrigerators in use must be repaired
during the war. Get into this profitable 40
field. Complete manual

C

HOW TO MODERNIZE RADIOS

You can learn quickly to modernize all sets.
Cash in by improving audio circuits, modernizing cabinets, adding features usually found on
late model sets. Practical job-she?.ts with schematics and photographs make tie work easy.
You are told how to obtain modernization work,
what to charge, and how to
complete the job quickly and
efficiently. Large size,
8%x11 in. manual is
Priced at only

$100

FOR BRUSH -UP AND REVIEW

Learn new speed -tricks of radio fault finding,
case histories of common troubles, servicing
short-cuts, extra profit ideas. Many large lessons on the use of regular test equipment, explanation of signal tracing, television to the
minute, recording dope. With this information
you will save enough time on a single radio Job
to pay the special $2.50 price for the complete
course of the money -making lessons. Many as
servicemen used this reduced -price radio
training for brush -up and study of new servicing methods,
NEW EDITION REPRINTED 1943

Reprinted in 1943 with information on signal tracing, television, visual alignment, PA., photocells, etc. All about AVC, how to use an oecilloscope, what is feedback, resonance action,
and every other fact you must
know to be more expert in your
work.

Order the course on a

$25°

trial basis. Net price, only

HOW TO ORDER BOOKS

Mark in the coupon the manuals you want.
Then take the coupon to your radio jobber, or
send the coupon to the publisher and receive the

manuals selected, by prepald Dared Doai.
============

via ma ins

SEE YOUR JOBBER OR SEND COUPON

SUPREME PUBLICATIONS

328 S. Jefferson St., Chicago. III.

Supreme Publications
PUBLISHERS OF RADIO BOOKS, MANUALS, AND DIAGRAM,

328 South Jefferson Street

Chicago, Illinois

I want the manuals listed below.
refund my money.

0I

ans enclosing $
NAME:

I must be satisfied or you will

send posptaid. 0 Send C.O.D.

ADDRESS:
(You may send a letter instead of coupon.)
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